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Parental Conceptions of Children and Child Rearing: 

A Structural-Developmental Analysis 

Abstract 

This study of parental conceptions applies a descriptive developmental 

analysis to the parent-child relationship. Drawing from empirical evidence 

and developmental-philosophical analysis, this research develops a theo

retical framework and a measure to investigate concepts of children and 

child rearing which are thought to underlie the process of parenting. 

Theoretical Foundation 

The structural-developmental approaches to the genesis and organiza

tion of interpersonal understanding of Piaget, Kohlberg, and Selman give 

the theoretical foundation from which to develop a measure for analyzing 

parental understanding of children and child rearing. 

The structural-developmental approach takes empirical conceptual data 

and finds within it an inherently logical system of sequential, hierarchi

cally organized but qualitatively different developmental levels or stages 

which form the cognitive interface between experience and action. 

Piaget describes how the process of coming to know the physical 

world for a child proceeds through successive stages, each stage being a 

mode for structuring information perceived about the world into organized 

systems for acting in the world. The operations by which an individual 

constructs his understanding of physical reality are thought to underlie 

his understanding of social reality as well. Piaget and Kohlberg demon

strate that children's concepts of social justice proceed through a 

sequence of stag!;:s,and Selman documents empirically the existence of a 



developmental sequence of levels in how children come to understand other 

peoplels subjectivity, and the reciprocal nature of relationships. 

Hypothesis 

Implicit in the way people think of others in all interpersonal rela

tionships is a structural sequence of social perspective-taking. A des

criptive structural-developmental analysis which defines how people under

stand persons and relationships in each relationship context may be applied 

to the domains of interpersonal experience in the social developmental 

continuum. A hierarchy of four developmental levels into which parental 

conceptions may fall is hypothesized. These levels, called "egoisti~I' 

"conventional," "subjective-individualistic," and "analytic," describe 

increasingly comprehensive and flexible awareness of children and child 

rearing. The following is a brief description of thinking at each level. 

Egoistic: child, relationship, and role a projection of parental exper

ience; fulfillment of parental wants and needs. 

Conventional: child, relationship,and role externally (culture, trad

ition) defined; fulfillment of parental role responsibilities. 

Subjective-individualistic: child, relationship, and role individ

ually defined; basis of reciprocal emotional exchange. 

Analytic: systems orientation to child, relationship, and role; 

psychological self and relationship systems; autonomous interdependence. 

Method 

Fifty-five parents from a broad cross-section of social and family 

backgrounds are interviewed. The interview presents both direct questions 

and hypothetical dilemmas concerning a parentis view of the child, of his 

or her role as a parent, and of his or her reasoning about the meaning and 



handling of various child rearing issues~ such as discipline and authority, 

resolving conflict, meeting needs~ and trust and affection. From this 

empirical data, a manual for scoring a parent's level of awareness for 

each issue is constructed. 

Analysis 

An analysis of individual interviews shows that parents' thinking 

tends to be organized at one level across the issues. In other words, 

parents who tend to conceptualize their children's subjective experience 

and motivation from a "conventional" perspective, also tend to think about 

other issues from the same perspective. A cross-sectional analysis of 

interviews of children at different ages shows parental awareness levels 

to be age related, suggesting that parental conceptions may form a 

developmental sequence. This is further supported by the finding that 

higher parental awareness levels in adults is associated with greater 

years of parental experience. 

In order preliminarily to explore the relationship between parental 

awareness and parental behavior, a sample of parents with a recent history 

of having abused a child are compared with a matched sample of parents 

without such a history. Parents with the clinical history are found as a 

group to have significantly lower mean levels of parental awareness. 

These findings suggest that this is a useful method for identifying and 

analysing levels of social-cognitive process implicit in parental 

function and dysfunction. Implications of this research for clinical 

intervention and for further development of theory are discussed. 



Introduction 

The present study of parental conceptions of children and child 

rearing grew from clinical experiences with the problem of child abuse. 

The absence of an adequate theory base for thi s work was cl ear, and th·e 

static notion of parental functioning ("role reversal,1I "disto.rted expec

tations of children ll
) led me to consider the possible theoretical and 

practical utility of an approach to parental functioning based on develop

mental theory. Descriptions of different stages in the development of 

children's reasoning about interpersonal relationships,as they have been 

descri bed by cogni ti ve-deve 1 opmenta 1 i nvesti ga to.rs, also seemed to 

describe how different parents thought about their children and about 

child rearing. In particular, many of the parents with very disturbed 

relationships with their children did not appear to consider their chil

dren's perspectives as they talked about their relationship and about 

child rearing choices. How these parents thought about their children as 

people, and about their role as parents seemed to be related to how they 

were functioning as parents. 

Although clinicians and researchers have described emotional and 

environmental factors which are associated with dysfunctions in the parent

child relationship~in the existing psychiatric literature, the relation of 

parental conceptions to parental functioning has been sparsely acknow

ledged, and has never been systematically studied. 

In a review of the literature on studies of universal patterns of 

parenting in normal families presented in chapter 1, it is clear that 

1 
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there is an important cognitive component in parental functioning. This 

research constructs a descriptive measure of that component. It builds 

from social perspective-taking theory a theory of parental conceptions, 

and a measure to investigate the organization and development of parents· 

awareness of their children as people, the parent-child relationship, and 

the parental role. 

Fundamental theoretical antecedents of this work are the structural 

cognitive-developmental approaches to the genesis and organization of 

interpersonal understanding of Piaget (1952), Kohlberg (1969), and Selman 

(1971b). Structural-developmental researchers study the organization and 

development of children's understanding of the physical and social world

They find within empirical conceptual data an inherently logical sequence 

of hierarchically organized but qualitatively differ-ent developmental 

levels or stages; these stages represent a cognitive blueprint for inter

preting experience and for organizing action. 

The task of this research is to build from logical analysis and 

empirical interview data a set of developmental levels which represent 

the conceptual blueprint for parental functioning. Four increasingly com

prehensive~ psychologically-oriented, and reciprocal levels of parental 

awareness are constructed. These levels, called lIegoistic,1I IIconventional," 

II subjective-individualistic,1I and lI analytic,1I describe increasingly comp

rehensive and flexible understanding of children and child rearing. The 

following description summarizes the parental awareness levels. 

Level 1-- Egoistic Parental Conceptions: The basis for parental 

activity and the basis for understanding of the child is the child's 

actions in relation to the parent's needs. Child care tasks and parenting 
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are carried out in response to external cues which affect the parent's 

emotional or physical comfort and which offer approval to the parent. 

Intentions of the child are recognized but as a projection of parental 

feelings, and are not separated from actions. The organizing principle is 

achie~ing what the parent wants and the object of socialization of the 

child is maximum parental comfort. Reciprocity is conceived as equal 

exchange. 

Level 2 - Conventional Parental Conceptions: The basis for parental 

activity and the basis for understanding the child is the child's actions 

and inferred intentions in relation to preconceived, externally derived 

expectations. The child is conceived as having internal states and needs 

which must be acknowledged, but the parent conceives of the child's sub

jective reality in a stereotypical way. The child is not seen as unique, 

but as a member of the class "children,1l and the parent uses traditio~, 

"authority,1I or the conventional wisdom to inform expectations and prac

tices. The parent and the child are understood to have well-defined roles 

which it is their obligation to fulfill. Reciprocity is conceived as 

fulfillment of role obligations. 

Level 3 - Subjective-Individualistic Parental Conceptions: Each 

child is understood to have unique as well as universally shared qualities 

and must be understood in terms of his or her own subjective reality. The 

parent tries to understand the child's world from the child's own particu

lar pOint of view, and understands reciprocity as exchange of feelings and 

sharing of perspectives,. rather than as the fulfillment of role obligations. 

Level 4 - Analytic Parental Conceptions: The parent can view the 

relatio.nships between parent and child as a mutual and reciprocal system 
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and understands the child as a complex psychological self-system. The 

parent can conceive that motives underlying a child's actions may reflect 

simultaneous and conflicted feelings. (S)he can also understand that 

(s)he may have ambivalent feelings and actions as a parent, and still love 

and care for the child. Individuals and relationships are understood to 

be in a continual process of growth and change. Reciprocity is built not 

only on shared feelings, but also on shared acceptance of each otherls 

faults and frailties as well as virtues, and each otherls separateness, 

as well as closeness. 

Fifty-five parents from a broad cross-section of social and family 

backgrounds were interviewed. The interview presented both direct ques

tions and hypothetical dilemmas concerning a parentis view of the child, 

of his or her role as a parent, and of his or her reasoning about the 

meaning and handling of various child rearing issues, such as discipline 

and authority, resolving conflict, meeting needs, and trust and affection. 

From this empirical interview data, a manual was constructed which des

cribes parental reasoning for each issue at each level of awareness. 

An age-stratified sample of 16 children was also given the interview, 

in order to define in a preliminary way the natural development of con

cepts of parenting. A subsample of 8 parents with a recent history of 

having abused or severely neglected.a child was ascertained and matched 

with a comparison group on ethnic status, socioeconomic status, and age 

of oldest child. This subsample was identified to provide a tentative 

estimate of the utility of this measure for understanding deviant parental 

behavior. An exploration of data from these studies have allowed some 

preliminary and tentative observations to be made about the organization 
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and development of parental awareness and its relation to child abuse. 

The findings partially support the validity of this method for identifying 

and analyzing levels of social-cognitive process implicit in parental 

functioning and implicated in parental dysfunction. Implications for 

clinical practice and for future research are discussed in a final 

chapter. 



Chapter 1: The Study of Parenting: Review 

A. Studies of Parental Behavior and Attitudes 

1. Identifying Factors 

Early studies of parenting in the child development literature 

sought to identify parental behaviors or characteristics which were 

descriptive of parents of delinquent or emotionally disturbed children 

(Burt, 1929; Glueck & Glueck, 1934, 1950; Healy & Bronner, 1926; Symonds, 

1939; Martin, 1975). Initial efforts which attempted to relate specific 

child care practices, such as breast feeding or certain disciplinary 

techniques to particular behaviors in the child were not able to be sub

stantiated, and led to the study of maternal attitudes as more sensitive 

indicators of significant environmental factors. (Blank, 1964). Scales 

of maternal behavior were developed to organize and measure complete 

maternal behaviors which were thought to reflect child care attitudes. 

From detailed home observations of parents and children, Champney 

(1941) and his co-workers at the Fels Foundation constructed the Fels 

Parent-Behavior Rating scales, which evalutes parent behavior in terms 

of 30 variables which were hypothesized to discriminate among parents 

and to be related to child behavior. Sample variables are IIActiveness 

of the home: Inactive-active; Intensity of contact: Inert-vigorous; 

Democracy of policy: Dictatorial-Democratic; Protectiveness: Exposing

sheltering; Affectionateness toward child: Hostile-affectionate," 

Baldwin, Kalhorn and Breeze (1945), using data from the Fels study, 

intercorrelated the ratings of maternal behavior in order to identify 

6 
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clusters of behavioral variables which would reflect more fundamental 

attitudes. Three central syndromes of parental behavior: democracy in 

the home, acceptance of the child, and indulgence; and five minor 

syndromes: severity, nagging, intellectuality, hustling, and personal 

adjustment were identified as patterns of variables about which behavior 

may be organized, and which reflect underlying emotional attitudes, 

philosophies, or personality traits. 

A factor analysis of the original 30 variables made by Rolf (1949), 

found 7 factors adequate to account for the original correlations. 

Shoben (1949), citing the need for a measure of parental attitudes 

which could be more quickly and economically obtained, and which could 

be used to investigate attitudes of parents of children with problems, 

who might be reluctant to admit observers to their homes, developed a 

self-inventory to assess parent attitudes. Parents were required to 

indicate strength of agreement or disagreement to a set of 148 statements 

about children and child rearing, which were classified into three cate

gories: dominant, possessive, and ignoring. Comparing 50 parents of 

"problem children" and 50 parents of llnon-problem children," the Univer

sity of Southern California Parent Attitude Survey was found to discrimin

ate between the two groups. 

2. Formulating Theory 

Nowlis (1951), in a presentation to the American Orthopsychiatric 

Association about the problem of finding significant concepts in the 

study of parent-child relationships, pointed out that the identification 

of variables in parent-child research to that time had been largely 

empirical, and stressed the importance of a solid theoretical base, so 
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that a concept relating to the parent-child relationship could be related 

to other concepts, and enter into a theory of laws which govern behavior. 

Using the explanatory framework of stimulus-response learning theory, 

Nowlis and his colleagues at the Iowa Child Welfare Research Station 

described how they constructed and analysed interviews of mothers of 40 

preschool children in order to study interaction sequences around inci

dents concerning aggression and dependency in the child. In each inter

view, maternal aims,evaluations and justifications were elicited, as 

well as a description of overt practices concerning dependency and 

aggression. Rating scales for punishment,nurturance, responsiveness, 

encouragement and intrusion, and frustration were devised, with each 

mother rated and ranked on each scale. These measures, along with 

measures of childhood aggression and dependency, allowed the investiga

tors to systematically study stimulus and response patterns in the parent

child relationship. Nowlis found that these maternal concepts serve to 

facilitate or inhibit the mother1s response to aggression. The concepts 

which released or facilitated a punitive response to aggression fell into 

three classes: 1) the mother sees the child as to blame; 2) the mother 

values punishment as an effective teaching device, and feels it is her 

duty to punish the child; and 3) the mother blames herself because she is 

tired, cross, involved in other things, or cannot control herself. Con

cepts which appeared to inhibit a punitive response to aggression were: 

1) the child is not to blame for his or her act; 2) punishment will not 

be effective; and 3) the mother feels an unemotional response is satis

factory. Although Nowlis did not develop a systematic analysis of 
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maternal conceptions, he concluded that maternal concepts need to be 

better understood in order to interpret the meaning of aggressive acts to 

the mother as well as the meaning of maternal responses to the child. He 

suggests that the development of a theory of the functions of maternal 

conceptions for both mother and child will lead to a broader understanding 

of the laws which determine behavior. 

The direction of the research started at the Iowa Child Welfare 

Research Station was not to move toward a theory of cognitive inhibitors 

and facilitators of parental responses, however, but to continue to find 

patterns in parental practices which are associated with certain kinds of 

behavior in the child. Sears, Maccoby, and Levin (1957) moved from Iowa 

to Harvard, where they carried out a major study designed to discover 

what kinds of child rearing practices promote or inhibit aggression and 

dependency in the child, and are most conducive to the development of 

children's identification with their parents. The investigators were 

interested in parents I reports of child rearing behaviors and of 

behavioral outcomes in their children, in order to identify what maternal 

attitudes and practices shaped which kinds of child behaviors. From semi

structured interviews with 379 mothers, 188 scales were rated for each 

mother. They found that children of mothers rated low on the maternal 

warmth scale were more likely to have feeding problems, persistent bed

wetting, and high aggression. Punishing changewort~behavior, in con

trast to rewarding positive behavior, was found to be quite ineffectual 

over the long run as a technique for eliminating behavior. They found 

clear evidence that continuing punishment of undesirable behavior was 
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associated with a greater intensity of such behavior than was the case 

with a nonpunitive handling of the behavior. Punishment simply did not 

seem to work. Permissiveness, however, also appears to be associated 

with continuing aggressive behavior. Parents who combined high punishment 

with high permissiveness were most likely to have highly aggressive chil

dren, while parents who combined low punishment and low permissiveness 

were least likely to have aggressive children. This seeming contradic

tion (one does not normally expect permissiveness to be associated with 

punitiveness) is clarified by Milton's factor-analysis of the Sears, 

Maccoby, and Levin behavior rating scales. He found that two underlying 

factors, an atmosphere of warmth and affection, and parental attitudes of 

acceptance or rejection played a major part in determining what effects 

different techniques have. As with the Nowlis study, parental practices 

alone do not appear sufficient to account for the associations between 

parental practices and children's behavior. Underlying emotional quali

ties and attitudes appear to shape and to give meaning to the practices, 

and thus to influence their effects. The seemingly incongruous pairing 

of permissiveness and punitiveness becomes logical when one recognizes 

that they may both be expressions of underlying parental qualities of 

coldness and rejection. These underlying qualities, rather than the 

practices themselves, became the focus of new inquiry into parental pro

cesses and child behavior. 

Schaefer and Bell (1958), in a review of the liter~ture at the time, 

pointed to the need to study underlying attitudes which may influence a 

great variety of parental behaviors. Their approach was to construct a 
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questionnaire, the Parent Attitude Research Instrument (PARI), which they 

gave to parents of children differing in behavior. The PARI asks parents 

to indicate the degree of agreement or disagreement to statements about 

child rearing, such as "A child will be grateful later on for strict 

training," liAs much as is reasonable, a parent should try to treat his 

child as an equal," and "Sex is one of the biggest problems to be conten

ded with in children." Rather than to try and find relationships between 

behavior and attitudes in the parent and child behavior from maternal 

interviews as Sears and his colleagues had done,Schaefer and Bell looked 

for attitude differences in parents whose children were previously iden

tified as behaving differently. They presented the PARI as a set of homo

geneous measures of parent attitudes, in order to study the generalized 

atmosphere of the home (Sell, 1958). As with the Sears, Maccoby and Levin 

study, two main dimensions emerged which they named love-hostility and 

control-autonomy. 

Thus the social learning theory approach to the study of parenting 

has yielded a model of parental characteristics in which the coordination 

of two independent dimensions identifies four basic types of parents. 

Other researchers defined other dimensions (Baldwin, et al., 1945; 

McCord, McCord, & Howard, 1961), but the dimenSions of warmth-hostility, 

permissiveness-restrictiveness have continued to frame investigations of 

parent attitudes and behavior. Figure 1 is a hypothetical circumplex of 

maternal behavior concepts, developed by Schaefer from maternal behavior 

ratings. 
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B. Limitations and Implications of the Learning Theory Approach 

to Parental Measurement 

1. Limited Predictability 

An assumption of the learning theory approach to the study of paren

ting is that measurements of parental behavior and/or parental attitudes 

are related to predictable behavioral outcomes in the child. Sears, 

Maccoby and Levin described several such relationships, but when Radke

Yarrow, Campbell and Burton (1968) used the same techniques to study 

aggression, dependence,and conscience formation, they were unable to 

replicate the findings. Although mothers undoubtedly exert enormous 

influence on their children's development and behavior, the mother is but 

one factor in a complex environment with many interacting factors. Leton 

(1958) found no significant differences between attitude scores (using 

Shoben's Parent Attitude Survey, 1949) of parents whose children were 

rated "excell ent adjustment ll or "poor adjustment" by thei r teachers. He 

did find that there was wider disagreement between the scores of mothers 

and fathers of poorly adjusted children, suggesting that parental agree

ment may be more powerfully implicated in children's adjustment in school 

than the content of parental attitudes. 

2. Historical and Cultural Issues 

Although many studies described inthe child development literature 

have shown that parental care variables can be defined and measured 

(Rheingold, 1960; Roe, 1963; Martin, 1975), attempts to measure parental 

attitudes are based on the assumption that there is a stable and correct 

way to raise children, and that the function of measurement is to assess 



how closely a mother (or father) approaches that standard (Loevinger, 

1962) . 

Because the standards have been defined by researchers primarily 
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from white middle-class twentieth century backgrounds, the meaning of the 

measures for people from more diverse backgrounds has been difficult to 

determine. If one looks at child rearing in different cultures or his

torical times, one finds great differences in the beliefs and values about 

children and about adult functioning on which parental practices are 

based. Brim (1957) finds that differences in conceptions of the correct 

parental role among different cultural groups stem from different theo

ries of human motivation, or from different conceptions of the goals of 

child rearing, i.e., what kind of adult parents wants to produce. He 

points out that historically, different theories of human behavior and 

different conceptions of an ideal adult outcome have produced dramatic 

differences in child rearing practices and attitudes. 

Before childhood as a subject of study emerged during the past 60 

years, prescriptions for practices of American parents varied with the 

predominant humanistic or religious conviction about the nature of the 

child; i.e., whether the child is a savage beast to be tamed, a small 

adult to be completed, or a bundle from heaven to be indulged (Baumrind, 

1966). Stendler (1950) in a survey of child rearing practices promoted in 

the popular child rearing literature since the turn of the century, des

cribes the marked changes that occurred even within that relatively short 

span of time. Around the turn of the century, articles on parenting in 

the. women's magazines indicated that parents were interested in producing 
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adults with good moral character, who were courteous, honest, orderly, 

industrious, and generous. Because the theory of human behavior of the 

period was that children learned through imitation, the mother, who had 

responsibility for shaping the character of her children, was ideally 

courteous, honest, orderly, industrious, and generous in her relationship 

with her children. The introduction of Watsonian behaviorism in the 

1920's led to an emphasis on training, rather than loving example. 

Mothers were advised not to pick up a crying baby, for example, lest the 

baby connect crying with being picked up, and the behavior would be 

reinforced. 

The shift from a behavioral to a psychoanalytic conception of human 

behavior, prompted by the awareness and acceptance of Freud's theory that 

the gratification of early needs forms the foundation for secure and 

healthy adult personalities, led to more permissive and child regulated 

procedures, and to a concern with what was considered "normal" rather 

than what was IIbad ll (Baumrind, 1966; Stendler, 1950). 

This review of the effects of historical changes in beliefs about 

children and child rearing on child rearing practices suggests that a 

parent raising a child according to the "bestll standards and values of the 

1850's might score very differently on measures of parental attitudes 

from a parent raising a child according to the "bestll standards and values 

of the 1950's. Yet one could not infer the effect on the child of either 

parent's attitudes without an understanding of the values and standards 

in each culture at that time, or perhaps even without an understanding of 

each parent's personal values and standards. Similar problems are 
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encountered when applying a measure of parental attitudes to groups from 

different social or cultural backgrounds or with different demographic 

characteristics from those of the researcher or of the standardizing 

population. 

Becker and Krug (1965)~ in a review of studies using the PARI~ found 

that meaningful relationships between PARI scores and child behavior were 

found only in studies involving homogeneous upper middle-class families. 

PARI scores were discovered to parallel educational differences in the 

respondents, and they cited a study by Costin, who found changes toward 

the lI au tonomy-love" dimensions as a function of a college class in psy

chology. When education was controlled, Becker and Krug found few clear

cut relationships between PARI scores and child behavior. 

Beckwith (1972) found that the measure of parental attitudes did 

correlate rather well with observations of maternal behavior when used 

with a restricted socioeconomic range of middle-class mothers and chil

dren. Although the meaning of these findings is not entirely clear, it 

is apparent that this particular instrument, which is widely used to study 

parental attitudes, may be measuring different things in different social 

class groups. 

In a study of parental ideologies among mothers from various sub

cultures in Greater Chicago, Duvall (1946), found that different groups 

had different understandings of what lIgood mothers" and "good children ll 

are. She found that mothers who are black, lower class, or who have older 

children tend to think of the parental role in terms of well-defined tasks 

and promoting specific behaviors in the child. Mothers who are upper

class, white, and whose children are younger were characterized by 
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expectations of the mother and child in terms of growth and development 

rather than specific behavioral conformities. 

C. Parental Process 

1. The Functional Approach 

As the attitudes and practices of parents reflect the beliefs and 

emphases of the surrounding culture during a given historical period, and 

appear to be effected by various life circumstances, a measure of parenting 

which relies on a fixed standard against which a parent can be compared is 

at best only applicable to a subgroup of parents who share the culture, 

historical time, and circumstances of the measuring investigators or of 

the standardizing population. Brim (1957) suggests that a generally 

applicable analysis of parental functioning should identify three basic 

elements of the parental role, regardless of the specific prescriptions of 

that role: the motives of the parent, i.e., what kind of adult the parent 

hopes the child will become; the overt behavior of the parent; and the 

effects on the child of such behavior. Brim emphasizes that studies of the 

function and effects of parental behavior cannot be systemtically compared 

without considering the motivational framework within which they are enacted, 

and the effectiveness of parental role prescriptions and performance within 

that framework to achieve desired goals. 

Drawing from Brim, ElTITlerich (1969) developed a measure for studying 

four cognitively mediated components of the parental role, which he feels 

are necessary to analyse parental functioning. The four parental role 

components are: a) Goal Values - the selection of positive and negative 

behavioral outcomes in the child, b) Means-Ends Beliefs - parental beliefs 
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in the effectiveness of various methods to effect desirable outcomes in 

the child; c) Means-Ends Capacities - the parent's evaluation of his or 

her capacities for implementing the Means-Ends Beliefs; and d) Goal 

Achievements - the extent to which the parent sees the child as fulfill

ing parental Goal Values. A Parental Role Questionnaire and scoring 

scales were constructed to measure each of these parental role components. 

Emmerich investigated the interrelationships among role components, 

and the relationship between parental role components and attitude and 

personality as measured by the PARI. He was particularly interested to 

learn whether different kinds of goals are tied with different beliefs 

about child rearing, and with different beliefs about the capacity to 

realize those goals. He did not look at the different kinds of goals 

that different groups of parents might have. Rather, he took a highly 

homogeneous sample (middle-class parents of children enrolled at the 

Purdue University nursery school--most of the fathers were university 

professors or graduate students) and looked for differences in beliefs 

about the effectiveness of different child rearing techniques for 

different kinds of goals. He found that positive goals (e.g., promoting 

obedience, trustingness, independence) and negative goals (e.g., elimina

ting aggression, overfriendliness, dependence) are associated with 

different beliefs about the most effective child-rearing methods. For 

example, positive reinforcement techniques are seen as most effective 

to achieve goals defined as positive, where the parent's task is under

stood as promoting desirable behavior. Situational modification, on the 

other hand, is seen as more effective to reduce undesirable behavior. 
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Another of Emmerich's findings is the tendency for high authoritarian 

control scores on the PARI to be associated with low scores on the parental 

competence measures. Emmerich interprets this to mean that parents who do 

not believe themselves competent to effect change in the child are more 

likely to resort to authoritarian measures out of desperation. 

Emmerich's findings that in individual parents different goals and 

beliefs may elicit different parental responses, lends support to the 

view that cognitive factors mediate parental functioning. Unfortunately, 

the limitations of his sample restrict the generalizations one can make 

about the relationships found. Parents from different backgrounds might 

advocate different child rearing methods for positive and negative goals~ 

or might choose different goals for their children. His study does sug

gest the feasibility and the importance of analysing parental role per

formance and parental attitudes from the perspective of the respondent's 

goals and beliefs, rather than from the perspective of the examiner's 

standards. 

2. Individual Variability 

Although a study of the parental role which includes a motivational 

component allows the measurement of parental functioning from the yard

stick of a parent, subculture, or culture's own goals and values, it does 

not provide a theoretical framework for analysing individual change over 

time or under various conditions. Medinnus (1959) notes that an under

lying assumption of parental attitude questionnaires is a belief in the 

constancy of individual parental attitudes. In separate studies, Baldwin 

(1946) and Lasko (1954), using ratings of parental behavior on variables 
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from the Fels Parent Behavior Rating Scales, found that parental atti

tudes do not remain constant over time. Baldwin, in a study of parental 

behavior toward 3 and 9 year old children, found parents of 9 year olds 

to be colder, more restrictive, and less stimulating than parents of 3 

year olds, and also found that the addition of a new child to the family 

tends to reduce the amount of warmth between parents and their children, 

and to increase the restrictiveness of the home. Lasko also found in his 

study of mothers with two children that attitudes were not consistent 

from child to child, although the mothers' policies and techniques for 

managing their two children remained consistent. In contrast to Baldwin, 

Las ko observed increased warmth in mothers wi th more chil dren, combi ned 

with increased strictness. As cited above, Duvall (1946) found mothers 

of older children to be more traditional and rigid in their conceptions 

of "good" mothers and children than the more flexible and developmentally

oriented mothers of younger children. Although the behavioral conclusions 

of the three investigators are not entirely comparable, they do suggest 

that parental attitudes and behavior cannot be predicted from one child to 

another, and that static formulations cannot account for the variability 

of parental conceptions, attitudes, or behavior in varying circumstances, 

with different children, or across time. 

D. Parental Development 

The developmental approach to parental functioning offers a frame

work for identifying and assessing change, as well as for describing 

individual differences. The idea that development during parenthood 

occurs, both in terms of personality development of the parent, and in 
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terms of development in the parental role, has been offered by several 

thinkers in the field. From a psychoanalytic perspective, each phase in 

the libidinal development of the child requires new adaptations by the 

parents, and may touch on old and unresolved issues from the parentis own 

childhood (Lidz, 1976). These issues may impede parental role functioning, 

or through their reactivation in the parent-child relationship, achieve a 

resolution which permits a more mature integration of the parental per

sonality. Benedek (1970) speaks of parenthood as "continuous adaptation 

to physiologic and psychologic changes within the self of the parent, 

parallel to, and in transaction with, changes in the child and to his 

expanding world" (p. 185). 

Rossi (1968) builds upon the stage-task concepts of Erikson to con

struct a description of parental change. Erikson (1963) defines stages 

of psychosocial or ego development in terms of tasks which the individual 

encounters at age-specific points in his or her life. These tasks are 

experienced as crises which must be satisfactorily resolved in order for 

the subsequent task to be successfully mastered. Rossi reasons that, IIIf 

the total life span may be said to have a cycle, each stage with its 

unique tasks, then by analogy a role may be said to have a cycle and 

each stage in the role cycle, to have its unique tasks and problems of 

adjustment ll (p. 29). She identifies four stages of a role cycle: 

1) the anticipatory stage, 2) the honeymoon stage, 3) the plateau stage, 

and 4) the disengagement-termination stage. As these are temporal, 

rather than functional or developmental stages, they serve to identify 

in a general sense the tasks with which the person is dealing, but they 
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to be reliably scored, Two other parents demonstrated serious emotional 

disturbance during the course of the interview. When their disturbances 

became apparent, the formal interviews were terminated, their problems 

discussed, and with their permission appropriate referrals made. 

Twenty-seven mothers (77%) and 8 fathers (23%) were ascertained from 

this source. The demographic characteristics observed are presented in 

Table 6. Hollingshead (1965) two-factor index of social position is used 

for all calculations of socioeconomic status in this study. 

b. The suburban sample: In order to achieve a more representative 

sample of parents from which to develop the measure and its manual, 8 

middle or professional class white families were contacted by the inter

viewers and asked if they would like to participate in the study. None 

refused. These were all parents who were previously known to the inter

viewers. Seven mothers and one father were interviewed. Five were 

assigned to social class levell, and 3 were assigned to social class 

level 2. 

c. The Family Development Clinic Sample: Nine parents who had been 

referred to the Family Development Clinic of Children'S Hospital because 

of a history of having abused a child were interviewed. One interview was 

discarded because the child kept pulling the plug, and the interview could 

not be completed. Interviews from the Family Development Clinic sample 

are used for manual construction and for the case-comparison study. For 

the case-comparison study, each of the 8 respondents is matched with a 

respondent from the Orthopedic Clinic sample on the basis of race, SES, 

and number of children. Wherever possible, subjects are also matched on 
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age group of the oldest child. Five of the 8 pairs are able to be matched 

on age of the oldest child, 2 of the pairs have oldest children in adjacent 

age categories, and in only 1 case is the age of the oldest child neither 

matched nor in an adjacent age group. 

All the case parents are mothers; one father is included in the com

parison sample. Table 7 describes racial and socioeconomic characteristics 

of the matched pairs. 

d. Adults without children: Three women and one man were interviewed. 

One was the aunt of a child being seen in the Orthopedic Clinic, 2 are 

employed at the Judge Baker Guidance Center, and 1 is an artist in the 

community. Three are white; one is black. One is assigned to social 

class level 2, 2 are assigned level 3, and 1 is assigned level 4. 

2. The Children1s Sample 

Four boys and 12 girls whose ages ranged from 8:6 to 16:11 were inter

viewed. All are white and most are from professional class homes. Thir

teen of the 16 children are from homes at level 1 on the Hollingshead 

Index (1965), 2 children are from homes assigned level 2, and 1 child is 

from a home assigned to level 3. The sample is stratified according to 

age, with 3 girls and a boy at each of ages 8, 10-11, 13-14, and 16. 

Table 8 describes the characteristics of the total parent sample, 

from which the Parental Awareness Manual was constructed. Table 9 pre

sents numbers and ages of children of individuals included in the 

exploration of parental experience and parental development. 
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C. Assessment Materials 

The primary instrument for data collection is a semi-structured 

reflective interview which uses both direct personal questions and hypo

thetical dilemmas to probe reasoning about parental issues, following the 

dilemma approach used by Piaget (1932), Kohlberg (1969), and Selman 

(1976) (see Appendix I). The interview questions were constructed from 

a preliminary set of parental issues which generally correspond to the 

issues presented in Chapter 2. At least two questions are concerned with 

each issue. As one function of this interview has been to explore parents' 

concerns and to discover issues that parents might bring up spontaneously, 

several of the questions are relatively unstructured (e.g., WHAT DO YOU 

ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR CHILD? and WHAT DO YOU FIND HARDEST TO PUT UP WITH?). 

Questions are organized so as to be clinically comfortable and to flow 

naturally, rather than by issue. The first question, for example, CAN YOU 

DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME?, is friendly and nonthreatening so that the 

parent can be put at ease, and the examiner can become acquainted with the 

respondent's children, as well as to being exploration of the parent's 

conceptions of personality. More sensitive questions, such as those 

involving discipline or a parent's evaluation of his or her performance, 

come later in the interview, and are interspersed with questions which are 

thought to be less sensitive. 

The interview has two sections, a personal section and a dilemma 

section. In the first section, parents are asked directly about their 

children as people, disciplinary practices, influences on developmental 
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outcome, goals for and expectations of their children, how they have 

learned to be parents, and how someone knows if (s)he is a good parent. 

In the second section of the interview, hypothetical parent-child conflict 

situations are presented. These dilemmas deal with issues of authority, 

trust and communication, resolving conflict and conflicting needs, and 

the nature of the child's subjective experiences. A series of semi

standardized questions probes parental understanding and resolution of 

each dilemma situation, and moves from solutions and their justifications 

to an exploration of the parentis reasoning about the issues raised in 

each dilemma. A description of each dilemma is as follows: 

In the Jimmy Fox Dilemma, the diary of a 15 year old boy who had 

maintained his innocence when arrested on a shoplifting charge is found 

accidentally by his concerned and doubting father. Should he read the 

diary? After several questions primarily probing the issue of trust and 

communication, the story resumes. The father did not read the diary, but 

on addressing the boy privately, the boy embarrassedly confessed to his 

crime. Several issues including the child's thoughts and feelings, the 

parentis socializing role, and personality are further explored. 

The Working Mother Dilemma presents a conflict between a bored and 

frustrated housewife who needs the stimulation and self-esteem a job will 

give her, and a 10 year old who wants mother home. Resolving conflict and 

meeting needs are the main issues of this dilemma. 

In ~he New Baby Dilemma, 3~ year old Sam insists he loves his baby 

brother, even though hugs turn frequently into hits. Questions probe 

parents' understanding of the subjective experience of the child. 
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Each parent was given at least one dilemma, and if time allowed, all 

three. When conducting the interviews, the interviewer stresses and 

probes each parent's reasons for his or her answers. This both clarifies 

a parent's responses, and brings out the deeper conceptions of the person

hood of the child, and the nature of the parent-child relationship and of 

the parental role which may underlie the parent's presentation of his or 

her personal practices and philosophy. The interviewer is free to follow

up each response with questions which are not included in the interview, 

in order to clarify responses and to explore new issues. 

Children receive the same interview as the adults, but the personal 

questions are revised to read, "If you were a parent ... " (the personal 

questions on the children's interview are presented in Appendix II). The 

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Form B, was also administered to each 

chil d. 

O. Procedures 

1. Interviewing 

Interviews for the Orthopedic and Family Development Clinic samples 

were conducted in~e clinc settings before a routine clinic visit. 

Parents were first contacted by clinic personnel to ask if they would p.ar

ticipate in a study about child rearing. After the interviewer was intro

duced, the nature of the study and the procedures to be followed were 

described, and written informed consent was obtained (see Appendix III). 

Interviews were conducted in a separate office, were tape-recorded and 

transcribed. Each interview took approximately one hour to conduct. 

Demographic data was recorded on a separate identification sheet, and an 
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interview number was assigned. Only the number identified the tape and 

transcription, in order to protect the confidentiality of the interview 

material. The author and a second female interviewer trained by the 

author (a master's degree candidate in psychiatric nursing at Boston Uni

versity) conducted the interviews. All parents from the Family Develop

ment Clinic were interviewed by the second interviewer, as well as 4 

parents from the Orthopedic Clinic Sample and 3 of the 8 parents in the 

suburban sample. Subjects in the suburban sample were contacted personally 

and were interviewed in their homes. The author interviewed all 4 adults 

without children, 1 in the Orthopedic Clinic, 2 in their offices, and 1 in 

her home. The same procedures for obtaining informed consent, tape 

recording and transcribing interviews were followed. The ability to probe 

reasoning and to elicit scorable responses appears essentially the same 

for both interviewers. 

Children's interviews were conducted in a one-to-one setting in 

either their own or the interviewers' homes. The author conducted 15, 

the second interviewer 1, of the interviews. The same procedures as for 

parents were followed, except that the informed consent document was re

written in language a child could understand, and the Peabody Picture 

Vocabulary Test was administered directly prior to the interview. 

2. Constructing the Parental Awareness Manual 

In order to score the Parental Awareness Interview, a manual detail

ing parental conceptions for levels 1 through 4 for each parental issue 

was const~ucted. The construction of the issue-by-level analysis was a 

spiraling process of continually testing logical analysis against 
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empirical data, against a revised logic, reapplied to the empirical data. 

The starting point for the research was the logical construction of a 

hierarchy of levels which described how interpersonal perspective-taking 

stages might be expressed in parents' reasoning about children and about 

the tasks involved in raising children. By reflecting on personal clini

cal experience, talking with pediatric and mental health professionals who 

work with parents,and reading descriptions of parents in the literature on 

parenting, the preliminary logical construction of levels of parental 

awareness was refined, its potential validity suggested, and a set of 

issues charting much of the scope of the parent-child relationship was 

identified. At this point in the process, the interview was written, 

piloted and revised, and data was collected. 

After interviewing of parents was completed, there were several steps 

in the construction of the manual. Each interview was first preliminarily 

scored using the logically constructed global level descriptions as a 

guide. This first reading of the interviews provided the empirical basis 

for the development of a more adequate set of global level descriptions, 

and identified which issues were most fully addressed in parental responses. 

These provided the final set of issues used in the manual. The next step 

was to break each interview up into issue segments so that a description 

of awareness at each structural level for each parental issue could begin 

to be constructed. Following the scoring system developed by Selman and 

Jaquette (1976), issue-concepts, which they define as a question, its 

response, and follow-up probes and responses, were identified and bracketed. 

Each issue was then rescored, issue-concept by issue-concept,using the 

revised global level descriptions as a guide. Interviews were next 
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xeroxed, cut up into individual issue-concept sections, and sorted into 

issue-by-level groups for issue, rather than interview, analysis. By 

carefully studying all the responses for a given issue at each level, 

issue-aspects, the level-characteristic properties for each issue, were 

identified, described, and illustrated. This was the final analysis of 

the empirical data felt to be necessary for construction of this draft of 

the manual. The manual offers a global description of each level of 

parental awareness of the child as a person, the parent-child relation

ship, and the parental role. It provides instructions for interviewing 

parents, and for scoring interviews (adapted from Selman & Jaquette, 

1977a). It also describes and illustrates level-aspects of each issue, 

issue by issue (see Appendix IV). Following the manual construction pro

cess, a final interview scoring was done, and scores revised where neces

sary to conform to the more precise manual criteria. 

3. Assigning and Computing Scores 

The process of scoring individual interviews is adapted from Selman 

and Jaquette (1976) and is as follows. On each transcribed interview, 

issue-concepts are first bracketed and given an issue number. For 

example, a set of questions and responses discussing why Jimmy told his 

Father he shoplifted after maintaining his innocence, would be bracketed 

and assigned issue number II, because it deals with the issue of thinking 

and feeling in the child. Because an individual does not always use the 

highest level reasoning of which he or she is capable on first response 

to a question, probing questions IIpush" the respondent for clarifications 

and justifications in order to "test the limits" of his or her reasoning. 
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Each issue-concept which produced scorable utterances is given a single 

level score based on the highest level of reasoning found in the sequence. 

The level score is identified by comparing the interview responses with 

the level criteria and illustrations in the Parental Awareness manual. 

Sometimes a response will be vague or ambiguous, will provide sufficient 

information to be scored at a particular level, but with further probing 

might have yielded a level score above or below the score given. In such 

cases, a question mark is placed after the score given, and the level of 

reasoning the interviewer feels further probing might have produced is 

placed in parenthesis following the given score. Each pure level score 

is given a value of one, each questioned score is given a value of one

half. 

An issue score is next calculated for each parental issue. For each 

issue, issue-concept scores are notated on a scoring sheet (Appendix IV), 

and the total value of responses at each level used in reasoning about 

that issue are calculated. When responses at one level of reasoning 

account for 75% or more of the value, the issue is assigned a pure level 

score at that level. A major/minor score (e.g., 2(1)) is assigned when 

greater than 50% but less than 75% of the value is attributable to respon

ses at one level, and greater than 50% of the value of the remaining 

responses is at a second level, which is almost always a level adjacent 

to the major 1 evel. 

Major and major/minor scores are next averaged together into an 

average issue seore t computed to the nearest hundredths of a level. For 

example t individual issue scores of Influences 3, Subjectivity 3, 
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Personality 3(2), Communication and Trust 3, Discipline and Authority 3, 

Conflict Resolution 3, Meeting Needs 2, and Parental Learning and Evalua

tion 3(2) would be averaged into a quantitative individual score of 2.79. 

(When averaging major/minor scores, major scores receive a two-thirds 

weight and minor scores a one-third weight.) Additionally, this quanti

tative score is translated into a global Parental Awareness level score' 

according to the following table of transformations (adapted from Selman & 

Jaquette, 1977b). 

Average Issue Score Parental Awareness Level 

1.00 - 1.24 1 

1.25 - 1.49 1(2) 

1.50 ~ 1.74 2(1) 

1.75 - 2.24 2 

2.25 - 2.49 2(3) 

etc. etc. 

The quantitative individual score of 2.79 described above would translate 

into a global Parental Awareness level score of 3. For this research, 

the average issue score is used because of its greater sensitivity. 

In the next chapter, empirical characteristics of the measure and 

patterns suggested in the data will be described. 



Chapter 4: Results 

This research is a process of construction and exploration, rather 

than of validation and experimentation. The "resultsll of this research 

are the descriptive measure itself and the characteristics of the measure 

discovered in its preliminary exploration. This chapter might be more 

appropriately entitled, "Description and Discovery.1I 

Characteristics of the interview, reliability issues, and a prelimi

nary description of characteristics of the parental awareness measure are 

presented in this chapter. The characteristics described include the 

"scorability" of parental responses from the interview and the compara

bility of reasoning with personal and dilemma questions, as well as the 

reliability of scoring. Characteristics of the measure include structured 

wholeness of the levels, ability of the measure to discriminate among 

parents and the identification of a developmental sequence. 

The description of these characteristics must be understood as tenta

tive and not conclusive. This research is a first step toward the 

development of a valid and reliable measure of parental conceptions. 

Construct validation will not be appropriate until a new set of data, 

which is independent of the data from which the manual is constructed, can 

be collected. In the final section of the chapter, the results of the 

study comparing parents with a history of having abused a child with a 

matched comparison group are described. 

57 
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A. Interview Characteristics 

Ten randomly selected interviews from all segments of the adult 

sample were analyzed to d'etermine the mean percentage of issue-concepts 

which were able to be assigned a level score. A mean of 84% of all issue

concepts in these interviews were able to be scored; 16% were too ambig

uous or lacked sufficient information to be reliably scored. 

B. Reliability Issues 

Because the interview contains direct personal questions as well as 

questions about hypothetical dilemmas, it would be possible that the 

different types of questions might elicit different levels of awareness 

in the same person, and that the scores of subjects who received different 

numbers of dilemmas might be biased as a result. To test that possibility, 

13 adult interviews were randomly selected from the different subpopula

tions and average issue scores for the personal and hypothetical questions 

were computed separately. The Pearson product-moment coefficient of corre

lation (Freund, 1969) between the two types of questions is .81. 

In order to protect the confidentiality of the interview material and 

to minimize scoring bias, interviews are identified by number rather than 

by name. IIBlind ll scoring was not possible, however, because most of the 

interviews were obtained and scored by the same person, and the identity 

of some of the respondents was remembered from interview content. 

In order to assess the reliability of interview scores, an inter

rater reliability was calculated. Ten adult interviews were scored by an 

independent rater following a two-hour introduction to the research and 

to the manual. The Pearson correlation between the two raters is .96. 
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A second reliability issue is that of scoring homogeneity. When 

scoring all issues in one interview, rather than one issue at a time in 

all interviews, there may be a tendency to score toward a subject's major 

level. Because issue-concepts were reanalysed issue-by-issue during the 

manual construction process, the percentage of agreement between inter

view-rated and issue-rated responses was able to be observed. The per- . 

centage of agreement between previous scores and the issue-by-issue 

rescoring was over 90%, and scores of only 9.5% of the issue-concepts 

were revised because they were misclassified. Because this analysis 

allowed for the construction of more precise issue-by-level definitions, 

some of those changes can be attributed to manual development, and others 

to interviewer bias or to a tendency to score toward pure level scores. 

C. Characteristics of the Measure 

1. Structured Wholeness 

A central issue in structural developmental research is that of 

structured wholeness. If there are consistent and qualitatively distinct 

logical structures underlying the way people think about interpersonal 

relationships, and if developmental levels or stages capture the nature 

of those structures, then within-interview responses should tend to 

cluster around one level, and average-issue scores across interviews 

would tend toward pure level scores, rather than to randomly scatter among 

pure and major/minor level scores. Ten randomly chosen adult interviews 

were analysed to determine the mean distribution of issue-concept seores 

within an interview. A mean of 72% of the level scores are at a subject1s 

pure or major level, 24% are at the minor level, and 4% are at other levels. 
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Figure II shows the distribution of Parental Awareness Level scores 

across interviews in the total adult sample. Sixty-seven percent of the 

interviews have major or pure level scores, and 33% of the interviews 

have major/minor scores. 

2. Discrimination Among Parents 

The measure does discriminate among parents. Of the total sample of 

parents (n=51), 18% are scored at pure or major/minor level 1; 49% are 

scored at pure or major/minor level 2; 35% are scored at pure or major/ 

minor level 3; and 5% are scored at pure or major/minor level 4. An 

important question is whether there are different distributions for 

groups with different racial, social class or gender characteristics. In 

order to address that question, the relationships between race and paren

tal awareness ,between social class and parental awareness, and between 

sex of the parent and parental awareness are observed in the Orthopedic 

Clinic sample. These relationships should be regarded as tentative, 

because the sample, although heterogeneous, is small, and is not clearly 

representative of any larger population. The Family Development Clinic 

sample and the suburban sample are not included in this observation 

because these groups were specially selected and are probably atypical. 

Only the Orthopedic Clinic sample was examined. Table 10 shows the mean 

average issue scores and the mean qualitative level scores for different 

social class levels (Hollingshead, 1965). Although there is a slight 

trend toward an increase in man average issue scores with higher social 

classes, the correlation between parental awareness and social class is 

found to be quite low (r=-.085). 

Table 11 describes scores of black and white parents. The mean 
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average issue scores,and the standard deviations for the black and 

white subjects in the Orthopedic sample are presented. As there are no 

white subjects at SES level 2 in this sample, average issue scores are 

also computed for the subjects only in SES levels 3, 4, and 5. 

Eight fathers and 27 mothers were interviewed in the Orthopedic 

Clinic sample. Fathers are represented in SES levels 2-5 in proportions 

comparable to those of the mothers. Two are black and 6 are white. 

Table 12 presents the mean average issue scores and standard deviations 

for fathers and mothers. 

3. Developmental Sequence 

A primary requirement of a developmental measure is that it identify 

and define a developmental sequence. The hierarchical logic, of the level 

structures suggests but cannot confirm invariant sequence. If each level 

incorporates the elements of the preceding level into its more comprehen

sive and flexible structure, then logically an individual must comprehend 

one level of awareness before (s)he is able to comprehend, and ultimately 

to conceptually integrate the next into his or her thought structure. 

Developmental sequence, however, is not logically but empirically demon

strated by studying change in individuals over time. A cross-sectional 

design cannot confirm development, but it can suggest a developmental 

pattern if a relationship is found between level structures and age or 

experience. Two empirical analyses have been performed in order to 

explore whether parental awareness levels might describe a developmental 

sequence. The first study looks at the relationship between parental 

awareness and age in children. The second study examines the relation

ship between parental awareness and years of parental experience. 
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a. The Deve16pmentofParental Awareness in Children--In an age

stratified sample of children the relationship between age and parental 

awareness level is studied. Table 13 presents the mean Average Issue 

Score and standard deviation, the lowest and highest parental awareness 

levels and the range between them, for all children in each of four age 

categories. 

The mean score trends indicate an orderly progression of development 

of parental awareness with age. In order to determine the strength of 

that relationship, the Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation 

has been calculated (Fruend, 1967). A value of r=.76, significant at the 

.005 level of confidence, has been obtained. This indicates a strong 

positive relationship between level of Parental Awareness and age in 

children. The range of scores within each age group demonstrates that 

level of Parental Awareness, while strongly related to age, cannot be 

predicted by age alone. 

In order to address the possibility that Parental Awareness Level 

may be influenced by verbal intelligence, each child was administered the 

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test {PPVT} as well as the Parental Awareness 

interview. The Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation showed 

that the relationship between Parental Awareness Level and PPVT I.Q. is 

not significant (r=.20), and when age is partialled out, the relationship 

is even weaker {r=.16}. As the PPVT I.Q.'s of this sample are allover 

105 {they range from 105-140}, the inferences one can make are very 

limited. In children with above-average I.Q.'s, verbal intelligence 

does not appear to be a strong contributing factor to Parental Awareness. 
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b. The Development of Parental Awareness in Adults. Structural

developmental research traditionally studies the emergence with age of 

the organization of increasingly adequate understanding of the physical 

and interpersonal world. Because this is a measure which applies a 

developmental analysis to the study of interpersonal awareness in adults, 

the issue of adult development is raised. The question is whether the 

measure uses a metaphor from childhood development as a descriptive 

typology to study a fixed characteristic, or whether the measure describes 

a developmental process which goes on in adulthood as well as in child

hood. In normal childhood development, the biomaturational processes are 

thought to push the structure-experience dialogue inevitably toward higher 

levels of structural organization. As biomaturation is not so obviously 

present in adulthood, experience is likely to be the primary facilitating 

factor in development. 

In order to explore whether the experience of being a parent promotes 

the development of Parental Awareness, the relationship between years of 

parenthood (determined from the age of the oldest child) and parental 

understanding has been analysed. The Family Development Clinic and the 

Suburban samples as well as adults without children are not included in 

the analyses of parental development because they were specially selected 

and are probably atypical. Table 14 shows mean scores and standard 

deviations for Parental Awareness of adults without children, and parents 

whose oldest children are in different age groups. Age categories were 

selected to encompass developmental periods during which children present 

roughly the same developmental needs and demands to their parents. A 
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clear relationship between parental experience and parental understanding 

cannot be identified in this data (r=.045). 

The relationship between number of children and parental awareness has 

also been studied, and a negative correlation is found which approaches, 

but does not reach significance (~=-.30). Table 15 presents the mean 

parental awareness scores and standard deviations for adults with different 

numbers of children. Although the numbers are small, and the relationship 

does not differ significantly from chance, this trend suggests the possi

bility that in large families, parents may not have an opportunity to get 

to know their children individually, or the stresses and burdens of large 

family size may interfere with the development or expression of parental 

awareness. One must also consider the possibility that the measure does 

not adequately discriminate differences in more surface attitudes about 

child rearing with parents of families of different sizes from deeper 

structures of awareness. Another possibility is that the family size data 

is confounded by social class, although the small social class differences 

found (~=-.085) make that appear unlikely. 

If there is developmental growth with parental experience, the close 

relationship between greater numbers of children and greater years of 

parenthood (~=.67, p<.005) might possibly produce a masking of the rela

tionship between parental awareness and parental experience. When the 

correlation between parenta.l awareness and parental experience is calcu

lated with number of children partialled out, the relationship is found 

to be statistically significant (~=.35, p<.025). In other words, when 

parents are compared with other parents with the same number of children, 

there is a significant increase in mean parental awareness levels with 

increased years of experience as a parent. 
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D. 'Patental AwateneSSa~dB~havior 

A basic assumption of a developmental analysis is that the develop

mental level at which a person organizes his or her awareness of people, 

relationships, and roles will bear a relationship to behavior~ In order 

to tentatively investigate that assumption, a sample of eight parents who 

have a history of having abused a child are matched and compared with a 

sample of eight parents without such a history. The two groups are com

pared in two ways. The Sign Test (Siegel, 1956) considers the direction 

of the differences for matched pairs. In seven of the eight matched pairs, 

the parents with a history of having abused a child have lower Parental 

Awareness scores than their matched counterparts. If the two groups are 

really equal, the probability of finding seven out of eight comparisons 

favoring one group by chance is .0351. This result is significant, then, 

at p = .0351. 

As the Sign Test only measures the direction of the differences and 

not their magnitude, a t-test for correlated observations was performed 

(Winer, 1971). The t-test also indicates that the differences between 

the groups is highly significant (t=5.20, p <.01, two-tailed). 



Chapter 5: Discussion 

The purpose of this research has been to construct a structural

developmental measure for the study of parental awareness of children and 

child rearing, and from preliminary exploration of the measure to gener

ate hypotheses about the organization of parental understanding, its use 

and development in adulthood, and its relation to parental experience and 

to parental functioning. In this chapter, some tentative implications 

and interpretations of the patterns found in the measure and in its 

exploration will be discussed, and the organization of the measure illus

trated with examples of reasoning about each issue at each level of 

parental awareness. 

A. The Interview 

Even though the interview was developed and administered before the 

manual was developed, i.e., before a clear idea of the kinds of responses 

people make at different levels of awareness was obtained, the percentage 

of scorable issue-concepts (84%) after manual construction indicates that 

the interview provides a good array of accessible, sGorable responses. 

The interview does have limitations, however, which should be corrected 

in order to facilitate ease and reliability of scoring. For the purpose 

of construct development, the interview was in part exploratory. That is, 

it was designed to elicit which issues are of concern to parents, as well 

as to provide concepts sufficiently explored so that reliable scores 

could be obtained qnce the critical issues and their level characteristics 

were identified. The penalty of this approach is that many questions 
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evoked responses concerning many different issues, or long responses which 

ramblingly addressed several issues within a thicket of personal problems 

and concerns. For those reasons, identifying discreet issue-concepts was 

at times a laborious task, and issue segments were not always as fully 

explored as when questions are directly issue-focussed and issue probes 

are supplied. In scoring, issue-segments which spontaneously emerged in 

response to less structured questions or to questions oriented toward a 

different issue were bracketed and scored if adequate reasoning was sup

plied. As these responses were not always fully probed,they may have 

somewhat lowered scores. A more structured interview with questions 

directed more uniformly toward specific issues would simplify theidenti

fication of issue-concepts,and might lead to a higher percentage of scor

able issue-concepts and of fully probed responses. Structuring inter

views with parents may prove to be a difficult task, however, as parents 

have many pressing concerns which they are anxious to discuss, and they 

frequently turn questions back to the issue or issues with which they are 

personally struggling. Adults also tend to give lengthy responses to per

sonal questions which are difficult to unravel into the relevant issue 

material. Dilemma responses tended to be shorter and more issue-directed 

than responses to the personal questions, perhaps because of a psycho

logical distance from the fictional lives as well as the more specific 

focus of the questions. Personal questions tended to elicit richer, more 

anecdotal responses, and provided a clearer picture of the application of 

conceptions to particular relationships. 

When revising the interview, it will be important to provide suffi

cient flexibility within the more structured format for parents to express 
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their concerns, both because researchers have an ethical responsibility 

to respond to the human needs of their subjects within the limits of their 

competence and capabilities, and also so as to remain open to new ideas, 

issues and dimensions which too "tight" an interview might not allow. 

The use of the personal and hypothetical dilemma question format 

appears to be a very useful interview procedure. Parents who are uncom

fortable with personal questions can use the dilemma questions to move 

more comfortably from the hypothetical to the personal. For example, a 

parent who is uncomfortable discussing his or her own disciplinary prac

tices, might move from a response concerning what Jimmy's father should do 

about Jimmy's stealing to a discussion of how (s)he nandled a similar 

situation with his or her own child. 

An important problem with interview methods for understanding inter

personal awareness is the relianGe on language as the medium through which 

the structure of interpersonal awareness is identified. Not all people 

use language in the same way, or for the same realms of human experience. 

The quality and elaboration of language necessary for abstract reasoning 

ahd justification of experience or of beliefs may not be accessible or 

part of some people's linguistic repetory. Yet highly complex nonverbal 

modes of expression and interaction, not accessible to the more verbal 

style of the examiner, might be. On the other hand, one might argue that 

language serves a legitimate role in social-cognitive growth, and that 

language in some way affects the development of interpersonal awareness 

and mediates behavior in a profound way. In other words, behavior capable 

of being explained and justified is in some way qualitatively different 

from behavior which an individual cannot verbally organize. Yet not being 
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able to articulate a notion does not indicate the absence of it. 

The administration of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test to the 

children interviewed permits a very preliminary exploration of the rela

tionship between verbal intelligence and parental awareness. The rela

tionship is found not to be significant in the children's study, but 

because all the children have verbal intelligence scores above 100, one 

can only infer that verbal intelligence is not significantly related 

given a minimal level of verbal competence. In the Orthopedic Clinic 

sample, social class is also found to bear little relationship to paren

tal awareness scores. As social class is computed from education and 

occupation, which are more likely to be related to verbal ability than a 

social class computation based on income, the very minimal relationship 

suggests that verbal competence does not strongly influence the verbal 

expression of parental awareness as measured in this study. Indeed, in 

the Orthopedic Clinic sample, the highest parental awareness score is 

obtained by a high-school educated parent at the lowest social class 

level. The lowest score, however, is obtained by a Spanish-speaking 

woman whose difficulty expressing herself in English most likely did con

tribute to a depressed score. 

The vocabulary for parenthood does appear to be accessible to most 

parents, and provides sufficient richness for a wide expression of in

sight and awareness. Reasoning at level 4, however, may be an exception. 

The complex reasoning required to understand people and relationships as 

dynamic systems may require a fairly high minimal level of education 

and/or intelligence. As only three parents in this sample reason at a 

major or minor level 4, it is difficult to generalize, but one of these 
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parents has two years of college, and the other two have master's degrees. 

On the other hand, other respondents with post graduate degrees, including 

one Ph.D., have scores as low as some subjects without high schooleduca

tions. The issue of intelligence and this verbal interview measure of 

parental awareness remains to be more adequately investigated, but at 

present the minimal relationship found between children's parental aware

ness scores and the PPVT, and between scores of parents in the Orthopedic 

Clinic sample and the Hollingshead (1965) index of social class, indicates 

that parental reasoning at the first three levels may not be strongly 

influenced by verbal competence. Verbal sophistication and high intelli

gence may be necessary for reasoning at the analytic level, however, 

although the presence of variables associated with verbal and cognitive 

competence does not appear to ensure higher level reasoning about children 

and child rearing. 

B. Characteristics of the Measure 

1. Qualitative Differences and Structured Wholeness 

The levels of parental awareness are thought to describe qualitative 

differences in the way parents organize their understanding of their 

children, of the relationship between themselves and their children, and 

of their role as parents. For example, the shift from a level 2 aware

ness of the child as a "type" of child who is understood from the perspec

tive of the conventional wisdom about children, to a level 3 awareness of 

the child as a unique individual who ;s understood through personal shar

ing and communication is more than an adding of lIunique individual ll 

characteristics on to "character type ll characteristics. It represents a 

qualitative reorientation in how children are known arid understood. 

These qualitative differences are argued to be structural in nature, and 
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each level is expected to form a structured whole (Piaget~ 1970)~ in 

which the organization and elements of the cognitive structure, or mental 

blueprint, shape and define the organization and elements of experience. 

Elements which are not included in the mental blueprint are not perceived, 

or are interpreted to conform to the mental structure of experience through 

which the individual perceives. For example, a parent who reasons at level 

2 that (s)he expects his or her child to grow up to get married and find a 

respectable job, may not be able to consider that the child might want 

something different because the parent cannot conceive of the child as 

having a unique individual perspective. In a structural system, this men

tal structure is consistently applied across different aspects of exper

ience in that system. If the parental awareness levels form a structured 

whole~ i.e.~ if they represent deeper structures of awareness and under

standing than more surface attitudes and beliefs~ then the same orienta

tion should be fairly consistently applied across child, relationship~ and 

role issues. The high mean percentage of responses at subjectsl major 

level (72%), and the finding that parents l reasoning is normally distribu

ted between two adjacent levels across the range of parental issues in the 

interview supports the argument .that levels of parental awareness repre

sent an internal structuring of thinking about children and child rearing. 

The distribution of scores toward pure levels suggests further that the 

level descriptions represent the organization of equilibrated mental 

structures in the parental realm of interpersonal experience, although 

further confirmation requires the analysis of new data. 

Structured wholeness can only be applied to thinking about parental 

issues. As yet there is no direct evidence that parents apply awareness 
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as consistently when faced with different kinds of parental issues in 

real-life circumstances. 

2. Development 

A structural-developmental measure is not simply a set of descrip

tions of different "world views." Each level (or stage) of awareness 

should be part of a developmental system where developmental change 

follows the sequence of levels, and each level is derived from and builds 

upon the preceding level. Logically, the levels are hierarchical integra

tions. With each level of awareness, the elements of the preceding level 

are reorganized into a structure which is more comprehensive and more 

flexible. and which may therefore be argued to be more adequate to deal 

with the tasks and problems of interpersonal experience than the previous 

level. In the parental awareness measure, the conceptions of children at 

each successive level move from a concern with and focus on overt 

behaviors and characteristics to a concern with the nature of covert 

thoughts and feelings. Awareness of the relationship moves from a focus on 

situation-specific actions of one upon the other to an orientation toward 

emotional and psychological interdependence between individuals. Concep

tions of the parental role move from a concern with changing specific 

behavior to satisfy parental wishes, to a concern with enabling psycho

logical growth and interpersonal awareness (see Table 3 and the Parental 

Awareness Manual for more detailed descriptions of the Parental Awareness 

Levels). 

As each level incorporates the elements of the preceding level into 

its more comprehensive structure, and is in turn incorporated into the 

even more comprehensive structure of the level following, it logically 
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follows that in order for an individual to be able to comprehend one 

level, (s)he must have passed through the level preceding. This logical 

structure suggests that levels of parental awareness are empirically 

developmental;that each individual passes through one level in order to 

attain the next. As a pilot exploration of this assumption, the patterns 

of emergence of parental conceptions with age in children, and with years 

of parental experience with parents have been observed. 

As children experience parenthood as the juvenile side of the rela

tionship, conceptions of the parent-child relationship and of the parental 

role begin to be formed in childhood (con~eptions of the child would be 

experienced as conceptions of self and peers). When parental awareness 

is examined in a small sample of children of different ages but from 

fairly homogeneous backgrounds (all are white, middle class, and of above

average intelligence), increasingly mature organization of parental aware

ness is found to be age-related, although not age-defined. This orderly 

progression of increasingly comprehensive awareness with age supports the 

expectation, derived from logical analysis, that levels of parental aware

ness, when studied longitudinally, will be found to represent an empiri

cally observable developmental progression in children. 

A developmental researcher might argue that if parental awareness 

develops in childhood, then all adults should be capable of mature paren

tal conceptions. Why then, would any adult be functioning at a develop

mentally immature level? This question might best be addressed by reflec

ting;on the view of the nature of human change presented by structural

developmental theory. Structural-developmental psychology offers an 

organismic-interactive model of human change. In other words, human 
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development is understood as deriving from neither biological development 

nor from environmental influences alone. Such a model assumes an active 

organism interacting with the social and physical environment 

(Havighurst, 1973). Experience must interact with a receptive organism 

in order for development to take place. A child who is not biologically 

ready to perform the mental operations necessary to understand another's 

psychological perspective will not do so, even if the other's feelings 

are carefully and patiently explained. A child who lives in a family 

where no one explains their feelings or their reasons for their action, 

might have more difficulty understanding other's subjective experience as 

different from his or her own than other children of the same age until 

(s)he is in a social environment where subjective experience is shared. 

Development, therefore, is described as age-related and not age-defined. 

In other words, normal development assumes that the biologically develop

ing child will interact with an environment with adequate stimuli to 

facilitate the orderly progression of increasingly comprehensive mental 

structures in a variety of realms of physical and social experience. But 

variations both in the internal development of the child and in the 

experiences offered by the environment will produce different rates of 

development in different children. Different individuals may reach 

chronological maturity having achieved different levels of cognitive 

maturity, and a single individual may organize his or her thinking at 

different levels for different realms of social experience. 

Kohlberg (1973) finds the development of moral judgment continues in 

adulthood, and Loevinger (1966) finds that levels of ego development, 

although developmental, also describe the qualitatively different ways 
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that adults organize their understanding and their action. Although 

children develop through a sequence of levels or stages, different 

individuals equilibrate in adulthood at different levels of cognitive or 

ego organization, depending on the level of maturity to which (s)he has 

progressed .. Cognitive equilibration, however, at any point in the life 

cycle, need not suggest the end-point of development. New experiences 

which challenge the adequacy of existing structures should be able, at 

least hypothetically, to stimulate development at any age (or at any 

level. Although cognitive-developmental sequences have IIhighest levels,1I 

there is no reason to assume that no one can ever reach an even more com

prehensive awareness. The limitations of our logic and of our observa

tions do not necessarily mean that such limitations exist in nature.). 

It is interesting to note that none of the 16 year olds in the 

children's sample achieve a pure or major/minor score of 4, even though 

they are all thoughtful and highly articulate people, and the highest 

level achieved by adults without children is 3. The experience of being 

parented and of observing parenting may allow for the development of paren

tal awareness up to a certain level, but in order to achieve a more compre

hensive awareness of persons, relationships, and roles in the parent-child 

interaction, direct experiences involved in being a parent may be neces

sary. In order to explore the question of development of parental aware

ness in adulthood, the relation between parental awareness and years of 

parental experience is observed. As noted in Chapter 4, a significant 

relationship is found, but only when the number of children is controlled. 

When parents with the same number of children are compared with each 

other, a relationship between increasingly mature parental conceptions and 
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increasing years of parenthood (determined by the age of the oldest child 

in the family) can be seen. In order to test the hypothesis of develop

ment of parental awareness during parenthood which is generated by these 

patterns in the data, a longitudinal study would be appropriate. 

C. Parental Awareness and Behavior 

A critical issue for social developmental theorists is the relation 

of measures of levels or stages of social conceptions to interpersonal 

behavior. Turiel and Rothman (1974) argue that "while most of the 

studies emanating from our 'structural#developmental I perspective have 

dealt with reasoning~ it has been hypothesized that reasoning and action 

are interrelated. 1I Grim~ Kohlberg, and White (1968) find an inverse rela

tionship between cheating and moral development stage based on Kohlberg's 

moral judgment scale. Kohlberg (1965) reports a relationship between high 

levels of moral reasoning and refusal to deliver electric shocks among a 

subsample of subjects who participated in Milgram's (1963) study of 

obedience to authority. Turiel and Rothman (1974) find that exposure to 

reasoning at a stage above their own effects the behavioral choice of 7th 

and 8th grade boys who are at a moral stage of at least IV. 

The question of the relation of reasoning and action in parenthood is 

very preliminarily explored in the study comparing parental awareness of 

parents with a history of having abused a child with a matched group of 

parents without such a history. Child abuse is a crude and rather extreme 

index of parental behavior, but such a study design allows some tentative 

observations to be made. 

Parents with a history of having abused their children have as a 

group, significantly lower levels of parental conceptions than their 

matched counterparts, suggesting a relationship between parental 
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awareness and parental behavior. A question of clinical interest, as well 

as of interest to researchers studying the relation between interpersonal 

awareness and interpersonal behavior, is whether lower interpersonal aware

ness scores in individuals with disturbed relationships occur because they 

are not capable of higher level understanding, or because they do not use 

their most mature reasoning as consistently as other people. To address 

this issue in the case-comparison study, performance (the parent's average 

issue score on interview) is compared with capacity (the parent's highest 

issue-concept response). 1n the case-comparison analysis 7 of the 8 

parents with a history of having abused a child had lower average issue 

scores than their matched counterparts, yet in 4 of the 8 pairs, parents 

who have abused a child have the same highest level response as the com

parison parent. This suggests that for some of the "case l
! parents, they are 

capable of higher level understanding, but for some reason fail to use it 

consistently in the interview. This pattern, however, may not differ from 

that of other people who score at the same levels. In order to explore 

that possibility, the five parents with a history of having abused a child 

whose average issue scores are below 2.00 are compared with the six 

parents from the Orthopedic Clinic Sample who have scores at the same 

levels. Two of the five "case" parents have level 3 responses, while nOlle 

of the six parents from the Orthopedic Clinic sample has responses scored 

above level 2. Although these numbers are small, they suggest that "case" 

parents may be n()t only different ft~om their matched counterparts in per

formance, but also less likely than either their matched counterparts or 

than other parents with comparable performance scores to consistently use 

their best level of awareness on the interview. 

These findings suggest that factors other than parental awareness may 
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be interfering.with a parent's reasoning about children and child rearing. 

Lower levels of parental awareness, although strongly associated with 

child abuse, may reflect depressed rather than undeveloped thinking. The 

further investigators get from the study of the nature of universal cogni

tive processes isuch as social perspective-taking), and the closer to the 

study of the implications of cognitive organization for functioning in 

particular relationship contexts, the more social and psychological 

variables may intrude themselves between structure and reasoning, and 

between reasoning and action. A parent who may reason at a more mature 

level about persons and relationships in the abstract, may for example, 

reason very differently about the child who is stimulating in the parent 

the re-emergence of unresolved conflict from the parent's own childhood. 

Selman, et al. (1977) find that some children with emotional disabilities 

differ from their "normal" peers not so much in their capacity to under

stand social issues, as in their ability to maintain or to apply their 

understanding when stressed. Individual dynamics, environmental and demo

graphic realities, reinforced habits, and modeling may share to a greater 

or lesser extent in the complex determinants of an individual's under

standing of other persons, relationships, and roles. For parents who have 

. abused their children who appear to have a higher capacity for under

standing children and child rearing than their average issue scores indi

cate, factors in their lives other than parental awareness capacity may 

be implicated which overwhelmingly stress their relationships with their 

children. 

Interviews of mothers whose children came to Children's Hospital, 

Boston, for treatment of inflicted injuries, when compared with a matched 
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sample whose children have organic illness, point to a higher prevalence 

of certain environmentally induced stresses among cases than controls, and 

other studies of factors associated with child abuse also point to the 

prevalence of overwhelming stress (Newberger, et al., 1977). Social and 

environmental stress, however, does not predict parental dysfunction, just 

as one could not make such a prediction from parental awareness level. 

Why some children are protected and nurtured adequately in many homes 

which share what seem to be predictive patterns of stress in a family, or 

why one child is singled out for abuse, are important issues for further 

study. Parental awareness may be an important factor, when considered in 

relation to environmental and psychological stresses, in the etiology of 

parental dysfunction. Parenting cannot be conceptualized as a unidimen

sional process. The stresses and strengths of the ~hysical and psycho

logical environment can erode or support an individual's ability to parent 

his or her offspring, or conversely, how (s)he conceptualizes his or her 

child's personhood and the parental role may effect the influence of the 

environment on his or her parental functioning. 

Although one can only speculate from the very preliminary data 

obtained in this study, very low parental conceptions might be implicated 

in poor parenting behavior in general, not necessarily only child abuse, 

and parents who reason at a low level may be more vulnerable to the expres

sion of behavior harmful to the child when experiencing stress. Con

versely, higher levels. of parental awareness may protect parents and their 

children from action harmful to the child when the family is experiencing 

stress. 
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D. Levels and Issues 

The relationship found between child abuse and lower levels of paren

tal awareness might lead to the conclusion that parents who reason at 

higher parental awareness levels are "better" parents who love their chil

dren more than parents who reason at lower levels. This is not neces-

sari ly true. Concerned, 1 ovi ng parents are found at all 1 eve 1 s of awa re

ness, coping as best they can with a variety of life experiences. Parents 

who reason at levels 3 and 4 may be more aware of their children as 

individuals and conceive of the parent-child interaction as more of a 

mutual emotional relationship than parents with a primarily egoistic or 

conventional orientation, but one cannot assume that these are "better" 

homes or "betterll parents. One father described the pull of the streets 

which drew him into serious trouble, and with deep love for his sons, 

explained how he had to "lay down" very strict and unnegotiable rules, 

because the temptations are so great, and the price for following the 

temptations would be so high. One cannot say whether a more individualis

tic and psychologically oriented awareness would be better for this family, 

with their own particular realities, but this father displayed as much love 

and concern as any parent in the study. 

A higher level of awareness, however, would not mean that strict rules 

could not be established where necessary_ As each level incorporates into 

its structure the elements of the preceding levels, parents at higher 

levels have available a greater and more flexible range of choices, and can 

theoretically apply these choices appropriately. Not every situation 

requires an awareness of how the child is thinking and feeling as an 

individual. When a 6 year old steps into a busy street, the parental task 

is usually rescue and rules, not exploration and understanding. If the 
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behavior is symptomatic of an underlying emotional issue, on the other 

hand, level 3 awareness would be minimally necessary to probe the meaning 

of the symptom and to address its cause. The more comprehensive the aware

ness, the greater flexibility a parent has to address problems of parenting 

which {s)he may encounter, and the more adequate the awareness of each 

person's and each problem's complexity. Reasoning at lower levels does not 

imply lack of love or caring. The effects on the child, however, of dif

ferent levels of understanding are not known, and would be an important 

question for further study. 

In order to provide a sense of what parental reasoning is like, 

examples of parental <responses taken from the manual follow for each issue 

at each level. The manual is organized by issues. For each level of 

parental awareness at each issue, issue aspects, or characteristics of 

thinking about the issue at a given level are described, followed by a 

discussion of each aspect and one or two examples of parental responses. 

This illustration of the parental awareness measure will follow the manual 

format, and will include issue aspects at each level, followed by an 

example of parental reasoning. Each example will illustrate at least one 

of the aspects for its level. 

I. Influences on Development and Behavior 

Level 1 - Concrete and Unilateral 

1. Either/or: the child either passively repeats or is impervious 

to external influences. 

2. Influences are concrete and observable. 



WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFLUENCE ON THE WAY 
CHILDREN TURN OUT AS ADULTS? 

What they see in the home. 

WHY DO YOU THINK THAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT? 

If they hear you swear they are going to repeat it and they 
reflect on their parents, they are a reflection on you. 
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Level 2 - Uncoordinated bilateral 
, 

1. The child processes experience 

2. Influences effect values 

3. Influences and outcomes can be emotional 

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFLUENCE ON THE WAY CHILDREN 
TURN OUT AS ADULTS? 

I think their friends, their parents, people in general, the people 
they come in contact with. 

WHY IS THAT? 

Some kids I find, if they have a bad influence, a bad gang of 
children, like they go through this adolescent stage, I am big 
and tough and all this, and what do they do, they just look for 
trouble and if a parent does not show interest in a child, the child 
feels neglected, it feels that it wasn't wanted, it feels that it 
wasn't loved, so what does this child try to do, he tries to rebel 
against the parent,and he turns around and he gets himself into 
trouble and if he finds that his parents do care for him, or his 
parents do love him, he will be a decent child and respect his 
parents and he won't give them any trouble. 

Level 3 - Interactional 

1. The child contributes to his or her own development and behavior. 

2. The interaction of the child and the environment influences 

development and behavior. 

3. Individual children are variously sensitive to external influences. 



WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT INFLUENCES ON HOW CHILDREN TURN 
OUT AS ADULTS? 
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To some degree, parenting is a molding process for the child, 
but I don't see myself as a mold. I think you've got to be a 
dynamic mold, and be willing to change your own ideas about how 
things operate as you get to know how your kids operate. 

Level 4 - Systems 

1. Influences are part of systems in continuing process. 

2. Influences operate at different levels of the self-system. 

THE POLICE OFFICER SAID MR. FOX WAS TO BLAME FOR JIMMY GETTING 
INTO TROUBLE. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT? 

No, I don't think so. I think when a child reaches adolescence 
the circle of influence is widened to the point, while other people 
might not influence his philosophy of life, they can influence 
behavior in specific situations. How the child comes to understand 
himself and how he functions with others is more significant to his 
future than the specific acts along the way. 

II. Subjectivity: Thinking and Feeling 

Level 1 - Concrete 

1. Subjective experience is undifferentiated from observed behavior. 

2. Subjective experience is a projection of parental~exper1enceor 

parental wishes. 

3. Thoughts and feelings are in response to specific events. 

WHAT ARE YOUR CHILDREN'S FEELINGS ABOUT YOU AS A PARENT? 

They are little, I can't say. 

DO YOU THINK THEY HAVE FEELINGS ABOUT YOU AS A PARENT? 

I think so, because when I leave them somewhere, you see, they just 
cry a lot, especially my other little one. 

WHAT DOES THAT TELL YOU? 

I think they love me. 
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Level 2 - Conventional 

1. Intentions are separated from actions. 

2. Defined by stage~ age or type of child. 

3. Parental omniscience. 

4. Conflicting feelings are sequential. 

5. Children's perspectives acknowledged. 

HOW WOULD YOU EXPLAIN SAM KISSING THE BABY ONE MINUTE AND HITTING 
HIM THE NEXT? 

He is only 3~ years old. Maybe if he was older. I don't think 
I could explain why he would be doing something like that. I 
definitely think I would expect it~ because I have seen other 
children like that do that. 

WHY DO YOU THINK THEY DO IT? 

It goes into intent--is he doing it with the intent to hurt the 
baby or is he doing it playing around? 

WHAT DO YOU THINK? 

I would hope he was just doing it playing around. I don't see how 
he could get the intent--maybe he could get the intent to hurt him 
if he is jealous--he was used to being the only one for 3~ years. 
If there was jealousy there, if he was a little bit jealous, I 
could see it--the kid finds someone else is coming in and trying to 
hurt him that way so he is jealous. 

DO YOU THINK KNOWING WHY PEOPLE DO THINGS MAKES A DIFFERENCE? 

I think it does. Everybody does things for a reason, regardless of 
whether it is the class clown or someone who is stealing. There has 
to be a reason why anyone does anything. 

Level 3 - Individualistic 

1. Individual psychology 

2. Influence of relationships 

3. "Mixed" feelings possible 

4. The child's perspective is idiosyncratic 
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WHY DO YOU FEEL PRIVACY IS IMPORTANT TO A CHILD? 

Because for their reasons they don't want to tell you something and 
that is why you have to try to constantly stay in touch. Usually 
if a child does withdraw or close in they are going to change and 
they probably do it because they are unhappy and they don't feel 
good and you have to try to find out. And if you try to find out 
and he says no, I am fine, take the kid to a doctor, a psychiatrist, 
I am not going to talk to you, but I am going to talk to somebody. 

Level 4 - Self-system 

1. Subjectivity involves a complex system of awareness and emotion. 

2. Psychological self-analysis is acknowledged. 

COULD SAM BE TELLING THE TRUTH? 

Yes. You can love and you can want to hurt and you can not be aware 
that you want to hurt because it is so frightening a thought--that 
you had that kind of anger. It means that Sam has not accepted it 
yet--that his mother will help him understand that it is a legitimate 
feeling~ it is not a legitimate action, where his kissing is a 
legitimate action, but that the motherls--the parentIs role--I 1 ll care. 

III. Personal ity 

Level 1 - Concrete and Physicalistic 

A. Characteristics 

1. Physical characteristics and concrete actions. 

2. What effects the parent. 

B. Ideal 

1. Is what the parent wants. 

2. Appreciates what is given. 

3. Does good things. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

You mean if they are boy or girl, what do you mean? 

WHAT KIND OF PEOPLE THEY ARE? 
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I think that they are a little difficult. Once they grow from a baby 
until about 15, they are one problem, but after they reach 16, growing 
up, they are different, they start wanting to do things that you don't 
want them to do and then you start getting into a problem with them. 
But going through the early years, from baby to 15 years, I had no 
problem with him. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

I think to grow up into the image of what you wanted to be, or what 
you wanted them to be, what you wanted to be yourself. 

WHAT IS THAT? THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

To see them grow up and finish school and maybe go on to college. 
Have a good job. Be smart Do something. 

Level 2 - Conventional Definitions 

A. Characteristics 

1. The child fits a type. 

2. Normalcy of characteristics. 

3. Covert as well as observable characteristics. 

B. Ideal 

1. Is normal. 

2. Follows accepted standards or values. 

3. Tries hard to achieve what parent values. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

I can describe my son, Edward. He is very active, he is a very smart 
boy and at times he is emotional. High strung, I should say. He 
likes studying at times. He is good at home, he is well mannered, 
from my observation. How he is outside, I don't know,! I know he is 
active, and I have no complaints yet. He loves animals and he 
intends to become a veterinarian one day, and I guess he 1s an 
ordinary, average boy. 
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Level 3 - Personal· Individuality 

A. CHaracteristics 

1. Emotional individuality. 

2. Interpersonal functioning. 

3. Stable distinguished from surface characteristics. 

B. Ideal 

1. Shapes and achieves personal standards. 

2. The child accepts him or herself as well as others. 

3. Maintains personal autonomy. 

4. Maintains adequate social relationships. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

They are hard to describe because they are all individualists, there 
are no two children in the family that are alike. 

WOULD YOU RUN DOWN THE LIST THEN? 

Lynn is quite an active young lady and is in the 7th grade at this 
moment and she is participating in quite a few things. Billy is a 
boy of his own. He was emotionally disturbed at one time, and he 
goes back and forth into withdrawal at times and he is kind of a 
hard kid to get to know, but a pretty good kid if you talk to him on 
his own level. Andrew, he is quite a young man, too, thinks he ;s 
quite a big boy now. He;s in the transitional first grade. Rhonda 
there is still not that much to tell about. She is still not talking 
and still not up to what a 4 year old should be. But then again, I 
don't go and measure my children by anything else, they are all 
individualists. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT IN RAISING A CHILD FOR THEM TO BE HAPPY? 

Because if you are happy, it is easier. I like to be happy and I try 
to be happy and it seems like things are better when you are happy. 
My mother wanted us to be happy, but our happiness was what she 
thought our happiness should be, the things that she thought would 
make you happy in life, and obviously they didn't. And I want Eric 
to be happy in whatever it is that he is going to do; that he wants 
to do; what he wants out of life. What is going to satisfy him, if 
he is going to feel good about it, then that's good, whatever it is. 
I will try to go along with that. Unless it was something 1 felt 
was really harmful. 
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Level 4 - Psychological self-system 

A. Charact~ristics 

1. Coordinated into a psychological self-system. 

2. Self-awareness. 

3. Not always seen or known. 

B. Ideal 

1. Capacity for self-analysis. 

2. Understands human vulnerability. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

I think for me the goal is raising a child to be successful in the 
terms that the child sets for himself. If a child's goal is to have 
lots of friends,then the child has to begin to understand why he needs 
lots of friends, is it really what he wants, or is it substituting 
for something else. I think it is kind of an inner eye that you are 
looking at yourself through. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

I would like to raise a child to work independently of me and be able 
to cope with the world and with his own feelings, and to be able to 
identify what he wants from life. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT IS SO IMPORTANT? 

Because if a person can't cope with his own feelings, if he can't 
identify those feelings,they can't really work towards anything else. 
That is the starting point. I am hoping that Jennifer will learn 
from us a family set up how to express her feelings when she gets 
angry. There are constructive ways of expressing your feelings and 
that is how I feel, so that nobody is physically hurt. I want her 
to be able to get affection when she needs it. I feel if she can 
deal with that, if she can't cope with her own feelings, she is not 
going to be able to move anywhere. But if she can cope with herself 
and her feelings and can identify the kind of person she is and what 
she wants out of life, then she can move in a new direction, if she 
wants to. 
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IV. Communication and Trust 

Level 1 - One-way Instrumental 

1. In order to know what to believe. 

2. Trust meaning permissiveness and license. 

3. Communication to achieve desired actions. 

4. One-way conception of communication and trust. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL IT IS IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN TO TELL THE TRUTH? 

Because when kids tell the truth, if they do something wrong, let 
them come to you and tell you they have done it. And you know It/here 
you are situated at and how you are going to protect your side. I 
would rather hear if my children did anything from their own mouth 
before I heard a revised edition, from somebody else, I don't want 
to hear it, I want to hear it from my kids first and by telling the 
truth, that puts me in a better position to help them, because if I 
don't know what is going on, and somebody hits me with a story, I 
would stand there like a real dummy. 

Level 2 - Two-way Mutual 

1. Trust and communication as equal exchange. 

2. Trust at fulfilling familial role obligations. 

3. Communication as verbal sharing. 

DO YOU FEEL THAT TRUST IS IMPORTANT IN A RELATIONSHIP, IS THAT WHAT 
IS SPECIAL ABOUT IT? 

Yah, there is something there, you have to trust me and I trust you. 

WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT? 

Because trust should be important in anyone's family among one another. 
You got friends you don't want to trust, but your family should trust 
each other. 

Level 3 - Reciprocal Understanding 

1. The reciprocity of trust. 

2. Communication and trust as embedded in relationships. 

3. Communication as understanding. 
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WHAT ABOUT THE DIARY, SHOULD HE LOOK IN THE DIARY? 

No. Trust that child. (WHY?) Because he is going to keep on looking 
and looking, he is going to keep on having doubts, every time some
thing comes up, he's going to keep on having doubts and that is no 
trust. 

WHY IS TRUST SO IMPORTANT? 

It is important for a child to know that his parents trust him. 
(WHY?) Because this way he knows that my mother, my father, cares. 
My mother and father knows, I can't do it, I can't hurt them. I 
don't want to disappoint them. They trust me enough to let me go 
here, to let me do this, then I don't think I will destroy that 
trust that they have for me. 

Level 4 - Growth and Discovery 

1. Communication as discovery of self and other. 

2. Communicating and trusting as developmental processes. 

3. Trust and communication as accepting and revealing human 
fa 11 i bi 1 i ty. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO LET CHILDREN KNOW YOUR FEELINGS? TALK 
THINGS OUT? 

I don't know, right now I think that it helps me to understand my 
own feelings. I am trying to raise them so that they are whole 
people, individuals. 

WHY IS THAT SO IMPORTANT FOR PEOPLE? 

I don't think that you can get along any other way. You have to 
really like yourself in order to 1 ike anyone else. And I think as 
I got older I realized it more, you have to accept yourself for 
what you are before you can judge anyone else. It took me a long 
time to realize this, and right now they are small and there are a 
lot of things that I don't like about myself and there are a lot of 
things that I do like about myself. 

BUT YOU CAN STILL LOVE.YOUR CHILDREN, YOU DON'T HAVE TO LIKE 
EVERYTHING ABOUT YOURSELF. 

No, not everything. You have to like yourself as a person, which as 
a person I do like myself, I have to work it out like anyone else, 
and they more or less taught me how to like myself and how to be 
myself. They make me a better person because of themselves. 

HOW IS THAT? 
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A lot of times I will hold back my feelings on something and not let 
it out and Chris will come along and if something makes her mad she 
will get mad and yet with her I can say, that's okay, you can get mad. 
That's fine. And I will sit back and say okay, she can explode, but 
now it is time for me to do it. live become a little more outgoing, a 
little more talkative, too. live seen things in them, that I couldn't 
do, that I don't feel I could ever be able to do. Yet in them and 
seeing that they are not shy, and seeing that they are not held back 
by anything and if they want to know something if somebody else is 
standing there and they see something, they will walk up and ask, 
what is going on or what is that and they are not shy at all. And I 
think by seeing them, I can learn their lesson and teach other people, 
which I have never been able to do. . 

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT? 

I feel good, I really do. It is not just their learning from me, I 
am learning from them, also. 

V. Resolving Conflict 

Level 1 - Uncertainty and Power 

1. Lack of mechanisms. 

2. Single perspective. 

SUSAN WANTS HER MOTHER HOME AND HER MOTHER DISAGREES. SHE FEELS 
SHE HAS A RIGHT TO BE HAPPY AND TO WORK, IF SHE WANTS TO, AND SUSAN 
SAYS I FEEL YOU SHOULD BE HOME. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE BEST WAY 
TO SOLVE A DISAGREEMENT? DISAGREEMENTS IN GENERAL? 

Susan, being 10 years old, there is just no way you can make an agree
ment. If the mother decides to keep on working then Susan will still 
be mad, she won't agree with the mother and if the mother decides to 
stay home, she - Susan, won't agree. 

Level 2 - Fairness and Obligation 

1. Equal distribution-fairness. 

2. Fulfilling role responsibilities. 

3. Deciding right and wrong. 

WHAT SHOULD SAM'S MOTHER DO? 

For one thing, if Sam is 3~ years old and his mother has a 2 month 
old, she could be paying more attention to the baby than she is pay
ing to Sam and she is not realizing it. If she wants Sam to love 
the baby, I feel, do things with them both, kiss him and kiss him, 
whatever you give him, give him, just don't put all your attention 
on one child. Share it. . 
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Level 3 - Communication and Compromise 

1. Maintaining individuality through compromise. 

2. Recognizing effects on relationships of individual feelings. 

3. Identifying and communicating feelings. 

WHAT SHOULD PARENTS DO WHEN THEY ARE WRONG? 

I admit it, I just admit it and apologize and I ask the children to 
apologize when they do something wrong. This is a switch from when 
I was a child because there were no apologies. Parents were right 
and that was it. I always felt sort of funny because if I was wrong 
I had to apologize and why shouldn't an adult apologize. If we are 
wrong, we1re wrong and that is something I do. 

DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN SHOULD EXPECT THE SAME FROM ADULTS AS YOU DO 
FROM CHILDREN? 

My feeling of a family is everybody's got to give. It's hard living 
as a family. We are all individuals, even though I have taught my 
children and brought them up, they are still individuals, we are all 
cantankerous sometimes. We all feel the urge to yell, fight and 
argue and once in a while we do. We are normal, we are human, every
thing is not rosy all the time, we all fight and argue occasionally. 
But I try and teach them that if we can learn to control our anger 
sometimes we gain more by it, but everybody has to apologize because 
we have a responsibility to each other. 

Level 4 - Analysis and Integration 

1. Differentiating external and internal conflict. 

2. Through understanding of self and other. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK A GOOD MOTHER WOULD DO? 

I think that Susan needs to hear why the mother needs to work, just 
to see it not in terms of a rejection, because what seems to be 
going on is Susan is saying, I want only you there. Now why does 
she want only the mother, she has the mother the other two days and 
she's got the mother the weekend, why is it that so important that 
at that particular time the mother has to be there between 2 and 5 
on those three days a week. Is it that Susan is asking for a proof 
that the mother will give up everything for Susan, even the job. 
She only has the mother and Susan goes off to play with her friends, 
I imagine,. for at least 3 hours at a time, so that it isn't really 
that the child wants the mother there every day when she comes home 
from school, but she is asking for something else. How the some
thing else gets resolved depends again on how much the mother under
stands of her own feelings and her own needs for working how guilty 
she is feeling. 



VI. Discipline and Authority 

Level 1 - Instrumental 

A. Reasons 

1. Reducing parental discomfort 

2. Controlling natural anarchy of child. 

3. Authority as a given. 

B. Methods 

1. What works. 

2. Giving up. 

3. Discipline for the deed. 

WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO GET YOUR CHILDREN TO MIND YOU? 
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Threatening them with a spoon. I have one of those spoons with the 
little holes, to strain peas and things, so I take that and I say 
if you don't be good, I am going to beat you with it. And they 
usually behave when they see it. I don't use it, but when they see 
it they usually behave. 

HOW DOES THAT SEEM TO WORK? 

They do mind, up to a certain point, and then they say, mommy is not 
going to spank me, so I will start allover again. 

WHY DO YOU USE THAT METHOD? 

It seems to be about the only method that works. 

DO YOU THINK IT IS THE BEST WAY? 

Well no, but I don't know of any other way that works as good. 

Level 2 - Conventional value-orientation 

A. Reasons 

1. Preparation for the outside world. 

2. Teaching standards and instilling values. 
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B. Methods 

1. Fitting age or type of child. 

2. Explanation and internalization. 

3. Considering intentions. 

WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO GET YOUR CHILDREN TO DO WHAT YOU WANT 
THEM TO DO AND NOT TO DO WHAT YOU DON'T WANT THEM TO? 

We explain everything and explain what's good and what's not good 
and we tell them, we preface, this is good and go on to explain 
why, whatever, and he can make a decision as to whether he is going 
to go along w; th i tor not and then we wi 11 exp 1 a in and try to 
reinforce our ideas. 

WHY IS EXPLAINING IMPORTANT? 

So they will know themselves what is right and what is wrong. 

Level 3 - Personal Value-Oriented Growth 

A. Reasons 

l. Developing personal awareness and values. 

2. Developing social awareness. 

B. Methods 

l. Addressing causes. 

2. The relationship as a method 

3. Discriminating punishment and correction. 

LET'S GET BACK TO THE SUBJECT OF DISCIPLINE. WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS 
THE BEST WAY TO GET A CHILD TO MIND YOU? 

Talking. Because first of all, you ask questions and you find out 
why they did it and they tell you I broke it because you weren't 
paying any attention to me. So you find out, what attention did 
you want me to pay, I was busy, too. And it is more apt to after I 
finish this, then we will sit down and we will have this big long 
talk about anything you want to talk about, play any game you want to, 
and I am finding out, like if it is just I felt like breaking it, 
okay, I just feel like hitting you right now, so how about if I do 
that., No. Why not? Because if you hit me it will hurt. You hurt 
me by breaking my vase. A situation like that. 
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Level 4 - Reciprocal 

A. Reasons 

1. Responding to needs for flexible structure to allow for growth. 

B. Methods 

1. Considering a hierarchy of factors. 

2. Negotiation. 

WHAT DO YOU DO TO GET ED TO MIND YOU? 

It depends on Ed. What he seems to be asking for at different times 
in his life. Right now, he's been testing me a lot. He seems to be 
asking for controls. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN? 

Children test you to see how much they can get, how much freedom 
they can get, and to know their boundaries. Yet it is a pull both 
ways. Ed is trying to test me, plus he wants my comfort and atten
tion and concern. I think if I do control him, he knows I am con
cerned. Deep down inside he knows that it is for his own good. He 
can still want something and know that it is dangerous, and be 
grateful at some level to a person for telling them it is for their 
own good not to do that. 

VII. Meeting Needs 

Level 1 - Parental Needs of the Child 

1. To ensure desirable outcome. 

2. Meeting needs as what the parent does. 

3. Needing control. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST? 

Children need love. Discipline is love. The parent should be easy
going, but they should put down the laws so that their child doesn't 
walk all over them. They have to do what we tell them to do. That 
shows them we care. 
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Level 2 - Conventional Needs 

1. Emotional needs for their own sake. 

2. Different needs for different ages and types of children. 

3. Needing to have needs met. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR PARENTS? 

Love. 

HOW DO YOU EXPRESS IT, HOW DO THEY GET IT, HOW DO THEY KNOW WHAT 
IT IS? . 

It is not like giving them what they want. It is be there when they 
need you. If they call you and say, "mother, I did this at school ,II 

well sit down and listen, don't say I don't have time. And things 
they love to me I have to share with them, I have to share their 
problems and so all that, I feel there is love in there. 

Level 3 - Individual Needs 

1. Learned through the child. 

2. Need for personal instrumentality. 

3. Relationship needs. 

4. Need to be understood. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR PARENTS? 

Understanding. (EXPLAIN?) What their needs are, why are they cry
ing, why are they asking these questions, why don't they like this 
person as opposed to that person, why do they like this toy as 
opposed to that toy. Things like that. 

SO TRYING TO UNDERSTAND, A PARENT TRYING TO UNDERSTAND HOW THEY FEEL 
ABOUT THINGS. WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT THAT IS REALLY SO IMPORTANT? 
WHAT DOES THAT DO FOR THE CHILD? 

I think that makes them feel as though they are understood, they can 
rely on someone, someone does want to help them, is listening, some
one is there to help them in any way they need the help or the under
standing, or whatever it is that they need, the love or whatever is 
needed at. that point in time. 

WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT? 

To make them feel more self reliant, more self confident, know that 
they can do X, Y, and Z, and have X, Y, and Z backing them up, 
always falling back on something or someone. 
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Level 4 - Psychological Need Systems 

1. Needs as processes. 

2. Need for awareness of and acceptance of oneself and others. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR PARENTS? 

Ego reinforcement. (EXPLAIN?) Positive reinforcement, you do this 
well, that was good, I like that. I don't know, if it isn't honest, 
it is not worth anything, it's got to be honest. 

FIRST OF ALL, WHY IS THIS WHAT THEY NEED, AND SECONDLY, WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN BY HONESTY, AND I>JHY IS THAT SO IMPORTANT? 

Well, it's only through honesty that all things can be accepted. 
Traits of the child as well as traits of the parent, because we all 
have weaknesses, we all have elements of doing and not doing, of 
positive and negative, of upls and down's. And then a child who is 
developing, who has so much to develop, can see his issues, his con
flicts, his yeses and nols. His conflicts are part of all of life, 
I think, and he won't feel isolated from the whole life process 
that way. 

VIII. Learning and Evaluating Parenting 

Level 1 - Egoistic 

A. Learning parenting 

1. Avoiding repeating negative childhood experiences. 

2. Taking things as they come. 

B. A good parent 

1. Has good children. 

2. Acts better than other parents. 

3. Makes an effort. 

THE WAY YOU ACT AS A PARENT, HOW DID YOU LEARN THAT, DID YOU HAVE 
ANYBODY HELP YOU? BOOKS? WHAT DO YOU DO, WHAT DO YOU TURN TO WHEN 
YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO, THAT KIND OF THING? 

I don't know, it just comes to me. I don't read books, I have nothing 
to go by, I just do the best that I can. 

DO. YOU HAVE RULES YOU FOLLOW AND THINGS YOU FEEL ARE IMPORTANT TO 
FOLLOW OR DO YOU TAKE THINGS AS THEY COME? 

Take things as they come. 
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HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE GOOD PARENTS? 

That I couldnlt tell you. I guess you have less warfare. I would 
suspect that if they are really good, no back talk or anything like 
that. I put myself in the lower category, because I get a little. 

Level 2 - Conventional 

A. Learning Parenting 

1. Outside sources teach the right way. 

2. By evaluating parenting models. 

3. By observing children. 

B. A good parent 

1. Raises children the right way. 

2. Does the best (s)he can. 

3. Has happy children. 

4. Teaches right from wrong. 

WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST IMPORTANT THING FOR YOU AS A PARENT IN RAISING 
YOUR CHILDREN? WHEN YOU DONIT KNOW WHAT TO DO, DO YOU HAVE A BOOK 
YOU TURN TO, OR FAMILY? WHAT INFLUENCED YOU MOST AS A PARENT? 

I think books. Jean, my husband is a French writer, I read many 
books about children. Friends help, too. Sometimes a friend of 
mine will tell me what I should be doing. 

HAVE THEY HELPED YOU? 

They help me to understand more. Sometimes I can ask Lucy for two 
months to do something, and maybe I was doing it when I was her age, 
when I was 4, and I look in the book and see maybe I am asking her 
to do something she is not able to do at her age. I wasnlt supposed 
to expect her to do at her age. So the books help me to be more 
patient with her, to control myself. 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW, IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

That is a toughie. I know I am not the best mother, but I am a good 
mother because I love my kid, I put her before me, I make sure she· 
always has what she needs and what she wants. If she needs affec
tion, I give it to her, if she needs a warm bed, food, clothing, 
teaching, stimulation. You just do the best you can. 



Level 3 - Subjective 

A. Learning parenting 

1. Through the child. 

2. By experiencing love. 

B. A good parent 

1. Has a good relationship with the child. 

2. Facilitates the child's capacity to cope with problems. 

3. Is defined differently for different people. 

4. Understands the child. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT, ~IHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST 
IMPORTANT INFLUENCE ON YOU? 

99 

Having the baby taught me, just seeing him be born taught me, said 
okay, you are a parent now and that's it, that is how I learned to 
be a parent. I read a lot and did a lot and read Dr. Spack and 
1 i stened to mymother and talked to everyone. And just being a 
parent for me and my husband is an everday thing, we learn something 
new from the baby every day. 

WHAT DOES HE TEACH YOU? 

That baby? There are certain things that he can do that I don't 
think he should be doing, like he tries to hold his bottle and he 
does hold it very well, so I let him, and it was hard for me to say 
he wants to hold his bottle now, so you have to let him. 

SO HE LET YOU KNOW? 

Yes, he pushes my hand away when he wants to hold the bottle, or if 
he wants to help with the. spoon and I think he is showing us, look, 
I am able to do these things now, let me do them. 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

I like to talk about this and it is important to me. I would like 
to know as much about it as I can; after all, these are things that 
we are not all born with. There are a lot of things that we have to 
learn as we go along. I have learned a lot and there is still a lot 
to learn. But I know there are things I know are right now. 

























































































































































































































































III. Personality 

Level 1: -Concrete and Physicalistic 

A. Characteristics 

1. Physical characteristics and concrete actions 

2. What effects the parent 

B. Ideal 

1. Is what the parent wants 

2. Appreciates what is given. 

3. Does good th i ngs 

A. Characteristics 

Level 1 

1. Physical characteristics and concrete actions --Level 1 responses do 

not consider emotional characteristics, but describe the child's physical 

appearance or concrete actions • 

. CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

Tony, I don1t know why he likes to fight all the time. He keeps getting 
into problems at school And William, he just wants to PlaY all the time. . . 

IS THERE ANYTHING SPECIAL ABOUT THEM? 

No. 

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN? 

I don't know. 

CAN YOU THINK OF ANYTHING? 

Sometimes they are company, but I don1t know what I enjoy most about them. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR FOR ME? 

They are always fighting. You can see what they ere like, first of all, they 
are noisy. I don I t thi nk 1bat I could stand to have them around me too much 
all the time. And they are not very orderly, they have the worst room, 
I can't get them to clean it up. 

THEY HAVE ONE ROOM BETWEEN THEM? 

My daughters sleep together, they have two beds and they are well, they 
are not sickly children, they are generally pretty healthy. Sandra has 
brown hair. She's pretty stocky. Jane is thinner. 
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III. Personality Level 1 

The parent does not attempt to pull together the various characteristics into 

a "personi'llit,Y.1I Each action or characteristic is simply added on in a string 

of discrete descriptions. 

2. What effects the parent-- Children are described in terms of 

characteristics which effect parental needs, comfort or desires. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

You mean if they are boy or girl, what do you mean? 

WHAT KIND OF PEOPLE THEY ARE? 

I think that they are a little difficult. Once they grow from a baby 
until about 15, they are one problem, but after they reach 16, growing up, 

I they are different, they start wanting to do things that y"ou don't want 
them to do and then you start getting into a problem with them. But 
going throuah the early years, from baby to 15 years, I had no problem 
with him. 

WHAT ARE YOUR CHILDREN LIKE? 

They cry a lot, mostly Pam. I have a lot of problems with them. She 
a 1 ways wants to' be outsi de and I have to do my housework and I can't be 
chasing them outside, I have my mothe~ in the store, so that makes it a 
little easier for me and I still send them over to my mother's hous~. So 
I can do my housework while I have the other two at my house. 

In neither example is the chtld described as a personality. Rather, the parents 

seem to see the children through the lenses of their own needs, and not to 

notice aspects of the children which do not directly effect them. 

B. Ideal 

1. Is what the parent wants -- Parents at Level 1 hope for a chi 1 d who 

fulfills their own expectations. Characteristics or preferences of the child 

are not considered. 
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III. Personality Level 1 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

I think to grow up into the image of what you wanted to be, or what yOIl 
wanted them to be, what you wanted to be yourself. 

WHAT IS THAT? THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

To see them grow up and finish school and maybe go on to college. 
Have a good job. Be smart. Do something. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

When I was single I said when I would have some kids it would make me 
happy one way, seeing kids running around the house. But now they are 
allover my house, no, it is hard. I had my first one when I was 19 and 
I had them all right away. 

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OR OUTCOME OF BEING A PARENT, WHAT DO YOU 
WANT FOR YOUR .CHILDREN? 

I want them to learn and come up with something big and be that people 
know them when they grow up. 

WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT? 

When the kids grow up I would like other people to respect them, for what 
they are. I try to raise my first one so he learns, but this one is 
pretty smart, and she says everything the TV says. I put on shows and 
she learns right away and I wanted her to be a dancer, but I don1t think 
that it will work with her feet. She1s wearing-braces. 

The gratification of the parent is the primary consideration, what th~ child can 

do ("I wanted her to be a dancer, but .•• she's wearing braces U
) is secondary. 

2. ~ppreciates what is given -- Because parents at Level 1 frequently 

look to their children for personal gratification, they want a return for any 

effort they make for the child. Appreciation for what they do is one way of 

being rewarded for parental effort. 
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III. Personality Level 1 

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN? 

I enjoyed them when they were small. 

WHY WAS THAT THE BEST? 

Because then you can do things for them, they cling to you more, they 
aDpreciat~ what you do more for them and they are more lovinn and everything. 
Now that they are grown, they are looking for their own way of lif~. So 
I think when they are smaller. 'they are the best. 

WHY DO THEY APPRECIATE YOU WHEN THEY ARE SMALL? 

In certain ways they show you because small kids hug you and Jackie was 
very affectionate and she would hold you and kiss you and if you went 
out and came back, she says I am glad you came back, things like that. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

Have them grow up to be decent human beings. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN? 

Not grow up to be - I don't know.how to word it. Just to grow up to 
appreciate things and learn that they have to earn what they get. 
Not just have it handed to them on a silver platter. 

At Level 1, an ideal child is required to give in return for what he or she takes. 

3. Does Good Things -:-The- child is evaluated because of what he or she does. 
4. -

The parent at Level 1 does not conceptualize motives or underlying standards 

or values, as at Level 2, but judges what he or she can observe, the child1s 

acti ons. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

To grow up to be good, not a punk, to go to school and just be good. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN GOOD? 

For him to grow up and go to school and be involved in schoolwork. 
Go to school,. meet a nice girl, have his own family. 
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III. Personality Level 1 

TELL ME ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN? 

They are good children, I can't say that they are not t thollgh sometimes 
they are fresh. But other than that, they are pretty good kids, I have 
no right to complain. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES FOR A GOOD CHILD? 

When they listen and when they behave themselves. When they do as they 
are told. 

A good child obeys, does what he or she is told. Parents at Level 1 frequently 

do not see the child as having any internal mechanisms for makina autonomous 

choices. 
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III. Personality 

Level 2: Conventional Definitions 

A. Characteristics 

1. The child fits a type 

2. Normalcy of characteristics 

3. Covert as well as observable characteristics 

B. Ideal 

1. Is normal 

2. Follows accepted standards or values 

3. Tries hard and achieves what parent values 

A. Characteristics 

Level 2 

1. The child fits a type--At Level 2, parents tend to place their 

children into general personality categories, and to describe characteristics 

which "fit" and which justify the category placement. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

Paul is very studious, he is in college. Mary will do work if it pleases 
her, but other than that, it is a tug of war to try to get her to do 
something. Robert, I consider him to be kind of lazy. He used to have 
a paper route, and it was a real tug of war to get him to go. Bobby, 
go make your collections, or go collect your money, but he just didn't 
seem to care. Now Christopher who has a paper route now, is a little 
bit different. He is a little bit more ambitious. You might say he is 
greedy for money. We don't have half the problems with him trying to go 
out and collect, thouqh at times, if he has been to ·one house two or 
three times, and he says they are never home. If you ~e missing anything 

'around the house, David, do you know where this is, and he will come up 
with it. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

Well, my daughter is a little- taller than myself and she really likes the 
baby. She's a pretty good natured girl. My son, 16, takes all kinds of 
athletics. He's very good in gymnastics etc., so he teaches the baby 
and they get along really well. 

(continue next page) 
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III. Personality Level 2 

AND ~JHAT ABOIIT THE BABY? 

He's a good baby other than when he's not feeling well - when he'll 
scream. But he is a good baby) not a cry baby. He'll play, he is 
learning to say mommy and to wave bye, different little thinas. He'll 
try to say he wants something. All in all he is a good baby. He is on 
the braces now at night, to straighten out his legs and he's good about 
it. I put them on when he goes to sleep and it doesn't bother him 
until the next morning. I think that's pretty good. He is about 30 
pounds and he loves clothes, if you bring something home in a bag, he 
will rip it open to see what it is. All in all he is a good baby. 

Parents at Level 2 tend to focus on one or another aspect of the child's 

functioning, which may be a particularly strong characteristic, and to describe 

the child in terms of that characteristic ("athletic," IIstudious ll
). At 

Level 3, the parent attempts to include many characteristics and to integrate 

them into a more general description of the child. 

2. Normalcy of characteri sti cs -- An important characteri sti c at Level 2 

is the extent to which the child conforms to society's expectations for children. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

It is kind of hard to describe them. They are boys and they do normal 
things that other kids do. They don't usually get in much trouble. 
They enjoy eating, both of them, a lot. My oldest boy likes playing 
ball and that one likes eating and sleeping a lot. They have a normal life. 

CAN YOU TELL ME WHAT YOUR CHILDREN ARE LIKE? 

They are normal children, full of it. She is pretty good in school, 
normal, and he is picking up little by little now. He is in nursery 
school. He wasn't picking up at first because she would do all his 
talking for him and do everything for him, but now that he is in school 
on his own, he is picking up. 

The parent focuses on how the child is like other children, rather than how the 

child differs as an individual from other children as in Level 3. 
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III. Personality Level 2 

3. Covert as well as observable characteristics --At Level 2, responses 

may include descriptions of emotional qualities in addition to the more concrete 

actions and characteristics identified at Levell • 

. CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR SON FOR ME? 

Tall, bright-eyed, very inquiSitive, talks a lot, mischievous, a little 
and always will be I think, thin, very very active and very lovable. 

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT HIM? 

His inquisitiveness. 

WHY DO YOU ENJOY THAT, WHAT DO YOU ENJOY ABOUT IT? 

His interest in everything around him and he is interested and I am 
interested and so is everyone around him, so that would be the main 
thing that strikes people. 

,.. CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

I can describe my son, Edward. He is very active, he is a very smart 
boy and at timps he is emotinal. High strung, I should say. He likes 
studying at times. He is good at home, he is well mannered, from my 
observation. How he is outside, I don't know, I know he is active, and 
I have no complaints yet. He loves animals and he intends to become a 
veteranarian one day, and I guess he is an ordinary average boy. 

The parent is able to observe and appreciate qualities and characteristics of 

the child which are no!- of direct concern to the parent, unlike Levell 

descriptions Which describe aspects of the child which affect the parent. At 

Level 2 the child's independent identity is acknowledged and appreciated. 
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III. Personality Level 2 

B. Ideal 

1. Is normal-- Parents at Level 2 are able to accept behavior which is 

disagreeable or uncomfortable for the parent if it conforms to what the parent 

believes is normal behavior for children. 

WHAT SHOULD PARENTS BE ABLE TO EXPECT FROM THEIR CHILDREN? 

That is hard to answer. It depends on whether the parent brinQs the child 
up. What I expect of my children is to grow up and, be a healthy child 
and just normal, be a normal child. 

DO YOU FEEL WHAT SAM IS DOING IS SOMETHING THAT A GOOD CHILD WOULD DO? 

It is what a normal child would do. 

WHY IS IT NORMAL? 

Because most all kids go through this stage, especially if they are the 
baby for a whilp and then a new baby comes up, they don't have no mother 
or father no more. they just have the new baby. 

A "good" child is not simply defined' by what he or she does, as in Level 1, 

but also by what can be expected. 

2. Follows accepted standards orvalues-- At Level 2 parents reason that 

a good child develops personal standards which guide action. Different parents 

may identify quite different standards or values, but their common characteris

tic at Level 2 is that they are standards given by the culture or tradition 

which the parent accepts. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING YOUR CHILnREN? 

Bring them up to be decent, law-abiding citizens, and not so much that 
they, have to be geniuses, you can't expect that, they are all at 
different levels. Just to bring them 'up to be honest as best you can. 
The way yOIl were sort of brought up yourself. Times have changed. 
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III. Personality Level 2 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

I think you want to make them a good moral individual. I am very 
religious myself, as I say, a lot of the kids, it is very difficult 
when they get to a certain age, to get them to go to church and things 
like that, but I want them to have a good moral fear of god and I hope 
they get to heaven some day, I bring them up to someday get to heaven. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, A GOOD MORAL INDIVIDUAL? 

I mean somebody that wouldn't take anything that didn't belong to them, 
that wouldn't steal, wouldn't do anything - would help people. In other 
words, what you could do, go out of your way to help people, be nice to 
people, a nice person. Somebody who doesn't steal, lie, cheat, you 
know what I mean. 

WHICH IS OF MORE CONCERN, THAT HE HAD STOLEN, OR THAT HE HAD LIED? 
WHICH WAS MORE IMPORTANT? 

He was afraid,that's why he lied. The worst thing was the fact he had 
stolen. 

WHY DO YOU THINK THAT WAS WORSE THAN THE LYING? 

It is more serious. It is a crime, then there is a white lie and a black 
lie so to speak,but the fact he knew he had done it and figured he might 
get. away with it by lying, so he tried. 

Parents at this level do not expect all children to be exactly the same, because 

they acknowledge differences in abilities, but they do expect them to embrace 

the parent's values as their own. The third example illustrates the Level 2 

parent's focus on what the meaning of a behavior is for society, rather than the 

meaning of the behavior for the child. 

3. Tries hard and achieves what parent values--Although differences in 

ability are acknowledged, effort and achievement recognized and valued as 

desirable personality characteristics. 
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III. Personality Level 2 

WHAT SHOULD PARENTS EXPECT FROM THEIR CHILDREN? 

Respect, love and trying to do the things that their parents ask them to 
do when they ask them to do it, if itls right. 

WHY DO YOU THINK THOSE ARE THINGS EVERY PARENT SHOULD EXPECT? 

Because as you watch a child grow up, it just makes me feel proud if I 
say to my kids I want you to try hard in school and do the best you can, 
and they come home and they bring me Ats and Bls. I say to myself they 
are trying their best, and it makes me feel good because someday they are 
going to be somebody. 

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

Academically, for example, some people want their children to be A 
students, we don't ask for that. If they achieve what we think in our 
minns is the best they can do, that t all we ask. 

HOW DO YOU KNOW WHAT IS BEST? 

I think a parent knows inside if a child is really trying and what he is 
capable andnot capable of doing, by talking to the teachers. I believe 
if a pareni is interested enough, they will know what makes their child 
tick, and this is why I said earlier, I am really interested in what makes 
people tick as well as children. I think I know my children well enough. 

Effort is valued because it brings about a socially desirable outcome (IIThey are 
going to be somebody,ll IIsucceedingll). The parent, not the child, determines what 

the child is capable of achieving. 
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III. Personality 

Level 3: Personal individuality 

A. Characteristics 

1. Emoti ona 1 i ndi vi dua 1 i ty 

2. Interpersonal functioning 

3. Stable distingiushed from surface characteristics 

B . Ideal 

1. Shapes and achieves personal standards 

2. The child accepts him or herself as well as others 

3. Maintains personal autonomy 
ro-t 4Vf.E' i 

4. 'Maintains adequate social J~la.tJ.Q.fl.~hip~ 

A. Characteristics 

Level 3 

1. Emotional individuality--The important personality traits at Level 3 

are personal characteristics which distinguish the child from other children. 

These characteristics include emotional qualities or traits which can only be 

identified by getting to know the individual child. They cannot be known from 

external sources, as with Level 2 descriptors. The parent may indicate that 

he or she sees the child as having an integrated personality, not as an 

aggregate of distinct traits, and that this personal style has always character

ized the child. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

They are hard to describe because they are all individualists, there 
are no two children in the family that are alike. 

WOULD YOU RUN DOWN THE LIST THEN? 

Lynn is quite an active young lady and is in the seventh grade at this 
moment and she is participating in quite a few things. Billy isa boy of 
his own. He was emotionallydsturbed at one time, and he goes back and 
forth into withdrawal at times and he is kind of a hard kid to get to 
know, but a pretty good kid if you talk to him on his own level. 
Andrew, he is quite a young man, too, thinks he is quite a big boy now. 
He is in the transitional first grade. Rhonda there is still not that 
much to tell about. ,She is still not talking and still not up to what a 
four year old should be. But then again, I don1t go and measure my children 
by anything else, they are all individualists. 
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III. Personality Level 3 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

Well, both my children are very different. My son, who is the older of. 
the two children, I would describe as a bright, somewhat aggressive, yet 
sensitive child who sometimes has difficulty controlling his feelinQs, 
or articulating his feelings. And when that happens, he does what most 
kids his age do, Strike out at what's around him. And I would say he is 
relatively inflexible, relative to our other child. And he can't tolerate 
change. 

HAS THAT BEEN SINCE HE WAS BORN, OR SOMETHING NEW? 

No, when you think about it Jay has been like this ever since he was born. 
This was demonstrated early on in patterns of sleep, eating, from the time 
he was very very young. However, I think we have been relatively success
ful in overcoming whatever problems are involved with that. Carol, on the 
other hand, is very easy going, can tolerate all different kinds of 
situations very well. In some respects, I wonder whether she is too 
passive and now that we socialize more with Jay I think she has developed 
more. She has developed a better ability to assert herself. She is 
also becoming increasingly somebody who is a person, in a way that 
wasn't clear to me when she was younger. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN A PERSON? 

In the sense that she has an identifiable personality, that you can 
describe and she does things that are unique and I guess this is some
thing that I experienced with Jay and I didn't really begin to sense him 
as a person until he got to be in the 4-5 month age range, which may be 
a function of how much contact I had with him. I went to work everyday, 
but until they began to interact a little, I didn1t really have a sense 
of them as people. 

2. Interpersonal functioning--Personality characteristics described at 

Level 3 go beyond stable and objective personal labels to include qualities of 

interpersonal relating between the child and others. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR BABY? 

He is very active, very small and very happy. He smiles a lot and he likes 
people. His father has a very good personality and I think he is like 
him. He is very responsive to people, when people smile at him and do 
cuddle with him, he cuddles back and" smiles at everyone, he likes people, 
he is very good. He is teething now and becoming more difficult, but 
he is still very good. 
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III. Personality Level 3 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE MARIA FOR ME? 

She is a very open girl. Although shy at times, she gets to be a friend 
when she knows a person better. She has a very good sense of humor, she 
rarely gets upset easily, but she demands attention certain times. 
She is getting to be quite affectionate and loves to climb on me. With 
other chilrlren she is shy although she is aware of them when there are 
children playing. She is fairly at ease in the group situation. Some
times she is shy at the beginning, as in any new situation. She was 
always shy even at birth. 

The interpersonal qualities are understood to operate within interpersonal 

relationships, and to require' certain conditions for them to emerge. 

Personality characteristics then can be active and mobile processes, and not 

simply static descriptions. 

3. Stable distinguished from surface characteristics--Parents at Level 3 

may distihguish what they consider transient or superficial behavior or 

characteristics from those which are deeper and more enduring. How the child 

deals with and resolves conflicts between deeper values and qualities, and the 

ups and downs of his or her actions is considered more descriptive than 

particular actions. 

WHICH IS MORE IMPORTANT, THAT JOHNNY DID THE STEALING OR THAT HE TOLD THE 
TRUTH ABOUT IT LATER? 

That he told the truth about it later. Because I see that stealing in 
this scenario is an acute incident, which probably doesn1t represent a 
chronic pattern of behavior. I see the values which are inherent and 
implicit in not lying as representing a pattern of behavior that1s got to 
follow this kid for the rest of his life and which is much more important. 

WHICH IS MORE IMPORTANT, THAT HE DID THE STEALING OR THAT HE TOLD THE TRUTH? 

Told the truth. Stealing is really nothing. The most ~hat is done wrona 
there is that he did something wrong; but if he held it in he might do 
something wrong again. 

WHAT DOES THAT TELL YOU ABOUT THE CHILD? 

That he is recognizing that he did something wrong. HE is honest with him
self and he was looking to someone, his father, for help, for feeling. And 
I think his being honest is a lot more important than he did it. 
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III. Personality Level 3 

The meaning of the child's behavior for him or herself is the basis for 

describing the child, not how others view the child and his or her behavior. 

B . Ideal 

1. Shapes and achieves personal standards-- At Level 3, goals tend to be 

conceived less as particular kinds of achievemen.t?, val~s, or charac~eristics, 

and mQr~ in terms of the child being able to 

achieve what (s)he wants for him or herself. 

The concept of an ideal, then, is defined from the perspective of the child, 

and in reference to the child1s sense of his or her own preferences and 

capabil iti es . 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT IN RAISING A CHILD FOR THEM TO BE HAPPY? 

Because if you~e happy, it is easier. I like to be happy and I try to 
be happy and it seems like things are better when you are happy. My 
mother wanted us to be happy, but our happiness was what she thought our 
happiness should be, the things that she thought would make you happy 
in life, and obviously they didn't. And I want Eric to be happy in 
whatever it is that he is going to do; that he wants to do; what he 
wants out of life. What is going to satisfy him, if he is goinn to feel 
good about it, then that's good, whatever it is. I will try to go along 
with that. Unless it was something I felt was really harmful. 

WHAT DO YOU HOPE FOR YOUR CHILDREN AS ADULTS, WHAT DO YOU WANT FOR 
THEM AS PEOPLE? 

Just to love and be loved, and if they grow up and get married, after my 
daughter finishes high school, if they want to finish high school and get 
married, if that is what you want to do, you have all the luck and 
happiness from you. Whatever you do, be happy you have done it, that's it. 
If you want to go to college, yOIl go. If you don't want to go, think about 
it, work, and whatever you do be good at it. I am not gOing to make them 
do something that they may be unable to live up to. 

Level 3 reasoning focuses on how the child feels about his or her choices and 

accomplishments, rather than on the nature of the accomplishments as at Level 2. 
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III. Personality Level 3 

2. The child accepts him or herself as well as others-- The Level 3 

conreption of personal individuality is expressed in a conception of persons 

which can accept intra- and inter-individual variability and differences. The 

ideal child recognizes individual differences and variability and is tolerant 

and accepting of both him or herself and of others. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

For him I think the goal is a certain amount of success in life. Not 
so much in a job, but in being open, not be prejudiced or hateful, but 
just someone who is happy with themselves. 

DO YOU HAVE ANY SENSE OF WHAT MAKES FOR A GOOD CHILD? 

I think if they can be happy, if they can trust, if a child can trust an 
adult, to be happy with that adult, to feel easy and they don't feel like 
they are always competing against adults, they don't feel like they have 
to compete for life or place or to be something. They can just be happy 
being themself. If they feel what they are doing here, that is cool, 
just like that, and unless they are really bad, and you are not constantly 
trying to change them, saying you mn be better or why don't you do this, 
so if you try to get them to be happy with themself and content 
with themself as a person, then a kid would feel pretty good about himself. 

Being happy with oneself may be understood to be related to not only an accep

tance of others, but also to an acceptance of each personJs equa) right to what 
, -' 

life has to offer. Therefore, a child who can cooperate with others" have' 

trusting relationships, and feel good about him or herself would be considered 

closer to the ideal at Level 3 than a child who is a successful competitor. 

3. Maintains Personal Autonomy-- Being able to make their own choir.es and to 

cope with whatever life may bring their way, is considered an important 

characteristic at Level 3. 
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III. Personality" Level 3 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

When he is of age, say 18, or when he decides that he wants to go out on 
his own, that he feels that he can handle the situation, that he can--he 
feels he is a man, he feels that we have done everything that we could 
to make him handle any situation he might be able to face, or at least 
go into the situation, say I think I can handle it anyways. Be a man, 
be a person, be strong, be able to cope, that is important. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

What you want for the child may not be what he wants when he grows up. 
He may want to be this or that. I don't ~now, I wou!dn't say ~ had a 
particular goal for each of my teenage chlldren. Belng on thelr own 
and beinakble to make up their own mi~ds about what ~hey '1ould wan~ to 
do withovt being dependent on anyone 1S good. The glrl slngs and 1f 
she continues which she talks about, and I think she will, this will be 
very good for both. I wouldn't be disappointed if she did not sing. 

THE KIDS JIMMY RUNS AROUND WITH ARE TOUGH AND GET INTO TROUBLE, BUT JIMMY 
LIKES THEM A LOT. SHOULD MR. FOX INTERFERE, OR DOES JIMMY HAVE A RIGHT 
TO CHOOSE HIS OWN FRIENDS? 

Jimmy has a right to choose his own friends. He has supposedly been brought 
up with a certain set of values and sometimes he is going to make friends with 
people who do not have the same values that he does. And he has to learn that 
he has to maintain his own values with people that have different values. 
trying to break up the friendship wouldn't be a good thing to do. He will 
have to detennine if he can maintain his own values in keeping the friend~ 
ships, or if he is going to find other friends. . 

The child, rather than the parent or peers, ultimately sets his or'her 

standards, and the parentis hope is that the child will have the skills and 

capabilities for achieving and maintaing standards. 

," , 
4. ,Maintains, 900dso,ci,a,1".r~la;t;i;>r'~lP~·--People are understood as function-

ing within a soCial context, and the child's ability to get along with othe}S 

is an imoortant aspect of personality. 

WHAT MAKES FOR A GOOD CHILD? 

A good child is one who can handle him5elf in a group with other people, 
because we are essentially a social system. We try to teach our children how 
to get along with other people. Basically, children learn to become social 
I wouldn't say it was a bad child if he had difficulty getting along with 
other people, but getting along would be a primary goal. . 
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III. Personality Level 4 

Level 4: Psychological Self-system 

A. Characteristics 

1. Coordinated into a psychological self-system 

2. Self-awareness 

3. Not always seen or known 

B. Ideal 

1. Capacity for self-analysis. 

2. Understands human vulnerability 

A. Characteristics 

1. Coordinated into a psychological self-system --Characteristics are 

integrated into a broader picture of the child as a psychological self system. 

An attempt is made at level 4 to coordinate perceived experience and 

characteristics into a system where the parts are involved in a dynamic process 

which makes up a psychological whole. 

, WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

Give him a sense of being a person who has faith in himself so he can cope 
with life, giving him confidence in himself, a basic sense of trust in 
himself and the world. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY FAITH AND TRUST? 

That the way he knows the world is the way the world is. That his 
perceptions are confirmed, so he knows that he can trust others, and trust 
himself. 

WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT? 

Because that is the core of them. That is the core of their being. I think. 

WHAT DO yon MEAN BY THAT? 

That is their center, that is the center of the individual, their integrity, 
their ability to relate, to know themselves in relation, at all times, to 
the rest of the world and that center must be carefully tended at all times. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL GROWING UP NOT BEING BIGOTED AND HATEFUL IS SO IMPORTANT. 

I don't see how anybody can be happy being hateful. Everybody at times goes 
through hateful moments with somebody, but a bigot doesn't put someone 
aside and wall them in, he actually puts himself aside, and walls himself in. 
He imprisons himself more than I think he imprisons someone else, he closes 
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III. Personality Level 4 

himself up a little bit and it is getting to be a smaller world. And 
this makes him a smaller person in every way, not just about blacks, or 
Jews, or Chinese or whatever. It makes him a person who shuts things out, 
who doesn't say, "Hey, this is how I feel," but who doesn't let himself 
look at how he feels. He keeps part of the world out, and this will be a 
part of everything he does. It'll be part of his personality. 

Responses at level 4 may reflect differing conceptions or different 

aspects of psychological process, as the two illustrations demonstrate, but 

they will attempt to interpret the meaning of observations for the psychological 

functioning of the child by interpreting them into a larger system. 

2. Self awareness --The conception of self observation emerges at level 4 

as a collary to the level 4 conception of a complex self-system. The observing 

self may have greater or lesser knowledge of other levels or aspects of fue 

self system, and the capacity of the self for self-analysis and self-knowledge 

is a central characteristic of individual personality. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR DAUGHTER FOR ME? 

R. is 11 1/2. She is a very steady, responsible child, she has had to 
pay the price for my growing with her, because much of my coming to terms 
with my becoming an adult has been through watching her develop and 
fighting my battles vicariously through what I see she is doing. And R. 
is very much in touch with her feelings, very intellectual, very introspective 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

I think for me the goal is raising a child to be successful in the terms 
that the child sets for himself. If a child's goal is to have lots of 
friends, then the childbas to begin to understand why he needs lots of 
friends, is it really what he wants, or is it substituting for something else. 
I think it is kind of an inner eye that you are looking at yourself through. 
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III. Personality Level 4 

3. Not always seen or known -_ Parents at ~evel 4 can recognize that 

there are aspects of personality which are not always accessible to the child 

or to other observers, and that what a parent knows of the child reflects in 

part what the child allows to be seen. 

COULD SAM BE TELLING THE TRUTH, THAT HE LOVES HIS BABY BROTHER, EVEN 
THOUGH HE HITS HIM? 

Of course. He's .telling the truth as he knows it. Sometimes people can't 
I be aware of how they feel, or they think they feel one way, when deep 

inside there's another feeling which may break through in what they do, 
but that the person may not realize is there. Even if Sam were 18, he 
could have the same experience that little Sam is. About something different, 
maybe, but not understanding why he's doing something because there are 
feelings he just doesn't understand. 

CAN YOU TELL ME WHAT J. IS LIKE? 

J. is spontaneous, 
and very private. 
see·. And I have a 
there that I don't 
to touch her. 

imaginatively spontaneous, very creative, very reserved 
She will not let you see what she does not want you to 
feeling that there is three quarters of a child 
know at all, that I can only touch when she allows me 

These responses are distinguished from level 3 because they acknowledge 

that there are aspects of personality that may be ultimately inaccessible, and 

which may be necessarily inaccessible because of the complexity of the indi.-

vidual, or because of the complexity of preserving the self in the intimacy 

of close relationships. 
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III. Personality Level 4 

B. Ideal 

1. Capacity for self-analysis--Coming to know and to understand oneself , . 

(and others) is reasoned to be the central processes and the basis for each 

individual1s functioning. One sees the world and onets.place in it throu81 

the lens with which one sees oneself, and coming to know and understand 

oneself is the basis for achieving personal satisfaction. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

I would like to raise a child to work independently of me and be able to 
cope with the world and with his own feelings,and to be able to identify 
what he wants from life. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT IS SO IMPORTANT? 

Because if a person can't cope with his own feelings, if he can't identify 
those feelings, they can't really work towards anything else. That is the 
starting point. I am hoping that Jennifer will learn from us a family 
set up how to express her feelings when she feels angry. There are 
constructive ways of expressing youT" feelings and that is how I feel, 
so that nobody is physically hurt. I want her to be able to get affection 
when she needs it. I feel if she can deal with that, if she can't cope 
with her own feelings,she is not going to be able to move anywhere. But 
if she can cope with herself and her feelings and can identify the kin£! of 
person she is and what she wants out of life, then she can move in a new 
direction, if she wants to. 

WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOALS FOR YOUR CHILDRF.N? 

Again, the consciousness of process, giving the chil~ the feeling that he can 
fulfill himself if he has a way of looking at his goals and his wants that 
are co""sistent with his abilities. I would like my child to later accept 
himself or herself at whatever stage he is in and to know what the next 
phase is too, so that he could reach a little bit. I think I would like my 
child to be stretched a little, so they know the feeling that comes from 
hard work at something. I don't think of goals as getting through college or 
riding a bike, but the child may see that as small goals along the way, to 
self fulfillment, I would like my children to be reasonably happy, because 
I think it is very necessary to have happiness in order to accept yourself 
ann to accept other people. 

The ideal for the child is an ability not only to understand oneself at 

a given moment, but also to recognize that one is in process, that one, 

can accept oneself, even if one can't always accept one's behavio~, if one 

recognizes onets capacity to learn and to grow, and that there are layers 

of thinking, feeling, and doing that build from each other, that the 

individual is a system. 



III. Personality Level 4 

2. Understands human vulnerability --At level 4. the parent hopes the 
P " e', ' 

child will not only accept human differences, but will also understand that 

frailty is part of being human, and will respect his own and other's 

humanness. The idea acceptance, then, stems from an understanding of 

universals of the human experience; within which human differences can be 

understood and respected. 

WHAT IS THE BASIS FOR PEOPLE'S KINDNESS TO OTHER PEOPLE? 

The basis is a respect for the humanness, for the sufferin~, for the 
quality that makes another person human. And that capacity is very d1£ficul 
It is a very difficult capacity to have, because one has to protect oneself 
too. If I can give my child t~e.capacity to understand another human being) 
and to understand the vulnerab~l~ty of another human being, I would do it 
for the other human being and for my child as well. 

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE A GOOD CHILD? 

A Child who was responsible, who had a good sense of what's right and 
what's wrong, not by everyone else's standards, but in their own, and 
someone, a Child who was respectful and understands that even though 
the parent might be wrong, that they are the parent and just to have 
some patience. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY RESPECT AND HAVING PATIENCE WITH THE PARENT? 

The parent has the offspring and they want to impose themselves on 
the child, whiCh they can't stop themselves from doing a lot of the 
time. And the child has to understand that sometimes the parent has 
no control over themselves, and they want to protect the Child and 
they want the Child to do what's right, and sometimes they are 
imposing things that aren't always quite fair. 
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LV. ~ommun1ca~10n ana irus~ 

Levell: One-way instrumental 

1. In order to know what to believe 

2. Trust meaning permissiveness and license 

3. Communication to B;.chieve de.I?Jr~d actions 

4. One-way conception of communication and trust 

At levell, parents' reasoning focuses on concrete aspects of truth, trust 

and communication, such as the acts of lying or confessing, and the person with' 

whom one talks, rather than the openness or quality of the verbal exchange. 

1. In order to know what to believe--The importance of trust and truth is 

to be able to believe in the child's statements or claims, or for the child to 

be believed by others. Responses frequently appear very selfish; i.e •• the 

parent is concerned that if he or she doesn't know the truth, he or she will 

look foolish in other people's eyes. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL IT IS IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN TO TELL THE TRUTH? 

Because sometimes if you keep telling a lie, something will really happen 
and won't nobody believe you and you will be in a lot of problems. 

WHAT KINTI OF PROBLEMS? 

Like my daughter told so many lies I didn't know when to believe her, so I 
just stopped believing everything that she said. And even now I have doubts, 
because I don't know when to believe her, so that is what can happen when 
you keep lying all the time, making people hate you for lying, and folks 
just hardly believe in you. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL IT IS IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN TO TELL THE TRUTH? 

Because when kids tell the truth, if they do something wrong, let them come 
to you and tell you they have done it. And you know where you are situated 
at and how yon are goin~ to protect your side. I wouln rather hear if my 
children did anything from their own mouth before I heard a revised 
edition, from somebody' else, I don't want to hear it, I want to hear it 
from my kids first and by telling the truth, that puts me in a better 
position to help them, because if I don't know what is going on, and somebody 
hits me with a story, I would stand there like a real.· dummy. 
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IV. Communication and Trust Level 1 

2. Trust meaning permissiveness and license--Frequently parents reasoning 

at Levell interpret the child's understanding of trust as a removal of the 

parental controls which they feel keep a child from doing wrong. Children are 

expected to want to get away with what they can. 

DO YOU FEEL IT IS MORE IMPORTANT TO KNOW WHETHER OR NOT HE DID IT, THAN 
TO SHOW TRUST IN HIM BY NOT READING IT? 

If he doesn't look in the diary, then Jimmy will believe that his father 
trusts him and he will keep doing things he shouldn't do. 

DO YOU FEEL SOMETIMES IF CHILDREN KNOW THEIR PARENTS TRUST THEM THAT THAT 
WILL HELP THEM TO DO THE RIGHT THING? OR IS IT USUALLY THEY THEN FEEL THEY 
CAN GET AWAY WITH IT? 

They will think they can get away with it and they will think my mother 
trusts me, she won't say anything about me, that I am bad or nothing, she 
trusts me and then he will keep doing it, doing things he is not supposed to 
do. But if she talks to him a little stronger, maybe he won't do it. 
What he shouldn't do. 

Parental reasoning does not recognize the possibility tha r the child may 

want to live up to paTental trust and not transgress. The parent, therefore, 

cannot conceive of giving trust to the child. 

3. Communication to achieve desired actions--Reasons for communicating, 

as well as reasons for not communica"ing are contingent on the behavioral 

outcomes of the child which affect the parent or the chilrl. 

IF HE READS THE DIARY, SHOULD HE TELL JIMMY HE READ IT? 

I don't think he should unless there is something that is very bad that he 
has to come forward with. But I don't think he should tell him, because 
then he would try to hide it someplace else where he would not find it the 
next time, beca"se he would figure he harl no right to read his diary. So 
he wouldn't find it there the next time he is looking for it, so I don't 
think he should tell him as long as there is no problem. He didn't do no 
harm, right? 
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IV. Communication and Trust Level 1 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THEY SHOULD BE ABLE TO CONFIDE IN PARENTS? 

It is important to be truthful with them. I could always tell my mother 
or father. I really could. I don't remember doing that much bad. People 
say to me, didn't you do something like this, but I was very respectful. 
I didn't do anything that bad. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT THAT YOU COULD TELL THEM? 

Who else is there, the most important ones to come to is your own mother 
and father. If you couldn't, you would have to go to the gang on the corner 
or something like that and you would get into more trouble. 

SH.E READ THE DIARY, SHOULD SHE TELL HIM THAT SHE READ IT? 

It depends what Mr. Fox found aut. If Jimmy wrote something, I would 
confront him with it, but otherwise, forget it. 

4. One-way conception of communication and trust --Communication 

and trust are conceived as one-way. The parent or child gives trust to 

the other, they do not exchange or share trust. Similarly, communication 

between parent and child is understood as the child being able to talk 

to the pa"-ent, not, as in level 2, parent.and child being ab'le to talk 

with each other. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL IT IS IMPORTANT FOR PARENTS AND CHILDREN TO BE TRUTHFUL 
WITH EACH OTHER? 

I want my children to be truthful with me because I don't want to feel 
how come you had to sneak and do it behind my back, why did you have to 
hurt me this way, when you know you can come and talk to me. 

WHY DO YOTT THINK IT IS IMPORTANT FOR A CHILD TO BE ABLE TO COME AND TALK 
TO A P-UENT? 

A father plays a big part, but as far as the child and the mother, I feel 
there is this closeness ever since they were in the womb of the mother, 
there is this close knit thing and I feel that a child should feel this 
is the only thing in my life that I can turn to is my mother. 
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IV. Communication and Trust Level 1 

In addition to a one-way conception, the second example also has 

an egocentric aspect which characterizes many level 1 responses. The 

parent wants something of the child (what it is may differ) only for him 

or herself, and does not conceive of other relationships where the child 

may give to someone else. 
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IV. Communication and Trust Level 2 

Level 2: Two-way mutual 

Level 2 responses conceptualize communication and trust as involving a twd-

way exchange, rather than the giving of one to the other, or the taking of one 

from the other that is conceptualized in level 1 reasoning. 

1. Trust and communication as equal exchange 

2. Trust as fulfilling familial role obligations 

3. Communication as mutual verbal sharing 

1. Trust and communication as equal exchange -- At level 2, parents 

recognize that trust and communication involve two sets of actions and of 

expectations. Communication and trust are between people, with each party giving 

as well as receiving • 

. IF HE READS THE DIARY, SHOULD HE TELL JIMMY HE READ IT? 

Yes. Just to be truthful. If you expect your children to be truthful, 
you have to be truthful with them. 

EVEN THOUGH JIMMY WOULD NOT HAVE KNOrm HE HAD READ IT? 

Yes. I would tell him. He would probably get mad about the whole thing 
and get over it. 

THAT SEEMS LIKE A DIFFICULT THING, THAT YOU WOULD TELL HIM SOMETHING THAT HE 
WOULD NOT OTHERWISE KNOW AND RISK HIS BEING ANGRY WITH YOU. WHY IS THAT 
SO IMPORTANT? 

Just telling the truth and not being sneaky, you don't want them to be sneaky. 

WHY WOULD YOU TELL HIM? 

I would want to be honest with my kid and that way they would be honest with mel 
I would hope. I know a diary is a personal thing and I had no business to 
look in it, but since I did, I think that I should let him know. 

IS IT IMPORTANT FOR A CHILD TO TELL THE TRUTH? 

Yes. It is just as impotant for the child or the adult to tell the truth 
also, so the child can learn and say look, mother or father told me the truth, 
so I am going to tell them the truth. They learn from what you do. 
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IV. Communication and Trust Level 2 

Parents may not necessarily expect a direct return (as might be expected with 

peer relations, for example), but a developmental return. In other words, what a 

parent gives as trust or sharing to the child will contribute to the development 

of the child's capacity to give or share, and is expected to be expressed .in the 

development of that capacity and those qualities. The parent acknowledges a 

responsibility to give if he or she expects to receive in kind, as well as an 

expectat;on to receive, if he or she gives. 

2. Trust as fulfilling familial role obligations--Although trust is recognized 

as being between parent and child, it is not conceptualized as developing from 

qualities of the relationship, as at level 3, but as being an obligation of the 

relationship roles. Parent's and children-should trust each other because that is 

part of how relationships between parents and children are defined. 

DO YOU FEEL THAT TRUST IS IMPORTANT IN A RELATIONSHIP, IS THAT WHAT 
IS SPECIAL ABOUT IT? 

Yah, there is something there, you have to trust me and I trust you. 

WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT? 

Because trust should be important in anyone's family among one another. 
You got friends you don't want to trust, but your family should trust each other. 

WHY IS TRUST IMPORTANT? 

You have to trust and it is good to trust your parents. Because your parents 
brought you up and they are always there, I still can go home to my parents 
and it is good to have a good relationship with your parents. They know you. 
My mother knows me like a book, she knows what I am going to say before I say it. 
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IV. Communication and Trust Level 2 

3. Communication as mutual verbal sharing--Communication is conceptualized as 

two people sharing their thoughts or feelings with each other, rather than the 

one-way sharing expressed in level 1. Communication is presented as the act of 

a message, however, rather than how well the messages are understood, which is 

the focus at level 3. 

IF 'HE READS THE DIARY,. SHOULD HE TELL JIMMY HE READ IT? 

Yes, I wonld. Because I think that everyone has a right to privacy but I think 
I would first explain why I read it,that I really wanted to know, I was 
hoping you were right and you didn't shoplift, and then I would say that 
I had read it. Then he could tell me how he feels. I think if we can 
communicate like that, things will be all right. 
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IV. Communication and trust Level 3 

Level 3: Reciprocal understanding 

1. The reciprocity of trust 

2. Communication and trust as embedded in relationships 

3. Communication as understanding 

1. The reciprocity of trust.-~Trust at level 3 is conceptualized as greater than 

an exchange of actions and expectations. It is a commitment to a relationship. 

In order to be trusted, a person has to be able to trust, and in order to trust, 

you have to be trusted in a relationship. Trust is a reciprocal process. Because 

they conceptualize trust as reciprocal,many parents at level 3 feel that trusting 

a child will promote trustworthy behavior. The child will protect the relation-

ship by honoring the trust which is part of the relationship. The parent may 

be similarly constrained • 

. WHAT ABOUT THE DIARY, SHOULD ,HE LOOK IN THE DIARY? 

No. Trust that child. (WHY?) Because he is going; to keep on looking and 
looking, he is going to keep on having doubts, every time something comes 
up, ,he's going to keep on having doubts and that is no trust. 

WHY IS TRUST SO IMPORTANT? 

It is impo-tant for a child to know that his parents trust him. ~?) 
Because this way he knows that my mother, my father, cares. My mother and 
father knows, I can't do it, I can't hurt them. I don ' t want to disappoint 
them. They trust me enough to let me go here, to let me do this, then I 
don't think I will destroy that trust that they have for me. 

HOW WOULD JIMMY FEEL IF HE FOUND OUT HIS FATHER READ HIS DIARY? 

And his father didn't tell him? JI~~y should be really mad. 

HOW WOULD IT AFFECT THEIR RELATIONSHIP? 

It could affect their relationship the rest of their life. It would alienate 
the son and could make him very, very mad at his father and he could feel that 
he has no rights, he has no privacy, he is not a person; at 15 he still has 
somebody standing over hi s shoulder looking into him. He would feel that he 
wasn't trusted and in turn he would not trust his father and that would set up 
a really bad chain of events. 
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IV. Communication and Trust Level 3 

2. Communication and trust as embedded in relationships -- At level 3, parents 

understand trust and communication as reflecting more than familial role obliga-

tions, as is frequently expressed at level 2. In level 3 responses, the quality of 

the relationship is understood to be the basis for the quality of communication 

and trust within that relationship, and parent-child relationship, as with other 

relationships, must be nurtured and developed. Trust and communication are not 

necessarily expected, but are freely given by two people who share a close 

relationship. 

DO YOU THINK IT WOULD AFFECT THEIR RELATIONSHIP IF MR. FOX TOLDJlMMY HE 
READ THE DIARY? 

The relationship would differ because Jimmy would be watching his father and 
his father would be watching Jimmy. There wouldn't be that much of a 
communication, and trust and faith and everything that was built up is 
just going right down. It would have to be rebuilt and it takes a lot of 
doing to do that. 

IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU THINK YOU COULD REBUILD TRUST? 

I think it takes a lot of time and patience, a lot of caring, a lot of under
standing on both th~ir parts. In fact, I think it might take a whole lifetime 
to redo something that you already have done. But if you're tolerant enough 
to be a good family,you sort of go by that hoping that the child wonld under
stand why you did it, that you were trying to help, because you loved him 
and cared for him. 

One thing I enjoy with my 17 year old and I hope to do with my 7 year old, is 
communication. My 17 year old will go on her date and when she comes in she 
runs up to the bathroom and comes in the den and tells me what the show was 

. about, or where they went and this is what I want. And it is not that I ask 
for it, it is given to me. And I am very grateful that it is. 

HOW DO YOU FEEL COMMUNICATION DEVELOPS BETWEEN A PARENT AND A CHILD? 

I think it starts with love, and a sense of being needed, and of the parent's 
being there when/the children need them. Being there, and being able to not 
only se a father or mother, but also a friend, someone to whom he can talk, 
not the friendliness, buddy-buddy bit, not that, but being a person who is easy 
to talk to. Not being an aloof, godlike figure who stands and says what do 
you want my child, but being a warm, close personal relationship. 
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IV. Communication and Trust Level 3 

Communicarion can be non-verbal as well as verbal. 

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT JOHN? 

I guess I reach a certain peak with him when we are alone. When he was about 
5 weeks old and he would wake up and my wife was sleeping, I would take him 
and give him his bottle and I look back on those days and they were the happies 
moments in the past three years I can think about. It was a very soothing momen 
and he was laying there taking his bittle and half asleep and I was very 
comfortable. I was finished working and it was a moment's communication, this 
is my son and I am just as much a part of this as his mother is. He is 
communicating. 

HOW WAS HE COMMUNICATING? 

He would press close sometimes and I would hold the bottle and he would 
open his eyes and look up. There was eye contact, there was body contact, 
and I felt very close. 

3. Communication as understanding -- At level 2,responses tend to focus on 

communication as production. The act of explaining, for example, is conceptualized 

as the communicative act. At level 3, communication involves production and recepti 

The focus of reasoning about communication is understanding rather than explanation 

with the explanation assumed as the precursor to understanding. 

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY THE MOST ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN? 

I like to have them around. They are all I have. They are everything to me. 
I am satisfied, you know. I can rely on them practically a:sm'l.1ch-as they.: 
can rely on me. We do for each other. Like I can sit down and explain 
things to Terry, like when he wants something and we cari't afford to buy it, 
I sit down and explain and he will understand and he explains things to 
me and I understand and we complement each other. 

SUPPOSE THAT JIMMY SAYS, I LIED BEFORE BECAUSE I WAS SCARED, HOW WOULD YOU 
TAKE IT FROM THERE? 

Well he can discuss being scared, what does it mean. Maybe Mr. Fox had some 
situation that he might have been ashamed of or something like that many 
years ago and says look, this happened to me and it was a stressful situation 
and I can sort of understand and this is what I did. 

-People can talk to each other, but communication is understanding each other. 

The parent at level 3 considers the experience of the child in order to find ways 

to reach his or her understanding. 



IV. Communication and Trust Level 4 

Level 4: Growth and Discovery 

1. Communication as discovery of self and other 

2. Communicating and trusting as developmental processes 

3. Trust and communication as accepting and revealing human fallibility 

1. Communication as discovery of self and other --At level 4, communication is 

nor simply two people coming to understand each other, it is a process of thinking 

and sharing in which each person comes better to understand him or herself as well 

as the other. Parent and child are clearly identified as separate and autonomous, 

although intimately related, and the limits of the relationship may also be 

definpd. The value of psychological privacy as well as of intimacy and sharing, 

is acknowledged. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT ITO LET CHILDREN KNOW YOUR FEELINGS? TALK THINGS OUT? 

I don't know, right now I think that it helps me to understand my own feelings. 
I am trying to raise them so that they are whole people, individuals. 

WHY IS THAT SO IMPORTANT FOR PEOPLE? 

I don't think that you can get along any other way. You have to really like 
yourself in order to like anyone else. And I think as I got older I 
realized it more, you have to accept yourself for what you are before you 
can judge anyone else. It took me a long time to realize this, and right 
now they are small and there are a lot of things that I don't like about 
myself and there are a lot of things that I do like about myself • 

. BUT YOU CAN STILL LOVE YOUR CHILDREN, YOU DONtT HAVE TO LIKE EVERYTHING 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 

No, not everything. You have to like yourself as a person, which as a person 
I do like myself, I have to work it out like anyone else, and they more or 
less taught me how to like myself and how to be myself. They make me 
a better person because of themselves. 

HOW IS THAT? 

A lot of times I will hold back my feelings on something and not let it out 
and Chris will come along and if something makes her mad she will get mad 
and yet with her I can say, thatts okay, you can get mad. Thatts fine. 
And I will sit back and say okay, she can explode, but now it is time for 
me to do it. I've become a little more outgoing, a little more talkative, too. 
Itve seen things in them, that I couldntt do, that I dontt feel I could ever 
be able to do. Yet in them and seeing that they are not shy, and seeing that 
they are not held back by anything and if they want to know something if 
somebody ~lse is standing there and they see something, they will walk up and 
ask, what is going on or what is that and they are not shy at all. And I think 
by seeing them, I can learn their lesson and teach other people, which I 
have never been able to do. 
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT? 

I feel good, I really do. It is not just their learning from me, I am 
learning from them, also. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY CLOSER? 

! In the sense of being able to interact with them, in the sense of feeling that 
they are as I said earlier, people, really separate human beings and not just 
little kids and I think that every day that goes by, you learn more about them, 
who they are, and so that 1 s really what I meant by getting closer • 

./ 
.WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT THE PRIVACY OF THE DIARY IS IMPORTANT? 

Because there are parts of each human being that they choose not to share with 
another human being and it is as true of a baby as it is true of an old person 
and even though a parent in a family may think that it is unimportant, he has 
no right to trespass on feelings, on emotions, on secret drawers, on experiences 
that the child does not choose to tell. If the child says I don't want to talk 
about it, then the parent has to listen to that, then they can come at it 
another way if it is very important, but they cannot trespass beyond what the 
child is willing to let go of. Everybody is very much alone inside and has 
to preserve his own territory first and then you can begin to share'if you feel 
you have boundaries that.are yours. It is also the difference between sharing 
because you have to and sharing because you choose to. It makes a difference 
between resenting what you do and resenting what you did and giving it 
generously and if you are allowed space around yourself, then I think. 
you are freer to give space to other people and you don't have to clutter all 
over their lives. And you can give to people if you have privacy and privacy 
is a way of giving to yourself. 

2. Communicating and trusting as developmental processes--At level 4, 

communication, understanding and trust are not considered simply to be products 

of relationships, but as processes which are central to the development of the 

child •. Communicating and trusting are experiences which develop the child 1 s 

capacity to know and to be comfortable with him or ~erself and the social world, 

and are also the processes which allow relationships to continue to grow. 
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WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT TRUST IS SO IMPORTANT IN A PARENT/CHILD RELATIONSHIP? 
BY READING THE DIARY WITHOUT PERMISSION, THAT WOULD BETRAY A TRUST. 

Well, I would sooner that my child would tell me what his problem is, or his 
joys or whatever, sharing in that respect, then going out and saying well, this 
and this happened and I don't know what to do. I have nobody to turn to and this 
is going to be a terrible situation, whereas if there is a person or persons 
that you can go to and tell them what your problem is, or share a nice feeling 
with them, or situation, then you as a person, the child as a person, has 
grown so much more, he can relate, he can say gee, I have shared somp-thing 
and that was something nice and well, I feel better about it and I can do more 
now that I have spoken about this or that. 

SO YOU FEEL THAT BY BEING ABLE TO TRUST SOMEONE - I AM NOT SURE I FOLLOW WHAT 
IT DOES FOR THE CHILD? 

I think that it gives them a better feeling about themselves, they are able to 
express their needs, their wants, their concerns better and in that way they 
are growing and maturing. 

YOU WOULD NOT BE PROUD OF LOOKING IN THE DIARY? 

No, positively not. A parent should show trust first I think and then the 
child will naturally grasp this from the parent. A child is most like his 
parent, if the parent cares at all about the child. 

WHAT DOES TRUST DO FOR CHILDREN AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS, WHY IS THAT SO IMPORTANT' 

I think it brings out their nature to the best of their abilities. I~ they 
trust, I don't know, I can't always answer. I know what I feel, but it is hard 
for me to come out with it. It helps create the character of that child. It 
helps them to learn that he can count on other individual s even as an adult when 
he is on his own, there is such a thing as trust. 

WHY IS TRUST SO IMPORTANT? 

For the parents and child to grow together and to understand 
each other, they have to be able to trust each other. 

The concept of growth, both individually and interpersonally~ is 

central at level 4. 
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3. Trust and communication as accepting and revealing human fallibility --

At level 4, trust is conceptualized as deep and enduring, and as remaining constant 

despite breaches and lapses. Indeed, deep communication and trust embraces sharing 

and acceptance of human vulnerability and fallibility. 

SUPPOSE HE READS THE DIARY, SHOULD HE TELL JIMMY HE READ IT? 

Absolutely. It is dishonest not to. You have violated some personal space 
of this child, of his son. It is just as bad for him not to tell his son that 
he has done that as it is for Jimmy to tell his father in the first place that 
he didn't steal it when in fact he did. 

WOULDN'T THE RELATIONSHIP PERHAPS BE BETTER IF THE CHILD DIDN'T KNOW HIS 
FATHER VIOLATED HIS PRIVACY? 

It would certainly be less complicated, but whether it would be better or not, 
I don't know. It would certainly be a lot better for the father to deal with, 
not to have to deal with the fact that he knew his son knew he read his diary, 

i but that's the easy route to go and I think in that kind of case I would go to 
. my son and say look, I did something that as my son, I hope you would do the same 
with me, I did something that was really stupid, and that I shouldn't have and 
here is what it was. I read your diary. And it is an interesting thing, I 
don't know if I would tell a story like that, but that is what I would tend to do. 

WHEN YOU SAID, I WANT YOU TO KNOW BECAUSE, HOW WOULD YOU FINISH THAT? 

I would want you to know that I had done it because I would want you to know that 
we as parents, older people are as capable of making mistakes as you are, and I 
don't want to not tell you and have this something that is not shared between 
us and I think potentially my kid could learn a lot, Jimmy Fox could learn a lot-. 

WHAT WOULD HE LEARN? 

He might learn that people, even adults, even parents, are fallible and will 
also learn that they are consistent in their values, like trust, honesty and 
openness are going to be values that you instill in your child. I think that 
this kind of situation might reinforce it. 

YOU MENTIONED THAT SOMETIMES YOU DO THINGS WRONG AND THE PART OF THE RELATIONSHIP 
YOU BREACH CAN WITHSTAND THAT. 

I would think if the ground is firm, then the ground can tolerate 
little hills and deviations from it, but there has to be some very good soil 
and this soil has to be laid from the very beginning, when this child is 
extremely young, born, and then it won't matter if there is a small deviation 
along the way that is not very great, and of course one doesn't know which will 
be the great and which won't be the great. You have to assume that your child 
will be generous to you, too, if you stumble and fall, it is not just a case of 
parents being generous in forgiving the child and you can do that if you have 
put together a trustworthy foundation. 
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WHY IS TRUST SO IMPORTANT? 

It shows the child or the other person that we can make a mistake. Everybody does 
make mistakes and making mistakes is sometimes a good thing~ it helps you to know 
all the possibilities of yourself. And only by dealing with them will it really 
change, will it maintain the boy, the sonls, only by the father coming to him 
directly, coming to the boy directly with it and discussing it and letting it 
be a fully recognized and accepted thing will he, the boy, have a chance to 
fully deal with it. And he needs this chance, he doesn't need to be preached 
to. In other words, he has to be able to examine what he did, why he did it, 
very fully. 

Making mistakes at level 4 may not be seen as entirely negative, but as an 

opportunity for closeness with another, and for personal growth. 
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V.' • Resolving Conflict Level 1 

Levell; Uncertainty and Power 

1. Lack of mechanisms 

2. Single perspective 

1. Lack of mechanisms--Responses at Level 1 do 

not deal with mechanisms for resolving conflict. Rather, 

they project a sense of helplessness in the face of conflict. 

This helplessness may be expressed by an inability to 

think of ways to resolve conflict, by a passive and some-

times angry acquiescence to the child's demands or, in 

the case of sibling conflict, to the claims of the more 

powerful sibling. 

SUSAN WANTS HER MOTHER HOME AND HER MOTHER 
DISAGREES. SHE FEELS SHE HAS A RIGHT TO BE 
HAPPY AND TO WORK, IF SHE WANTS TO, AND S. 
SAYS I FEEL YOU SHOULD BE HOME. WHAT DO 
YOU THINK IS THE BEST WAY TO SOLVE A DIS
AGREEMENT? DISAGREEMENTS IN GENERAL? 

Susan, being 10 years old, there is just no way 
you can make an agreement. If the mother decides 
to keep on working then Susan will still be mad, 
she won't agree with the mother and if the mother 
decides to stay home, she - Susan, won't agree. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK A GOOD MOTHER WOULD DO? 

A good mother would probably quit and go home to 
the brat. 

WHY WOULD SHE 00 THAT? 

It would be better for the child probably and it 
wouldnrt hurt the mother. 
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There is no "solution" in these responses. Either no one 

can be satisfied, or by satisfying one party to the conflict, 

the other is dissatisfied. 

2. Single perspective--Level one reasoning does 

not maintain two perspectives, so one perspective usually the . , 

parent I:S, is focused on to the exclusion of the other. 

\ WHAT IS MORE IMPORTANT, THAT S. HAVE HER MOTHER 
HOME WHEN SHE GETS HOME FROM SCHOOL, IF THAT IS 
WHAT SHE 'WANTS, OR THAT HER MOTHER HAVE A JOB? 

Mother have a job, if that makes her happier. 

WHY IS THAT MORE IMPORTANT? 

It makes the mother happier, and it shows Susan 
that her mother has independence and her mother 
can't be around her all the time. 

WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT I THAT S. HAVE HER MOTHER 
HOME WHEN SHE GETS HOME FROM SCHOOL IF THAT MAKES 
HER HAPPY, OR THAT HER MOTHER HAVE A JOB IF 
THAT MAKES HER MOTHER HAPPIER? 

She likes her mother to be home when she gets 
home from school. 

CAN YOU GIVE MORE REASONS WHY YOU THINK THAT IS 
MORE IMPORTANT? 

That way when the kid comes home, they always 
expect the mother to be home. Sometimes they come 
home and they knock and they go in and where is rna, 
and if nobody is there, they will go next door and 
ask. I don't know where your mother is. I came 
home I I am hungry. 

BUT THERE IS A BABY SITTER. 

It is not the same as a mother - if the mother loves 
you she will come up right away and say what do 
you want. 
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Because only one perspective is conceptualized, conflict 

resolution is all for one and nothing for the other. 
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V. Resolving Conflict Level 2 

Level 2: Fairness and Obligation 

1. Equal distribution-fairness 

2. Fulfilling role responsibilities. 

3. Deciding right and wrong 

1. Equal distribution-fairness--Conflict is 

reasoned to be caused by a perceived unequal distribution 

of emotional or physical supplies. The resolution of 

conflict, then, is achieved by redistributing supplies 

so that they are perceived as being equally shared, or by 

helping the other to understanding that a more equitable 

distribution is necessary. 

WHAT SHOULD SAM'S MOTHER DO? 

For one thing, if Sam is 3 1/2 years old and his 
mother has a 2 month old, she could be paying 
more attention to the baby than she is paying 
to Sam and she is not realizing it. If she wants 
Sam to love the baby, I feel, do things with them 
both, kiss him and kiss him, whatever you give 
him, give him, just don't put all your attention 
on one child. Share it. 

WHAT SHOULD MRS. S. DO? 

She has to try to sit down with her daughter and 
talk to her and explain that she wants to do it. 
Like the daughter wants to do things and she 
does them, so if the mother wants to do things, 
she should be able to do them, too. The mother 
has to have a little freedom too, and I can see 
how the mother would feel being in the house all 
the time, because I know how my wife feels and 
a lot of times it gets on her nerves, not being 
able to go out. I would get this point across 
to her daughter, that the mother has to have a 
little freedom too. 
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The central concept is fairness. Conflict between children 

is resolved by the parent distributing equal supplies. 

Conflict between parent and child is resolved by identifying 

what represents equal supplies in their different domains, 

and explaining to the child why this solution is fair. 

Some responses at Level 2 suggest compensation of the 

child by the parent in order to correct any perceived in-

equality or unfairness. 

2. Fulfilling role responsibilities--Conflict 

between what a parent feels are his or her needs, and 

what the parent believes are the child's needs are frequently 

resolved at Level 2 in favor of the child's needs because 

it is the parent's role and responsibility to put the 

child's needs or wishes before his or her own. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK A GOOD MOTHER WOULD DO? 

She would quit and stay home. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT? 

A child's upbringing is most important. You are 
laying the ground rules for what that person is 
going to be later on in life. The way the 
parents should look at it, I think, is, we are 
supposedly adults, and we have lived 50% of 
our life. It is a down hill slide. The child 
is just beginning. The parent's time should 
be devoted to her because at that stage, 10 years 
old, she only has 7 more years, and it is not 
going to kill the mother to stay home or try to 
do typing at home or work at home or be home when 
her child comes home. The child could ccc-ome-'ITome 
someday with a bad problem when she is 14 or 15 
and the mother is not there and no one to talk to. 
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I imagine the girl would want to talk to her 
mother, and it's her mother's responsibility 
to be there. 

WHAT ABOUT MRS. S. NEEDS, WHAT IF SHE IS UNHAPPY 
AT HOME? 

Why is she unhappy? 

SHE IS BORED. 

She should try to find a hobby or something to 
be interested in, or try to regulate her work 
hours, so she is working while the child is in 
school. There are a million things you can do. 

IS IT MORE IMPORTANT THAT S. HAS HER MOTHER 
HOME WHEN SHE GETS HOME, IF THAT MAKES SUSAN 
HAPPIER, OR THAT HER MOTHER HAVE THE JOB IF 
THE MOTHER IS HAPPIER? 

It is important to have Susan be happier. (REASONS?) 
The mother only has a few more years to go before 
Susan will be in high school and out on her own. 
Then she won't have to be home in the afternoon. 
She can go to work and not get home till late 
herself. So the mother should sacrifice two more 
years. For the child's sake. 

The parent has definable duties which must be executed. How 

the parent feels in that role and the effect of those 

feelings on the child is not considered. 

3. Deciding right and wrong--At Level 2, parents 

reason that there are right and wrong opinions and actions, 

and correct and incorrect solutions. Resolutions are 

arrived at through identifying the correct side of the 

conflict. 
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WHEN PARENTS AND CHILDREN DISAGREE, WHAT 
IS THE BEST WAY TO SOLVE THAT? 

Level 2 

Disagree - like in this situation - I think you 
would have to decide who's got the right side 
and in this case I think that the mother does. 
And I think the girl should have it pointed 
out, like I said, that this is the good that is 
going to be done. She should say to the girl, 
I realize how you feel about it, but this is 
also how. I feel about it, she should say you 
go to Brownie meetings or whatever you do, 
Sunday School or whatever, and I deserve something. 

rWHAT DO YOU THINK SAM'S MOTHER SHOULD DO? 

He should be told, and I am sure he has been, 
this is a little baby and he is helpless and he 
can't do anything on his own and he was once 
that way himself and he should be punished for 
doing it, because there is no need to do it. 

I DON'T THINK HE DOES IT ALL THE TIME, BUT HE 
DOES IT. HE IS HUGGING HIM ONE MINUTE AND 
HITTING HIM THE NEXT. 

It should be pointed out that he shouldn't do 
that, and if he continues to do it, then he 
should be punished for it. 

Identifying and pointing out the rightness or wrongness of 

an action may be reasoned sufficient to resolve conflict 

between people. If the child does not respond by changing 

his or her behavior, then discipline is justified, and 
I 

conflict is resolved with parental authority. The child's 

feelings and perspectives are secondary or are not 

considered. 
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Level 3: Communication and Compromise 

1. Maintaining individuality through compromise 

2. Recognizing effects on relationships of 
individual feelings 

3. Identifying and communicating feelings 

1. Maintaining individuality through compromise-

A fundamental aspect of Level 3 reasoning is that everyone 

is an individual whose individuality must be respected. 

When resolving conflict, no one's feelings should dominate 

another's and no one has an exclusive claim on another's 

life (even though people have responsibility to each other). 

People have aspects of themselves which go beyond each 

relationship which must be recognized and respected. 

/ 
WHAT DO YOU FEEL A GOOD MOTHER WOULD DO? 

In that situation, my feeling is that it is a 
10 year old child. Your kids don't often tend 
to think of you as people, in the same way that 
we don't often tend to think of them as people, 
but as kid~. I think you have to try to make 
it clear that as their mother, you are a person 
and you also have interests and they go outside 
of your relationships in the home. This gets 
back to some of the things we were talking about 
earlier, about privacy, about the sense of 
individuality. Part of the whole system of in
stilling values is teaching your kid the importance 
of acknowledging other people as individuals and 
what they do. 

WHAT SHOULD PARENTS DO WHEN THEY ARE WRONG? 

I admit it, I just admit it and apologize and I 
ask the children to apologize when they do something 
wrong. This is a switch from when I was a child 
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because there were no apologies. Parents 
were right and that was it. I always felt sort 
of funny because if I was wrong I had to apologize 
and why shouldn't an adult apologize. If we 
are wrong, we're wrong and that is something I 
do. 

DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN SHOULD EXPECT THE SAME FROM 
ADULTS AS YOU DO FROM CHILDREN? 

My feeling of a family is everybody's got to give. 
It's hard living as a family. We are all indi
viduals, even though I have taught my children 
and brought them up, they are still individuals, 
we are all cantankerous sometimes. We all feel 
the urge to yell, fight and argue and once in a 
while we do. We are normal, we are human, every
thing is not rosy all the time, we all fight and 
argue occasionally. But I try and teach them 
that if we can learn to control our anger some-

. times we gain more by it, but everybody has to 
apologize because we have a responsibility to 
each other. 

At Level 3, a belief in parent's and children's equality 

as individuals is expressed (this is not inconsistent with 

a recognition that parents need practical authority to 

guide and protect their children). Conflict resolution 

is frequently a compromise or an exercise of mutual control 

which maintains respect for each person's separate indi-

viduality but also recognizes each person's responsibility 

to give to the other(s) • 

2. Recognizing effects on relationships of 

individual feelings--At Level 3, parents recognize that 

the feelings that underlie conflict must be the focus for 

aiming at a resolution. If the resolution doesn't alter 

the underlying individual feelings, problems will remain 

in the relationship. 
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;/"" 

WHAT DO YOU THINK A GOOD MOTHER WOULD DO? 

I think she should keep her job. If she 
doesn't and if she feels that she is g~v~ng 
something up, that is going to work on the mind 
of the mother and the mother is going to be un
happy and the mother is going to start to have 
feelings that she was tied down by this kid. 
And one way or another, these feelings are 
going to work out towards the child and the 
child will feel them and that will make for a 
rotten situation. If the mother really feels 
strongly about it, that it is important to 
her happiness, if it is important for her to 
have her own thing, then she has got to do that, 
or she won't be able to be a good mother anyway. 

IS THE DAUGHTER BEING A GOOD DAUGHTER WANTING 
HER MOTHER HOME EVERY AFTERNOON? 

I think she is a good daughter, but she should 
realize that mom can't be here all the time 
constantly. If mom was that tense at home, if 
the tension's released at work, I think she 
would be more loving here towards her daughter. 

Responses at Level 3 acknowledge that how an individual 

feels personally effects how he or she feels about others, 

and his or her capacity to maintain satisfactory functioning 

in relationships. Conflict resolutions which address and 

correct handicapping feelings are in the best interests 

of the ongoing relationships. 

3. Identifying and communicating feelings--Under

lying conflict are people's reasons why they feel as ~hey 

do. Conflict may be eased by communicating feelings and 

enabling conflicting parties to understand each other's 

individual points of view. 
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WHEN PEOPLE DISAGREE IN YOUR FAMILY, HOW IS 
THAT RESOLVED? 

I have a group session with my family, with 
the 4 of us every Wednesday night. We really 
sit down and talk about what we don't like going 
on in the house. If I yell at them and they 
don't like it, they really tell me, 'Ma, I don't 
like you yelling at me.' So we pretty much get 
a lot out. And let me tell you, sometimes I 
see myself differently and make some changes. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK A GOOD MOTHER WOULD DO? 

I think she should continue working, but she 
should find out what it was that was making Susan 
unhappy with the woman. Explain, even at 10 
years old, I think a child can understand that 
mother has needs too, and she has a need to get 
out of the house. She could explain it to 
Susan and then she could ask Susan,'when you 
come home from school what happens and what 
about this is making you unhappy so I can help 
you feel better?' 

Not only does communication allow feelings to be expressed 

so thatthey.caI)" beaddresse9- ,in order to enable .conflict to -

be resolved, communication also strengthens relationships 

and leads to mutually agreed on change. By understanding 

how others view the situation, an individual may modify 

his or her own understanding and his or her own demands. 
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Level 4: Analysis and Integration 

1. Differentiating external and internal conflict. 

2. Through understanding of self and other 

1. Differentiating external and internal conflict--At 

Level 4, a parent may reason that conflict in one observable 

situation may reflect an unresolved and deeper conflict of 

which the child is unaware. 

"..-

rWHAT DO YOU FIND HARDEST TO PUT UP WITH? 

I think the thing that is hardest now is that 
she tends to react a little strongly, inappro
priately to some things. For instance, she got 
extremely negative towards Richard Nixon. I 
know it wasn't taken from me, because during 
the whole Watergate process, I wasn't belligerent 
or arrogant or strong minded, but with her it 
seemed to have been a personal vendetta as if 
he personally visited our house once and never 
brought her a present or something. I don't 
know where these strong feelings come from. I 
am not saying that her perception isn't appro
priate, I am saying her feeling is. I think part 
of it is that she still has a need, as all our 
children do at some times, to have a strong 
position about something, particularly something 
in the adult world. 

WHY DO YOU THINK CHILDREN HAVE THAT NEED? 

Because they are surrounded by adults who are 
acting so damn pompous most of the time. 
People who are trying to give the appearance 
that they have control of their lives, even when 
they don't. And this is what childhood is developing, 
all kinds of controls and I think sometimes they 
just have to pretend that they have it, too. 

WHY DO THEY HAVE TO PRETEND THAT? 

Pretense is so easy. Perhaps because they learn 
this from adults, but also because I think it 
makes them feel more competent. By pretending, 
maybe they think they believe it. 
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WHAT DO YOU THINK SAM'S MOTHER SHOULD DO? 

I would first make clear to Sam that however 
he feels, he can't hurt the babv. He needs to 
know I'll not let him act on those feelings 
because a child can be afraid of his angry 
feelings and not want to express them, and 
still at the same time want very badly to hit 
the baby_ So I guess I would have to protect 
him from acting out feelings he can't control. 

Both examples demonstrate a conception of the child as a 

psychological self-system with seemingly discrepant or 

contradictory behavior or wishes. Only when understood 

as expressing deeper psychological experience, or 

simultaneously conflicting wishes, does the anger at Nixon, 

or the contradiction between wanting to hit and wanting 

to be controlled make sense. 

2. Through understanding of self and other--In order 

to be able to resolve parent-child conflict, .. the· parent at 

Level 4 reasons that you have to understand yourself, your 

own feelings and needs, as well as the feelings and needs 

of others. In order to deal with conflict between children, 

the child must achieve a measure of self-understanding so 

that he or she can separate feelings from actions and 

establish control over the actions. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK A GOOD MOTHER WOULD DO? 

I think that S. needs to hear why the mother 
needs to work, just to see it not in terms of 
a rejection, because what seems to be going on 
is S. is saying, I want only you there. Now why 
does she want only the mother, she has the 
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mother the other two days and she's got the 
mother the weekend, why is it that so important 
that at that particular time the mother has to 
be there between 2 and 5 on those 3 days a 
week. IS it that S. is asking for a proof 
that the mother. will give up everything for S., 
even the job. She only has the mother and S. 
goes off to play with her friends~I imagine, 
for at least 3 hours at.a.time, sO,that it 
isn't really that the child wants the ~other 
there every day when she comes home from school, 
but she is asking for something else. How the 
something else gets resolved depends again on 
how much the mother understands of her own 
feelings and her own needs for working, how 
guilty she is feeling. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK SAM'S MOTHER SHOULD DO? 

Well, she's obviously go't some talking to do 
and she's got some hugging to do. Loving, 
physical loving~ I think it is very important, 
but especially for the little ones, to have a 
lot of physical contact with the mother and 
the father, with the parents. And she has to 
discuss the ambivalent feelings that the child 
is having. And that they are perfectly 
reasonable feelings and the thing that I stress 
over and over again is that any feeling is 
legitimate, not any actions. The more horrible 
the feeling, the more legitimate, because it is 
more scarey and yet it is part of what makes 
you a human being. They are not all that bad, 
unless they are translated into actions where 
they can hurt either you or someone else, but 
you have to make a differentiation between what 
you think and what you do. 

By validating and accepting feelings while controlling the 

child's action, the parent is able to address emotional 

needs (fori' confirmation and for love) while maintaining 

the safety of the children. 
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Level 1 - Instrumental 

A. Reasons 

1. 'Reducinq parental discomfort 

2. Controlling natural anarchy of child 

3. Authority as a given 

B. t'lethods 

1. What works 

2. Giving up 

3. Discipline for the deed 

A. Reasons 

1. Reducing parental.discomfort--Behavior that offends, 

annoys,or creates.unpleasantness or trouble for the parent 

motivates the exercise of discipline or authority in an effort 

to stop that behavior. 

/ 
WHY DO YOU THINK CHILDREN NEED TO BE DISCIPLINED? 

I think they should. It can be embarrassing if you 
are out in a crowd or something or a child that has 
a tantrum over something small. But I don't think 
it is small. I think what Joe does, this is bad, 
is something that could lead really into trouble. 
Like I take him out shopping--if he goes into some
thing, you know, that would be--I don't know what the 
store manager would say to me, but this is really 
bad, you know. I don't know what I am going to do 
but slap his hand--grab his hand and slap it. I do 
different things and he won't cry or nothing, you 
know. 

WHAT DO YOU FIND HARDEST TO PUT UP WITH? 

They don't clean their rooms. I can't get them to 
clean their rooms. 
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HOW DO YOU HANDLE THAT? 

Well, I scream at them and once in awhile-
lately it got to a point where I thought I was 
too harsh with them--my yelling at them all 
time--so I finally went in the room with a 
plastic bag, gathered up everything and put 
in the basement, out of sight, out of mind. 
was hard picking up all their stuff, having 
about, so I just .put it in the basement and 
just maybe left one or two toys for them to 
with. 

HOW DO YOU THINK THAT WILL WORK? 

the 

it 
It 

it 
I 
play 

Now the room is still a mess. There are school 
papers allover the floor. (So I elminated the 
toy situation--that they didn't pick them up -
and now I have a problem with papers.) It seems 
like they bring horne 10 or 15 papers a day from 
school, and one minute they may have it bundled 
up and the next minute it is on the floor, all 
spread out. So you know what is going to happen 
with that--in the wastebasket~-just throwaway 
the papers, I suppose. 

The parent at Level One is not concerned about changing or improving 

the child, he or she is concerned to eliminate the frustration. 

Teaching the child to be neat, for example, is not considered in 

the second example, only removing the toys or papers, which the 

parent cannot tolerate. 

2. Controlling natural anarchy of child--Many parents 

at Level One believe that the child's natural tendency is to go 

wrong, and justify discipline and authority as necessary to control 

the child's natural anarchy. 

IF YOU DIDN'T HAVE WAYS OF PUNISHING THEM, ~mAT DO 
YOU THINK WOULD HAPPEN? 

I think they would overrule us. First of all, I think 
that is what we would have done to our parents if our 
parents weren I t" strict with us--try to rule them. And 
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a lot of kids today do that, too. Like parents say 
I am going to do a lot for my kids that wasn't done 
for me. And what things do you get for that--nothing 
--because I will tell you now, I am grateful that my 
parents were the way they were. 

WHY WERE YOU GRATEFUL? 

Why? Because I think it made me grow up and I think 
it gave me responsibility, and I feel that this is 
something that they should have because why should 
they go through life wanting and having it handed to 
them--we never had it handed to us--it never hurt us 
by making us grow up, so I don't feel I would hurt 
them and let them grow up a little bit. 

(so YOU FIND YOUR DIFFERENT CHILDREN NEED DIFFERENT 
WAYS OF DEALING WITH THAT? 

Yes. Because whereas one may need a certain punishment 
the other one won't get that punishment. It might not 
work out, because he could care less. I have a large 
closet - with a light i~ it - and I will say go in the 
closet and sit in there and I tell them they have to 
read that book, but they have to be alone, they won't be 
able to talk to anybody. They don't like that. 
Especially B does not like that. Whereas the others, 
not watching a television program that I know they want 
to watch is better. I feel bad that I am not going to 
let them watch it, but I have to do it, and that's it. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT IS SO IMPORT}U~T? 

Because they will begin to think, she let me get away 
with this, so I think I can get away with it if I keep 
at it. And when children are very small, I find with 
my children, they will ease right on up till they 
get their way. 

Parents may see themselves and their children as engaging in a 

struggle for control or for supplies and unless the parent 

exerts more powerful control, the child will take from him or her. 
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3. Authority as a given--Authority is not questioned, 

but is reasoned to be necessary because it is there, or because 

it is given by parenthood. 

WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT? 

Naturally they have to have someone in charge of them, 
they are growing themselves and they have to learn, 
and they have to mind someone and it has to be their 
mother or their father. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO LEARN? 

They will always have somebody over them. Even 
if they are president of their company, they will 
have somebody over them, so they have to learn to 
obey. 

WHAT DO YOU FIND HARDEST TO PUT UP WITH? 

Discipline, because in school they are taught as 
little individuals with their own minds, and to speak 
up what is on their minds and at home I don't like that. 
I tell them to do something, and oh, we don't have to, 
we don't have to do that. 

HOW DO YOU HANDLE THAT? 

I just tell them they are going to do what I tell 
them to do when they are at home and they mind me. 

Parents t Level 1 often reason that parental authority is 

absolute, and that the child should be unquestionably obedient. 

B. Methods 

1. What workS--Methods are chosen because they are 

successful in changing behavior the parents finds undesirable. 

The criterion for success is elimination of the behavior, not 

change in the child. 
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/ 
WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO GET YOUR CHILDREN TO 

MIND YOU? 

Threatening them with a spoon. I have one of those 
spoons with the little holes, to strain peas and 
things, so I take,that and I say if you don't be 
good, I am going to beat you with it. And they 
usually behave when they see it. I don't use it, 
but when they see it they usually behave. 

HOW DOES THAT SEEl1 TO WORK? 

They do mind, up to a certain point, and then they 
say, mommy is not going to spank me, so I will start 
allover again. 

~mY DO YOU USE THAT METHOD? 

It seems to be about the only method that works. 

DO YOU THINK IT IS THE BEST WAY? 

Well no, but I don't know of any other way that 
works as good. 

WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO GET YOUR CHILDREN TO 
MIND YOU? 

Reverse psychology. 

HOW DOES THAT WORK? 

Good. I say Kyle, do something and he says, I can't 
do it, and I say, you just can't do it, and he'll go 
to do it. 

WHAT IDEAS DO YOU HAVE ABOUT WHY THAT WORKS? 

Because I used to tell him to do something and he used 
to get aggravated and he would give me a hard time, so 
I change it around and I have no problem. I just agree 
with him that he can't do it. I say you're a little 
baby and can't do things like that. Okay, big boys 
can do it. He can do things like that, it is 
ridiculous. 

DO YOU FEEL THAT IS THE BEST WAY? 

For the time, yah, it is the only thing I know that is 
working. 
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NOW YOU DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT? 

Yah, we punish them, we found that punishing them 
is a lot better. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY PUNISHING THEM? 

Sending them to their room, take things away from 
them, just take their privileges away from them 
completely. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT WORKS BETTER? 

I really couldn't say, but they seem to listen 
because they know that things are going to be taken 
away from them. 

WHY DO YOU THINK THIS WORKS BETTER THAN THE LICKINGS? 

I don't know, just taking something away from them, 
what they really want, or sending them into their 
rooms to miss a program that they want to watch, this 
is the sort of punishment I think works because in 
general you are taking something away from them that 
they really want to do. Or if they want to play a 
game, and I refuse to play a game with them because 
they are not listening, this sort of aggravates them 
to think, I am not going to get away with not listening 
so she won't play with me, but if I still do it, 
she still won't play and she is going to send us in 
our rooms. I really couldn't explain why. 

DO YOU FEEL THAT THIS IS THE BEST WAY TO GET YOUR KIDS 
TO MIND YOU? 

Well, we tried everything, making them stand in a corner. 
We have never abused them; I would give them a licking 
in the leg or something else, we have had them standing 
in the corner or do errands more than they are supposed 
to do, something like that. And it went in one ear and 
out the other, it didn't faze them one way or the other. 
But by depriving them of things, I find this works more. 

~iffer~nt methods can be employed, as the examples illustrate. 

Al..though fear of painful consequences, such as physical pain, or the 

loss of 'something valued is usually reasoned to work best, parents 

at Levell may also describe using- reward to change behavior. 
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2. Giving up--Because parents at Levell do not have 

a unified conception of what motivates child behavior, when 

the parent is not instrumental in changing behavior, he or she 

may simply be at a loss about what else to do. This can be 

expressed as giving up. 

WHAT KINDS OF THINGS DO THEY WANT TO DO? 

They want to go to parties and you wouldn't want them 
to go, or you wouldn't want them to do this and they 
figure they are old enough to do it, and they sometimes 
look at what someone else is doing and they want to 
do it too. 

HOW DO YOU HANDLE THAT? 

I just get myself down and say there is no sense 
fussing and fighting. I just let them go and try to 
be cool and calm because if I fuss and worry about it, 
it would j,ust upset me more. If they want to do it, 
they are going to do it anyway, so I just leave them 
alone. 

DO YOU THINK THAT IS THE BEST WAY? 

Well, if you fuss and fight and you don't want them 
to go, and they would not go, then there will be this 
attitude in the house, because they will be always mad, 
because you won't let them do what they want to do, 
so you are always arguing in the house. But I say if 
they want to go, you know, let them go. I don't 
think it is the best way really, but that is the only 
way I can deal with it. If I tell them they can't go, 
they are fussing and fighting and they might try to 
go, or they might try to run off or something and 
cause a whole lot of problems, so I just let them go. 

EVERY PARENT HAS TO FIND SOME WAY TO GET CHILDREN TO DO 
WHAT THEY WANT THEM TO DO. AND NOT TO DO tiHAT THEY 
FEEL THEY SHOULDN'T DO. WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO 
MAKE YOUR CHILDREN MIND YOU? DO YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT 
THE YOUNGEST? 

This is the only young one I have really. Really I 
never had'no problem when they were younger. It is now 
that they have reached - there is one 19, and I figure 
she can go out, because she is old enough, and the one 
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turned 16 in February, I figure she still has a 
little time, but she thinks because the one 19 can 
go, she wants to go too. And she is taller than the 
one that is 19 and she feels because the others go 
that she wants to go too and it is always a hassle 
when I don't want her to go. So there is a fight. 
So she tries to bring herself up to the others, 
because they all go so the only one that is there 
is the small one. She is different, she tries to 
bring herself up to the bigger ones so she can go 
out too, and she used to be mad when I don't \Vant 
her to go and it is all a problem, so I just let 
her go. 

Giving up is found most frequently when children are older, 

when the parent does not have the authority, age and superior 

strength to maintain control over the child. 

3. Discipline for the deed--Motives, intentions, or 

values are not considered at Levell. Punishments, then, are 

meted out for the crime, and not the intent. 

SO THE FATHER FEELS JIMMY IS STILL WRONG, EVEN THOUGH 
HE FINALLY TOLD THE TRUTH. WHAT SHOULD THE FATHER DO? 

If that was my situation, I would have to punish him. 
I would have to find a very severe punishment for 
just the idea of lying to me, because I think I have 
built up the kind of understanding with my kids, 
don't lie to me, let me know before somebody else 
tells me. 

WHAT ABOUT HIS HAVING TOLD THE TRUTH? 

The big thing is that he lied, and lying has to be 
punished. 

WELL WHAT DO YOU FIND THE HARDEST TO PUT UP WITH? 

Well, the fighting and bickering all the time. 

WHY DO YOU THINK THAT IS SO HARD? 

Like they seem to want to hurt each other, kick 
each other and pull each other's hair and bite each 
other. 
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HOW DO YOU HANDLE THAT? 

Well, sometimes I slap them. Other times I take them 
and stick them in their room. 

HOW DOES THAT SEEM TO WORK OUT? 

Not too well, as soon as I go out of the room, they 
start allover. 

Rather than trying to understand what is causing the fighting, 

this parent simply punishes it (with the same behavior the 

parent wants to stop). Promoting better feelings between the 

siblings is not considered. 
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Level 2: Conventional Value-orientation 

A. Reasons 

1. Preparation for the outside world 

2. ~eaching standards and instilling values 

B. Methods 

1. Fitting age or type of child,. 

2. Explanation and internalization 

3. Considering intentions 

A. Reasons 

1. Preparation for the outside world--At Level 2, 

parents justify the use of discipline and authority as necessary 

to prepare the child for what he or she will encounter later 

in life. The parent is concerned for the child's well':"being 

and uses his or her own experiences and knowledge of what one 

needs to survive to define what kinds of discipline and 

authority children need in order to be prepared for the world. 

HOW DO YOU THINK YOU WILL GET YOUR CijILDREN TO MIND 
YOU' AND DO WHAT YOU FEEL IS RIGHT; f. 

Well, I suppose punishment, reprimanding. I was 
brought up very strictly; my husband and I were both 
brought up very strictly and I think that is the best 
way. Of course, that is the only way I know. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT IS THE BEST WAY? 

Because I never regretted it. When I was growing up 
I thought my parents were too strict, but now that I 
am older and a parent myself, I can appreciate what 
they did for me, because I know a lot; I learned a 
lot from them, I experienced a lot and I can handle 
situations properly when I am faced with them. 
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WHAT WAS IT LIKE, WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY STRICTNESS? 
WHAT WOULD YOU MEAN BY STRICTNESS AS A PARENT? 

First of all respect. I want him to have respect 
for me. I don't expect to have him talk back to me. 
I know there will be occasions for that, but I hope 
to keep it down to a minimum, things like that. Doing 
the things that I say. If I say to be home at such 
and such time, then I expect it, unless there is 
- I don't mean right to the letter of the time, but 
unless there is a reason or an excuse, things like that. 
Overall general rules because I believe that when you 
are growing up you need rules and regulations to 
guide you so that when you are out on your own, you 
will learn how to conduct himself, I think that is 
important. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT IT IS IMPORTANT TO MAKE SURE A 
CHILD KNOWS HIS PARENTS ARE IN CHARGE? 

My wife was brought up strict, and so was I, and really 
to survive I think you have to get the can' s and cannot ':s 
down now. Rather than wait until he gets into something 
which would bring hurt on her and myself and also 
bring hurt upon himself also. I guess it is the way 
the world is. 

IT IS A HARD WORLD? 

Yes,.it .is, it is really hard now. 

IF THE WORLD HE WAS GOING TO GROW UP IN WAS NOT SO HARD, 
ON THE STREET, THERE ~iERE NOT PROBLEMS THAT THERE ARE, 
THAT THE KIDS CAN GET INTO, DO YOU THINK YOU MIGHT 
BE: LESS STRICT? 

I don't think so. (W): Because like I said, it is 
the chance you have to take, for knowing what world 
you are going to be in, so let him come up the way 
you want him to be, and then when he gets older he will 
be part of it, and he will face life and how people 
really are. People are never going to change, you 
can't get nothing the easy way. You have to earn it for 
yourself. 

Strictness is not seen as harsh, but as kind. It keeps the child 

from painful difficulties later in life. Unlike Level I 
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reasoning, which concerns specific events and behaviors, Level 2 

reasoning considers discipline and authority as preparing for 

the future functioning of the child. 

2. Teaching right from wrong and instilling values-

Parents at Level 2 reason that discipline and authority are 

used to teach correct behavior and values. Methods are advo-

cated on the basis of their power to impress this message on 

children. 

SUPPOSE MR. F. DID NOT READ DIARY ••. SAT J. DOWN 
.•. J SAID YES DAD, I DID. HOW WOULD MR. F. FEEL 
THEN AND WHAT SHOULD HE DO? 

First he should maybe ask him why he did it, explain 
to him he should have some punishment for what he did 
because it 't"as wrong and decide on it when he goes to 
court. If he is not punished by the courts, he should 
be punished by his father. 

WHY WOULD PUNISHMENT BE IMPORTANT? 

He has to know the difference between right and wrong, 
if he is 15, he should know that he was wrong to do it, 
so it doesn't make sense to explain to a 15 year old 
child this is why you shouldn't do this or this is 
why you shouldn't do that and I think maybe a stronger 
punishment would be better. 

WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO MAKE HER MIND YOU? 

Religion, we are Orthodox Muslims, not Black Muslims 
and she believes in God and I tell her, what you are 
doing, do you think God would be pleased with it. I 
mean it is up to her to make up her own mind because 
she is aware of who God is and she wants to go to 
heaven and I say there are things you don't do and if 
you want to go to hell there are things you do do, so 
it is your choice. If she wants to continue doing it, 
she will have to pay the consequences for it and I 
explain to her that on this earth that is stealing or 
something you will get arrested, and in some countries 
they will cut your hand off, like in Arabia, and in 
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this country you will go to jail and you will die 
and God will talk to you and say why did you take 
something that was not yours. Depending on the 
situation and she is very intelligent, and if she 
stops or says she doesn't care, then she can go ahead 
and do it. But if she is hurting herself, then I will 
have to stop her by force. But other little things, 
whatever she might be doing, that is not detrimental 
to herself or another person l.s we.ll being f then go ahead 
and do it. If" she wants to tear up her homework paper 
or things like that. If you go to school tomorrow, 
the teacher is going to ask you what happened to your 
paper and if you get a D, don't come home crying be
cause she wants to be a nurse and you are not going to 
be a nurse like that. If you tear up your paper and 
what not. So she comes back and she says I am sorry, 
will you help me do my homework. 

HOW WELL DOES THAT SEEM TO WORK? 

It works pretty well. 

DO YOU FEEL THAT THAT IS THE BEST METHOD? 

Yes. (WHY?) Because I believe in God. 

Different parents may refer to different sets of values or 

standards, or their values may derive from differing sources. 

They all appeal either implicitly or explicitly to higher authority, 

whether it be society's code or God's rule. Children may be of-

fered choices but the choices are to follow the rules and be 

correct, or not to follow the rules and suffer the punishment. 

Neither children nor parents participate in the formulation of 

standards and values. 

B. Methods 

1. Fitting age or type of child--

At Level 2 children are understood to respond to different 
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approaches. Some children need and respond to praise and re-

wards in order to change their behavior. 

WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO GET YOUR CHILDREN TO 
MIND YOU? 

With different ones it is different things. Some, 
praise works like a charm. I have a couple, all you 
have to do is say a few nice things to them and they 
will fall allover themselves to do something for you. 
Other ones, you have tq do it, this is it. You get 
to know each person . as. an individual and you get to 
know what works with this one and that one, and you 
know your own kids, everyone knows their own kids 
and you know what will go and what won't go. Some 
kids are so easy to bring up and some kids are so hard. 
Some fight you the whole waY1 I say two of mine are 
harder than the rest. 

WHAT HAVE YOU RELIED ON FOR THEM? 

Really, with the oldest one and the younger one too, 
I find praise, they seem to say things and do things, 
I don't know, but it seems like you have to be a little 
more lavish with praise with them and as I say with 
both of them I find that being nice to them works. 
NOW, with the oldest, the one that is 22, I find to 
get him to do what I want him to do, that I have to 
- I can never get angry, because angry you lose him 
completely, he is gone, but you can talk to him in a 
nice way and corne around it in a nice way, what you want, 
and you will get it, but you have to come around it and 
work up to it in a nice way. You can't just say do it. 

WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO MAKE CHILDREN MIND YOU? 

My understanding and stuff, because she doesn't quite 
understand what I am saying yet, so I just have to show 
her like this you can do and this is no. So I slap 
her on the hand a little bit. I say no like five 
times and then I slap her on the hand, and then she 
realizes I am not supposed to do that, and if I do that, 
I get it. And if she does something good, I give her 
a kiss or something nice. Because at this age there 
has to be rewards for good and punishments for bad. 
You can't say I really don't want you to do that, be
cause she doesn't understand. That is what you have to 
do right now, because she is at this age. Maybe in 
about 4 or 5 years I could try to reason with her instead 
of using that method. 
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The importance of using positive as well as negative methods 

for every child may also be expressed, both because the child 

may respond better to one or the other method in different 

situations or at different ages, but also because the parent 

is concerned about the child's feelings and needs. 

2. Explanation and internalization--As the reason for 

discipline and authority at Level 2 is not just to change be-

havior, but to instill standards and values which vlill guide 

the child's action in the future, the child's understanding of 

the reasons for punishment are considered central. The parent 

explains why what the child is doing is wrong, in order to 

ensure the in~usion· of the parent's standards into the 

child's dev~loping value system. 

rtiHAT METHOD DO-YOU USE OR WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO 
GET CHILDREN TO MIND PARENTS? 

As far as my children and as far as my children in 

I school - my children are teenagers, and they go to 
school since they were 4 1/2 or 5 years old. To me 

I 
children are children, I don't care if they are young 
or if they are older. They still have to be handled 
at an age level where they understand. I get my 
children together, I talk with them. I try to make 
them understand why whatever situation came up, that 
they were doing wrong at, or that I did not like~ I will 
explain to them the reason why they shouldn't do it 
and my explanation is always a reason why. You don't 
ever tell them you don't do that without a reason. 
There is a reason to everything. By them knowing your 
reason, maybe they will understand it more. 

WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO GET YOUR CHILDREN TO DO 
WHAT YOU WANT TH~~ TO AND NOT TO DO WHAT YOU DON'T 
WANT THEM TO? 

We explain everything and explain what's good and what's 
not good and we tell them, we preface, this is good and 
go on to explain why, whatever, and he can make a 
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decision as to whether he is going to go along with 
it or not and then we will explain and try to reinforce 
our ideas. 

WHY IS EXPLAINING IMPORTANT? 

So they will know themselves what is right and what is 
wrong. 

At Level 2, parents understand values and standards as being 

absolute. What is right is universally right, has been passed on 

by the parent to his or her own child. Parents may recognize 

that different children need to be handled differently. (They 

still have to be handled at an age level where they understand). 

3. Considering intentions--Parents at Level 2 recognize 

that there may be various intentions for behavior and these 

intentions may be considered when disciplining a child. 

IS THAT THE BEST WAY TO DEAL WITH THINGS, OR ARE THERE 
OTHER THINGS THAT MIGHT BE BETTER, LIKE HITTING THEM? 
WHAT, 'DO YOU THINK OF OTHER WAYS OF DEALING WITH THEM? 

I do on occasion give them a shot, if it is something 
they know better and it's something they do. 

IF IT IS SOMETHING THEY SHOULD KNOW, YOU GIVE THEM A 
SHOT. 

Not something they should know, something they do know. 
They might need a little physical disciplining instead 
of talking to them. I go beyond the talking stage at 
that point. 

WHY WOULD YOU FEEL THAT WAS BEYOND THE TALKING STAGE? 

In some instances, .if one was to throw a rock through 
a glass window in a house, they know it is wrong, al
together wrong, and they are taught that that is wrong, 
you don't do things like that. At the age they are 
at, with the upbringing I feel you have given them, 
they know the difference, and when they know th~y should 
not have done it, they deserve a whack. 
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SUPPOSE HE DID NOT READ DIARY, ASKED J •••. J SAID 
I DID. HOW WOULD MR. F FEEL THEN AND WHAT SHOULD HE 
DO? 

Then he should at least commend the child for his 
honesty and have a minor punishment, since the child 
did admit it and the child is honestly sorry for it. 
It should be a minor one and if the kid says yah, 
I did, what do you care, what do you want to make of 
it, then there should be a stricter punishment. 
But if the child is honest enough to tell you and 
squirms, and obviously tells you kind of guilty about 
it, that is good, you are bringing your child up the 
right way, he is honest enough to tell you. 

How a child responds after the deed is also important. As the 

parent is concerned about the child's values, an indication on 

the child's part that he or she accepts the parent's values 

even though the behavior was value-discrepant, will elicit a 

different parental response than an unrepentant or unconcerned 

child. 
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Level 3: Personal Value-oriented Growth 

A. Reasons 

1. Developing personal awareness and values 

2. Developing social awareness 

B. Methods 

1. Addressing causes 

2. The relationshiE as a method 

3. Discriminating punishment and correction 

A. Reasons 
1. Developing personal awareness and values--At Level 3, 

parents are concerned about the internal processes by which 

children develop and judge standards and values. The reason 

for socialization is not just internalization of externally 

defined values, but the development of personal, internally 

defined values. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL TALKING IS THE BEST WAY? 

Let me give you an example. Two kids that I babysit 
for, they are good, they are 4 and 5 and I have per
mission to slap them or hit them, do whatever I have 
to do to correct them, but I feel that hey I have 
better luck with talking to them, find out why they 
are doing something, more than scolding. Hitting 
is more, you have to do what I say because I said so, 
not because you want to, which is more of what I want. 
I want them to behave as they want to. 

I HAVE THE IMPRESSION THAT IF YOU WERE MR. FOX THE 
tlWHAT SHOULD WE DO NOW,t'rS THAT YOU WOULD FEEL YOU HAD 

TO HELP THE CHILD, SUPPORT THE CHILD RATHER THAN 
PUNISH THE CHILD? 

No, I think he should be punished in some way, what 
way, I really couldn't say. It would depend on a 
number of circumstances along the way, how it all 
evolved and if it was a long drawn out affair. If he 
constantly said no, no, no, I .didn't shoplift or 
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VI. Discipline and Authority Level 3 

whatever, I think the punishment might be a little bit 
greater, than if he just came out the next day and 
said I have been wrestling with this in my mind and 
I have something to tell you, and take it from there. 

WHY WOULD THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE? 

I think the shorter interval would say to me that 
the child realized what he had done, and it was not 
the right thing and he confessed to it because he 
felt inside that he was big enough and man enough 
and had his pride or whatever and he had to just go 
on from that point and just go along making himself a 
little better person, if he just kept wrestling with 
it, yes, no, yes, no, he is not as strong as he 
actually thought he was, he had a little bit more to 
learn in the situation. 

How a parent responds to the child is guided by how the child 

is dealing with himself, with how the child is using experience 

for the development of his or her own character and judgment. 

2. Developing social awareness--Parents are concerned 

that children come to understand the consequences of their acts 

for others, as well as the consequences of others' acts for 

them. 

LET'S GET BACK TO THE SUBJECT OF DISCIPLINE. WHAT DO 
YOU FEEL IS THE BEST WAY TO GET A CHILD TO MIND YOU? 

Talking. 

WHY IS THAT THE BEST WAY? 

Because first of all, you ask questions and you find 
out why they did it and they tell you I broke it be
cause you weren't paying any attention to me. So you 
find out, what attention did you want me to pay, I 
was busy too. And it is more apt to after I finish 
this, then we will sit down and we will have this big 
long talk about anything you want to talk about, play 
any game you want to, and I am finding out, like if it 
is just I felt like breaking it, okay, I just feel 
like hitting you right now, so how about if I do that. 0 

No. Why not? Because if you hit me it will hurt. You 
hurt me by breaking my vase. A situation like that. 
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Discipline and authority are part of a social process where 

the child develops social awareness through the socializing 

experience with a parent. The concept of the processes 

is developmental. Awareness evolves through experience, 

it is not dir~ct1y taught. 

B. Methods 

1. Addressing causes--At Level 3, the parent reasons 

that behavior has a cause, and that in order to change behavior, 

its cause, rather than its manifestation, mus~ be addressed. 

The "reason why" the parent addresses at Level 3 is less the parent's 

interpretation and more the child's clarification. It is more than direct 
-,-

intention or motivation. It is why the child intends or is motivated 

as he or she is. 

CONTINUE STORY • . . YES DAD, I DID. HOW WOULD 
MR. FOX FEEL AND WHAT SHOULD HE DO? 

He did in fact shoplift. I think he might ask his 
son why, why did you tell me no, in the first place, 
and now you are changing your mind, what has made 
you think twice about your first answer and now 
you are changing it. Have a discussion around that 
and see what he says and then take it from there. 

WHERE WOULD YOU TAKE IT? 

Well, that would depend on the boy's reasons. If he 
had been scared, we would talk about being scared, 
and I might bring up a time when I was scared, and 
how we can cope with it better, and why he was scared, 
was it something in our relationship. 

THE QUESTION RELATES TO DISCIPLINE, i~T YOU RELY ON, 
TO SET LIMITS AND WHAT YOU DO TO HAVE YOUR CHILD DO 
WHAT YOU FEEL IS ACCEPTABLE AND WHAT YOU FEEL IS NOT 
ACCEPTABLE? 

Well, if you are getting at t,he physical discipline 
issue, at least part of it, that is part of it. 
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HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH THE TASK OF GUIDING YOUR CHILD? 

I would say that neither S. or I use any physical 
discipline at all with the kids, although I have 
been tempted, to be honest. I was spanked with a 
hairbrush on 3 or 4 occasions as a child and my 
feeling is that in the case of a child like J. that 
would really be a mistake. (WHY?) Because I think 
that very often when he does things for which one 
would want to discipline him, as I say, he is very 
angry, he's got feelings inside that he is trying 
to deal with and my feeling is that invading his 
own person, offering insult to his own person, wouldn't 
do anything but simply make him more angry and more 
frustrated. I think the role with him is to try to get 
him to get his emotions out as best as possible 
and not to do anything to keep them inside. So I 
guess what we try to do with both kids, or at least 
try to do with him, is to teach by example. One of 
the things, you don't want to be telling him not to 
be hitting his sister and then hit him because he 
hits his sister, or tnat kind.of thing. If it is 
around snacks between meals, or having cookies, 
we try to teach him, we try ourselves not to eat in 
between meals, or having cookies, we try to teach 
him, we try ourselves not to eat in between meals, 
so that at least he doesn't learn those kinds of 
behaviors. 

Children as individuals with their own ways of feeling and re-

sponding are the focus of parental intervention and authority. The paren' 

impl~es that .ne or she must know his or her own child as an emotional 

indvidual in order to deal effectively with the child .. 

2. The relationship as a method--Parents frequently 

understand children's behavior as reflecting qualities of the 

parent-child relationship. To address causes of undesirable 

behavior, qualities of the relationship must be examined and 

remediated. 

MR. FOX SHOULD TELL HIM IF HE READS HIS DIARY? 

No, he shouldn't. A child has his privacy you know. 
And he would hurt anyone if he were to take the diary 
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and read it and find that Jimmy and I and 7 more 
guys went to Zayre's and we shoplifted, and see what 
we could get away with. I don't think a parent has to 
say that I looked in your diary and you did this and 
that, but he can get involved and if he does read 
it, talk to Jimmy, and try to find first what caused 
it, and if he did do it and I feel if they get in-
volved deep enough with the child, caring, sharing, 
doing this and that, kids are not hard, and they have 
needs. And if mom and pop get in there and have a little 
affection there, a little caring, sharing, I think he 
would get out of it as far as hanging out with those 
kids and getting into trouble. 

EVERY PARENT HAS TO GET CHILDREN TO MIND. WHAT DO 
YOU DO, WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO GET YOUR OLDER 
BOY TO MIND YOU? 

His father for one thing. Most of the time when he 
gets into real trouble, I always send him to his 
father. I feel a man can handle a little boy better, 
I feel he understands him more. He will try to listen 
to his father more than he will his mother, because 
he is more close to his father. I handle it that 
way, send him to his father. 

Not only is the relationship an intervention, as in the first 

example, but discipline takes place within the context of a 

relationship, and the closer the relationship, the more meaning-

ful and effective the discipline and authority. 

3. Discriminating punishment and correction--At Level 3, 

parents may recognize that punishment and correction are not 

necessarily the same. An angry parent may strike a child, but that 

action does not necessarily correct the behavior; and teaching a 

better behavior to the child does not necessarily satisfy an angry 

parent's desire for the child to experience a negative consequence 

for a negative act. 
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DO YOU FEEL HITTING TEACHES CHILDREN TO MIND? 

The question is whether the child will accept hitting 
as a method of correction. I don't believe that a child 
would. I believe that a child would accept it as a 
method of punishment, not as a method of changing something. 
It just shows whots bigger and stronger. 

The emphasis, which is characteristic of Level 3 reasoning, is 

on how the child understands the experience, rather than on what the 

parent does. 
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V~. u~sc~p~~ne ana Au~nor1~y LeVe.l '" 

Level 4: Systems-oriented Development 

A. Reasons 

1. Responding to needs for flexible structure to allow 
for growth. 

B. Hethods 

1. Considering a hierarchy of factors 

2. Negotiation 

A. Reasons 

1. Responding to needs for flexible structure to allow for 

growth--The child is conceptualized developmentally and certain 

physical and emotional needs and capabilties must be addressed when 

they are developmentally relevant in order for other kinds of growth 

to take place. The focus goes beyond causes and values to consider 

issues concerned with the larger developmental and relationship 

process in which the issue of discipline and authority is under-

stood to be embedded. 

WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO GET YOUR CHILDREN TO 
MIND YOU? 

Well, we certainly have rules, but they are rules that 
we have come to together as a family. I have very 
reasonable expectations of the children, they know 
what they are. They know that the expectations are 
based not on arbitrariness on my part or my husband's, 
but on sensible precautions, precautions for their' 
health or for their safety or for their emotional 
safety. When they were very small, I told them that 
I would smack them for 3 reasons only and I told them 
ahead of time it would be for standing up in the 
high chair, standing up in the bathtub or standing up 
in the moving car. And those were the only reasons I 
would smack them and let them know I would smack them. 
Then we added a fourth when they were a little older 
about crossing the street alone, but as soon as they 
were ready I said, I will no longer do it, smack them 
because this is not necessary anymore. 

WHY DID YOU TELL THEM IT WASN'T NECESSARY ANYMORE, WHAT 
DID YOU MEAN IT WAS NOT NECESSARY? 

I think rules are a guideline for a certain time in 
your life and there are times when you no longer need 
those rules and there are times to get go of the rules. 
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WHY, WHAT DOES THAT DO FOR THE CHILD, WHY DO YOU 
LET GO OF THE RULES? 

Because rules are a means to an end and if the end 
has been achieved, then you let go of the rule, they 
are not necessary anymore. 

WHAT DO YOU DO TO GET E. TO MIND YOU? 

It depends on E. What he seems to be asking for at 
different times in his life. Right now, he's been 
testing me a lot. He seems to be asking for controls. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN? 

Children test you to see how much they can get, how 
much freedom they can get, and to know their boundaries. 
Yet it is a pull both ways. E. is trying to test me, 
plus he wants my comfort and attention and concern. 
I think if I do control him, he knows I am concerned. 
Deep down inside he knows that it is for his own good. 
He can still want something and know that it is 
dangerous, and be grateful at some level to a person 
for telling them it is for their own good not to do 
that. 

,This parent. recognizeS that discipline and authority are not 

simply annimposition of parental will, but are part of a process 

of interaction between. parent and child where the child and 

parent may elicit certain patterns of relating from each other 

in response to their perceptions of needs and capacities to 

provide and to respond. This is seen as a reciprocal process 

which is subject to change as the child and the relationship 

develops. 

B. Methods 

1. Considering a hierarchy of factors--At Level 4, 

parents may recognize that behavior represents the integration 

of several interacting factors. In order to identify how he 

or she would respond, causal factors are weighed and parental 
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choices are judged in reference to human values as well as 

developmental needs, societal standards, and instrumental 

effectiveness. 

WHAT SHOULD MR. FOX DO? 

Do about what? 

JIMMY, THE DIARY? 

First of all, one thing at a time, he should not look 
in the diary, because he has no permission to look in 
the diary. Secondly, I think that he should go off 
alone with Jimmy, with or without his wife, I don't 
know, and talk with him about what happened. And talk 
with him about the facts. I think he should probably 
ask him directly, did you do this. It is perfectly 
possible that J. was so intimidated by the police and 
so threatened by the way they handled the situation, 
that his first instinct was to lie and one lies when 
one is uncomfortable and scared. If he had a good 
relationship with his father, he might be able to talk 
about it. If Mr. Fox was very threatened by the 
lecture and threatened by his parenting, then he 
might approach J. in a different way than if he had 
a good relationship with J. Whether J. stole or 
didn't steal is not the central issue, it is how do 
you deal with the threat and can you cope with it or 
can't you and then you get on, to why you stole, if 
he did steal, but first of all, can a parent and a 
child communicate, can the child go to the parent, can 
the parent go to the child and will anything real come 
out of it, or is it, or it is just another standoff. 

AND YOU FEEL THAT THE FATHER'S FINDING OUT FROM THE DIARY 
AND NOT FROM THE CHILD WOULDN'T ALLOW HIM THAT? 

Well, it could undermine it, put it that way. 

HOW WOULD IT UNDERMINE IT? HOW WOULD THE CHILD FEEL, 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO THE CHILD? 

He would feel that his father, again, was playing the 
authority. I don't know how the father would handle 
it. Maybe he would soft pedal it, may he WOUldn't 
bring it up, but I don't think that the father deserves 
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that knowledge. In other words, I think he should go 
into a situation, into the situation, with the boy, 
the discussion, receiving only what the boy will tell 
him, when he will tell it to him. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, HE DOESN'T DESERVE THAT, WHY NOT? 
HE IS HIS FATHER. 

That doesn't give him a right to pryor to take infor
mation underhandedly. It is like bugging, it is like 
the bugging situation with the CIA. It is dishonest. 
It is underhanded. It's not straight and direct and 
straight on. 

SOME PEOPLE WOULD SAY THAT THE FATHER HAS THE RIGHT 
BECAUSE HE HAS THE AUTHORITY. 

Well, I don't know about that word authority. I don't 
know what that means in terms of parents. So I would 
say that nobody has the authority to pry into somebody's 
diary. Unless it were a criminal situation, where 
people are investigating. I guess legally, if it were 
a lawyer and somebody was under an indictment, that 
would be different, but this is a private situation. 
The father shouldn't have access to that book because 
the boy didn't give it to him. 

Parent and child are both understood as being fully human, with 

the same basic human rights and individual autonomy. These 

rights should not be violated by anyone, parent or child alike. 

2. Negotiation--The child takes an active part in 
I 

the process by which family conflict is resolved and family 

and individual behavioral rules established. Active negotiation 

is not only a method for dealing with problems, it is also a 

process which contributes to the development of the child. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, THEY WOULD ARGUE BACK THE POINT? 

If they disagreed with me, they would say look, we 
would like to explain our point of view and sometimes 
they have a point of view which I had never taken 
into consideration and then I would also argue what I 
expect or say I have listened to you and it doesn't 
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seem to affect me very much, I still want you to do 
such and such. I find it very important, when a child 
.is beginning to say something, not to interrupt them. 
,Apd I have learned that they will say to me, If but 
listen mommy, ,f'even if I know what they are saying. It 
is important for them to get the words out. 

WHY? 

Because I think they they feel that they have control 
over their environment, if they hc~~e said to me, if 
they have set out their sentence ' :hen I have heard 
what they wanted to say, from their point of view and 
they have been able to let me hear them. If I have 
cut them off in the beginning and said yes, I know 
you are going to say such and such, but it doesn't 
matter, I have found that that offends them very much. 

WHAT DO YOU RELY ON MOST TO GET YOUR CHILD TO DO 
WHAT YOU WANT THEM TO DO? 

Well, there has been such a change in this regard. I 
don't know. At this point I know I rely a great deal 
on what she can handle or how she feels about something. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN? 

In, other words, it isn't what I think about it, or how 
I feel about it, it's how she is going to receive it, 
receive the request, a request generally. So that I 
can begin to anticipate, project whether, how it will 
be executed. Now there are some areas in which I 
don't use enough forethought. This takes forethought 
on my part with her, on the parent's part and in the 
times where I don't, where I just make demands, the 
small household, day to day patterns in living, that 
things break down, that she doesn't do what I wish 
and that she is' not doing it because she doesn't wish 
it, she is doing it because .I wish it and because it's 
the way that I express the wish. Sometimes, it is not 
sometimes, for the most part, this approach works I 
think, between her and me; the fact that things can be 
discussed and established before, so that when I do 
make a request, it is something she has already agreed 
to do. I have already gotten positive feelings from, 
it is something she is comfortable with and able to 
agree to. She agrees with the need to do it, not to 
leave the toothbrush where the dog is going to get it, 
things like that, to take her dirty underwear out of 
the living room. But generally she is in agreement, 
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to close drawers. She leaves drawers open, rushing 
back to finish something. It is in these kinds of 
areas that we don't have as good a pattern as I 
think we will eventually. And I don't see in any 
other area that this is not working, it generally works. 

WHY DO YOU THINK IT IS EFFECTIVE AND IMPORTANT THAT 
SHE COME TO AN UNDERSTANDING OR THAT SHE RECOGNIZE 
THE NEED FOR SOMETHING? 

Then she is giving willful assent to it, then she has 
a part in it, that whatever must be done, or being 
done, is.based on her perception and her thought 
process, her ability to evaluate it too. This recognizes 
her mind, her being, and doesn't make her feel catered 
to. It keeps her active, it develops her actively, 
instead of making her passive. 

The child may participate directly by actively debating family 

issues, and/or he or she may participate indirectly by the 

nature of his or her responses. A baby, for example, would be 

reasoned to participate actively in the discipline process by 

the nature of its responses and how it elicits parental 

responses in the on-going parent-child interaction system. 
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Levell: Parental N,eeds of the, Child 

1. To ensure desirable outcome. 

2. Meeting needs as what the parent does 

3. Needing control 

1.~TO ensure .. desirable ou:t.come--Parents recognize 

that children have needs, but their reasoning is instru-

mental. They meet the needs they perceive in order to 

effect the behavior they desire in the child. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED FROM THEIR PARENTS? 

They need tc be complemented so they will stay 
home until they are old enough. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 
PARENTS? 

You have to look out for them. Give them care 
and attention, so they won't do too much of what 
they shouldn't do, and don't get into mischief, 
and get a good start in life. 

Although,these respohsesacknowledge the need for 

non-material supplies, the conception of needs is vague 

and stereotyped. 

2. Meeting needs as what the parent does--Meeting needs 

is described in terms of the parent's actions, which are 

considered duties of parenthood, and not the child's 

satisfaction. The parent sees the process of meeting needs 

only from the parent's, and not from the child's, perspective. 
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WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 
PARENTS? 

Well, they need love, I think children need love 
from both their parents. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY LOVE? 

The parents are supposed to keep them well and 
take them places, and doing for them and buying 
for them and spending time with them, and like 
my husband doesn't have the time, he doesn't 
show his love for them, playing with them like 
he should or being with them because he is so 
wrapped up in business. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THAT, HOW DO YOU SHOW CHILDREN 
THAT YOU LOVE THEM? 

By paying attention to them. 

WHY IS THAT WHAT YOU FEEL THEY NEED MOST? 

Because you are their mother, that's why, they 
are depending on you until they become independent 
as they grow up, but right now they are depending 
on you and you had them for that reason, because 
you wanted a child so you take care of it. 

Parents at'Level 1- "may focus on the effort they make 

as proof of their ability to respond to needs, rather than 

on the nature of what they do. Parents are "supposed" to 

perform certain duties. There is little sense in these 

responses of any conception of the nature of the child's 

needs. 

3. Needing eontrol--Because many parents who 

reason at Level 1 conceive of the child as natively uncon-

trolled, a belief in the need for control may be expressed. 
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WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST? 

Children need love. Discipline is love. 
The parent should be easy-going, but they should 
put down the laws so that their child doesn't 
walk allover them. They have to do what we 
tell them to do. That shows them we care. 

(
YOU FEEL CHILDREN SHOULD NOT HAVE EVERYTHING 
THAT THEY WANT? 

No. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT IS BETTER? 

To me it would make them a better person. (HOW 
COME?) If they grow up through life they are 
not going to get everything they want. If you 
start out with them, giving them everything 
that they want, they are going to keep on wanting 
everything. 

WHY ISNTT THAT GOOD? 

It is just not good because in some way it is 
going to come to the end and they will go •.. 

AND WHAT WILL HAPPEN? 

If they didn't, they would be crying and if they 
were married they would be saying I wish I was 
back home and I feel it would be ••• 

The withholding of supplies, as well as the "giving" 

of discipline is understood as addressing a need, although 

the parent's need to control and the parent's concep~on 

of the child's need to be controlled are at times difficult 

to discriminate. 
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Level 2: Conventional Needs 

1. Emotional needs for their own sake 

2. Different needs for different ages and 
types of children-

3. Needing to have needs met 

Level 2 

1. Emotional needs for their own sake--At Level 2, 

parents do not have to justify meeting emotional needs as 

being instrumental to achieve a desired behavioral outcome. 

How children feel is sufficient justification for responding 

to emotional needs. 

,/" 
WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 

PARENTS? 

Love. (EXPLAIN?) Love, caring for them, doing 
things for them, getting them stuff, paying 
attention to them, not just ignoring them. Making 
them feel that they are needed more or less. 

WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT? 

It is an important thing in life. I can't see 
how a son or a daughter would be, if their parents 
did not love them very much and they were brought 
up in life, I think it would be very tough. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 
PARENTS? 

Love (EXPLAIN?) Just letting them know you love 
them, letting them know you care, and they - you 
are concerned about what they do and you just try 
to be the best parent you can. 

WHY DO YOU THINK THAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT, WHAT 
IS THERE ABOUT CONVEYING THAT LOVE TO THE CHILDREN? 

Because if children know they have love then they 
are secure. 
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WHAT DOES SECURITY DO FOR THEM? 

Growing up with a feeling of security, it is 
hard for me to answer these questions, because 
I am alone. I haven't got a husband and a 
father, so this is why that is probably the 
most important thing to me, is love, because I 
had to be both mother and father all these years 
for them. 

Needs are conceptualized as universal requirements, what 

all children need. Level 2 responses do not quality or 

suggest how to qualify need conceptions so that they can 

address particular children's individual needs, although 

differences among different groups or types of- chi:ldren-.may 

be considered. Rather the children's experience of parental 

caring (lIletting them know .•. ," "making them feel .•• ") 

is the necessary confirmation of the parent's effectiveness, 

not simply the parent's experience of having made an effort, 

as is expressed at Levell. 

2. Different needs for different ages or types of 

children--Developmental differences in how children understand 

the world and are able to deal with the world are considered 

when identifying needs. Children who are younger and whose 

experience is limited may have different needs from children 

who are older or more sophisticated. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL THAT CHILDREN NEED MOST 
FROM THEIR PARENTS? 

A lot of understanding and a lot of patience 
and love too. That is normal, of course the 
mother is going to love the kid. But a lot of 
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patience and understanding because you have 
to realize they don't know what they are doing, 
they just say gee, that looks like fun and they 
don't realize it could hurt them or that you 
are just not supposed to do that. That is 
understood, she don't know any better, you have 
to teach her. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 
PARENTS? 

They need a lot of attention, that's for sure. 
A lot, especially the younger ones. The older 
ones want money. I need some money for this, 
I need some money for that, but the younger 
ones, they like to go with you, no matter where 
you are going, attention. They want you to pay 
attention to the moment. 

WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT DO YOU THINK? 

I think they are just building character or 
whatever it is. They want to know what is going 
on and they like to travel with you if you are 
going somewhere. I have taken them in the past 
on some of the jobs I have gone on, where I was 
able to do it, and they liked it and enjoyed it 
and just want to be with somebody and do things. 

DO YOU THINK THEY WANT TO BE WITH SOMEBODY OR 
YOU IN PARTICULAR? 

NO, I think they just like to do things, I think 
all children like to do things, they are very 
inquisitive, and they want to just go around, 
travel, see things, do things, and it just sort 
of gives them something to do, I guess. 

The parent's understanding of children's needs does not 

appear to come from individual children's particular 

characteristics and demands, but from an external definition 

which is applied to children and hence, to the parent's 

child or another particular child. 
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3. Needing to have needs met--Children have 

needs for parenting above and beyond the fulfilling of 

particular needs. They need to know that their needs 

will be attended to. This provides a sense of security 

and importance that parents at Level 2 reason that all 

children need. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 
PARENTS? 

Love. 

HOW 00 YOU EXPRESS IT, HOW 00 THEY GET IT, HOW 
00 THEY KNOW WHAT IT IS? 

It is not like giving them what they want. It 
is be there when they need you. If they call 
you and say,Ynother, I did this at school,"well 
qit down and listen, don't say I don't have time. 
APd things they love to me I have to share with 
them, I have to share their problems and so 
all that, I feel there is love in there. 

WHAT 00 YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 
PARENTS? 

Love and attention. \' (EXPLAIN?) My cousin's 
wife had a baby boy,.~t is a month old and she 
lets him cry. In the first year a baby needs to 
know it is loved. In the first year I never let 
him cry. But now at night I do, but in 10 
minutes I go in. They have to know security. 

WHAT ARE YOUR IDEAS ABOUT WHY THAT IS SO IMPORTANT? 

Because I am his mother and he will depend on me 
for so many more years. He depends on me and I 
just want him to know if he needs me I am there. 
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The parent's reasons for meeting needs derive from his 

or her conception of parent role responsibility, but with 

a unified notion of what needs in children parental action 

is responding to, rather than the parent-focused notion 

of "duty" expressed in Levell. 
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Level 3: Individual Needs 

1. Learned through child 

2. Need for personal instrumentality 

3. Relationship needs 

4. Need to be understood 

1. Learned through child--At Level 3, the needs 

of the child as an individual are considered, and defining 

a child's needs requires attention to the individual child's 

characteristics, experiences, and/or communication. Different 

children may have different needs. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 
PARENTS? 

Love and time and they need to have their needs 
considered, that they can't be happy doing what 
we do and they can't be happy with, the things 
that we want to make them happy. You have to 
look at them, and if they don't tell you you 
have to ask them, you have to try to find out, 
things you really have to keep asking and really 
trying to find out what they want and what is 
going on in their head. Talking too much is as 
bad as not saying enough. If"I feel that I have 
lost touch with where he is at, I will sit down 
and talk and say what is happening and is everything 
alright and this and that· And if he wants to, he 
will tell me, and if I ask'him if I am doing 
anything that he is mad at me for and if 
anything I am doing is upsetting him or making 
him angry, and if there is anything wrong, he lets 
me know and we just talk about it and we try to 
reach an opinion. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL IT IS IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN TO 
TELL THE TRUTH? 

Because if they don't tell the truth, they won't 
let you know what is happening with them and if 
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you don't know you can't do the right thing 
for them. If you know what is happening, know 
how they feel and how they think, and where 
their priorities are, then you have a lot more 
advantage to make your decisions on concerning 
them, and you would probably end up making better 
decisions for them and everyone is happier and 
you are all doing things to help each other. 
You might do something you think is really qood 
for him, but you don't really even know your kid, 
because of some feelings you had or somebody else 
had. Do some things for your kid, take him to 
the circus or get him an animal. Like if you 
know your kid is honest and can talk to you and 
you know what is happening with him, you've 
got a better chance to know what he needs. 

Because the parent's understanding comes from the child {as 

well as objective sources which may help inform his under-

standing), the quality of the parent-child relationship, 

and of parent-child communication, is inferred to be fund a-

mental to an understanding of the child's needs. 

2. Need for personal instrumentality--At Level 3, 

conceptions of needs may go beyond the framework of what 

the child needs from others for him or herself. They may 

also address needs of the child to be able to meet his or 

her own needs, or to be able to influence others so that 

they will be responsive to the child's needs. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED TO PARTICIPATE 
IN THE FAMILY? 

Because if they don't participate, then they are 
not part of the family. If you always make the 
decisions for them, then they are separate, they 
don't have a hand in your decisions, or even a 
partial knowledge of what is going on around, 
then they are not part of the family. You can't 
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make all the plans for a vacation, my husband 
and myself, and then at the last minute when 
you are leaving go ~nd tell the kids, we are 
going on vacation~ ~len they are just tagging 
along, they haven't had a part in it. Some of 
their ideas are terrific, I have to admit. 
Sometimes they have ideas I didn't think of, they 
didn't think of, and if they had not participated 
they are not really part of it. We haven't heard 
what they would like to see or do, or their ideas. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO INCLUDE THOSE THINGS, 
THEIR IDEAS? 

I don't know. 

WHAT DOES IT DO FOR THE CHILDREN? 

It gives them a sense of I'm here, don't pass me 
over, don't think I haven't got something to 
contribute, I'm here, and like I said, sometimes 
their ideas are terrific. Sometimes they think 
of things that I would not think of. 

HOW WOULD JIMMY' S F~\{e~ FEEL WHEN HE TOLD Hit.-\. 
HE HAD DONE IT? 

Naturally he would be upset, but if it was me 
I would say 'alright, you did it,' and I would try 
to keep a cool head and then go from there and 
try to straighten the child out. 

HOW WOULD YOU DO THAT? 

By talking to him. 

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY? 

Why did you do that in the beginning. You lied 
the first time. I would sit down and say my 
heavens, you get along so well here, and there 
is nothing you are actually wanting for, so what 
is is, what are your needs, what do you want? 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT IT IS IMPORTANT TO ASK HIM 
WHAT ARE YOUR NEEDS? 

They have to have these needs, they have to feel 
that they belong to the family, they have to feel, 
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no matter how old they are, they have to feel 
needed, they have to feel wanted, they have to 
feel that they can tell us their needs and 
we will listen, will respect them and try to 
do something about them. 

By acknowledging the need for and facilitating the expression 

of instrumentality, the parent is recognizing the child's 

basic need to be recognized as a person who counts, who 

contributes to his or her own experience, and who has a 

right to be heard and responded to. 

3. Relationship needs--The importance of relation

ships to the child is acknowledged at Level 3, and the 

experience of certain kinds and qualities of relationships 

is reasoned to fill a basic need for affiliation and 

emotional exchange. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 
PARENTS? 

Love and understanding. Definitely love. I 
think no matter what else happens, if you feel 
that you are loved, then I think that is something. 
There are so many people who feel so insecure 
and unloved. And I think that is important to feel 
the love and then I think that the rest of it 
will be right behind it. 

WHAT 00 YOU MEAN BY THE REST OF IT? 

Understanding and respect and I think that as much 
as I want him to respect me, I should respect him 
as a little person. 

WHAT 00 YOU MEAN BY THAT? 

He is a little person now and there are things that 
he likes to do, to be by himself, he likes to play 
and if he is in the bathtub, I put him in our big 
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bathtub and he splashes and he giggles and he 
loves it and he is having a lot of fun and I 
respect this and I let him stay in there until 
he is through playing and then when he is 
through I will dry him or do whatever else has 
to be done. I feel to let him splash and kick 
isntt going to hurt him at all and I have to 
respect his wishes. Even though he cannot say 
to me this is what I want to do, I can tell. 

/' 
WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 

PARENTS? 

Love. What can I say - it all kind of revolves 
around the same thing. It starts with honesty 
from both parents. You say what can I give my 
children. I can give them myself, I can give 
them love, understanding, warmth, morals. My 
husband and I~he has his ways and I have mine; of 
getting across to the children. Of course, mothers 
get it across better sometimes because men are more 
removed, they spend more time away from the 
children and we are more involved ••• So thatts 
what we give, and they give us their love and 
understanding arid warmth, too. Perhaps it comes 
down to what we have as a family - we care about 
each other, and in that atmosphere, we can share 
ourselves. 

Relationships are understood as an emotional need, and as 

the basis for allowing the meeting of other needs. The 

children are recognized as separate people whose separate 

reality is respected, even with very small children, as in 

the first example. Relationships are described affectively, 

in terms of feelings, closeness, warmth, respect, and not 

just in terms of fulfilled role obligations, or shared 

time and experiences. 
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4. Need to be understood--The child's knowing 

he or she is understood is reasoned at Level 3 to be as 

much a need as having needs responded to. This is more 

than taking the child's perspective, it is acknowledging 

the child's need to participate in the determination of 

their own needs and the manner in which the parents will 

respond to those needs. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 
PARENTS? 

Understanding. (EXPLAIN?) What their needs 
are, why are they crying, why are they asking 
these questions, why don't they like this person 
as opposed to that person, why do they like this 
toy as opposed to that toy. Things like that. 

SO TRYING TO UNDERSTAND, A PARENT TRYING TO 
UNDERSTAND HOW THEY FEEL ABOUT THINGS. WHY DO 
YOU FEEL THAT THAT IS REALLY SO IMPORTANT? WHAT 
DOES THAT DO FOR THE CHILD? 

I think that makes them feel as though they are 
understood, they can rely on someone, someone 
does want to help them, is listening, someone 
is there to help them in any way they need the 
help or the understanding, or whatever it is that 
they need, the love or whatever is needed at that 
point in time •• 

WH Y IS THAT IMPORTANT? 

To make them feel more self reliant, more self 
confident, know that they can do X, Y, and Z, and 
have X, Y, and Z backing them up, always falling 
back on something or someone. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL THAT CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM 
THEIR PARENTS? 

Understanding. (EXPLAIN?) Try and see their 
point of view and their side of things, too, 
but just because I am a parent doesn't mean I 
am always right, but they will be parents someday 
too. 
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WHY IS UNDERSTANDING SO IMPORTANT? 

You see their side of things, too and try to 
go along with what they think if it is within 
reason, your reason. You can't put them on the 
same equal plane as you, because you are a little 
advanced from them. But if you can see their 
point of view and understand a little of what 
they are talking about and they talk to the 
other kids and to you and you know a little bit 
of what they are saying. 

By listening to the child, and trying to understand this 

child, the parent contributes to the development of the 

child's capacity to take care of him or herself. 
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Level 4: Psychological eed ·ystems 

1. Needs as processes 

2. Need for awareness and acceptance of oneself 
and others' 

1. Needs as processes--At Level 4, needs are 

defined as, more than specific requirements of the child. 

Needs are processes which are part of development and/or 

part of the dynamic self-system of the child. Needs are 

spoken of in terms which imply continuing change and 

adjustment (tlcoping," "developing"), and which express a 

conception of, the child as in a process of continual 

growth. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED THE MOST FROM 
THEIR PARENTS? 

I think they need their time •.• that is a big 
catch-all isn't it. In terms of how to deal' 
with the world, they need to know how the parents 
deal with the world because' that is how they are 
going to learn how to deal with it. Not necessarily 
about the world, but teaching them how to deal 
with the world. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT IS SO IMPORTANT? 

Because I think it is the only think they don't 
pick up on their own, I suppose they do. But 
children when they first start having a social 
life, 2 or 3 years old, they don't have any 
method of coping most of the time, in situations 
around them. They don't have the emotional capa
bility of dealirig with it and coming out on top. 
I think they need to draw that from their parents 
training, how to deal with other children and how 
to deal with their feelings about the world. 
And how to work their feelings into coping with the 
world so they can deal with their feelings and 
they shouldn't have to suppress their feelings. 
They should be able to work it in to what they 
have to cope with' in the rest of the world. 
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WHY DO YOU FEEL IT'S IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN TO 
MAKE CHOICES FOR THEMSELVES? 

I remember that there was a child once that R. 
played with and I really did not like. I wished 
that she wouldn't be friends with her and I 
didn't do very much about it except to keep it 
as separate as I felt wise without separating 
them. This was a child who was very arrogant 
and very rude to her parents,and R. was sometimes 
shy and withdrawn and very good. The goodness 
troubled me at that time; she was too good I 
thought. But this child was very rude and that 
bothered me too, and one day R. said to me, 
'I have learned so much from her. I have learned 
that when you talk back to your parents the world 
does not collapse.' It is not a benefit that I 
would have expected and I was so grateful for 
that other child and for my child to be able to 
take what she needed. She didn't need to take what 
I thought she was taking, she took what she needed, 
and I realize that the.,friendships that children 
have fill their needs. They may not be what I 
think their needs are, but what their needs are

l 
and if I leave them alone enough they will work 
out alright. 

Processes are recognized as a continually developing system 

of interaction and active balancing between one's evolving 

concept of oneself and one's experience of others. How 

one understands and deals with one's own feelings is con-

nected with how one copes with the world. The most funda-

mental needs are expressed as processes at Level 4, because 

processes (developing capacities and capabilities) are 

the tools for living a life which can work to achieve 

satisfaction and to meet physical and emotional needs. The 

second parent describes the personal tools her child 

mobilized to draw from a relationship what she needed, even 

though the child and her mother may not have been consciously 
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aware of either the need {permission to accept that she 

need not always be 'good' in order to be loved by her p~~ents 9~ 

herself} or of the child "scapacity' to meet th.at need r whj:.ch. 

contriputed to her continuedemoti.onal development ~ 

2. Need for awareness and acceptance of oneself 

and others--At Level 4, parents recognize the complexity of 

the self, and the need to be able to acknowledge, accept, 

and to integrate different aspects of oneself and of others 

in order to deal effectively with life. 

WHY IS HONESTY BETWEEN PEOPLE SO IMPORTANT? 

Well, I think that honesty is the most impor
tant thing that you can have inside of yourself, 
and what I am trying to do is train the children 
to look inside themselves,to be honest with 
themselves even when it hurts very badly, even 
when they have to face things that they don't 
like, or they wished that they didn't know. But 
if you can face something and give it a name, 
in whatever terms you choose to name it, then 
you can cope with it, then you know what it is, 
it is not a bogey man. Beyond, you may not know 
the limits or the boundaries, but you can say yes, 
it's thi~ and that is why going back even to the 
Bible, it is very significant that God named the 
animals, that he gave them a name, not a monster 
or a four legged this. [he myth is that he 
named them, because of the importance of being 
able to face things, face it with a kind of 
security that it would more or less be the same 
the next time you come across it. That's why, 
;it ;t.Simportant to be accurate and honest. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR 
PARENTS? 

Ego reinforcement. (EXPLAIN.) positive reinforce
ment, you do this well, that was good, I like that. 
I don't know, if it isn't honest, it is not worth 
anything, it's got to be honest. 
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FIRST OF ALL, WHY IS THIS WHAT THEY NEED, 
AND SECONDLY, WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY HONESTY, AND 
WHY IS THAT SO IMPORTANT? 

Well, it's only through honesty that all things 
can be accepted. Traits of the child as well as 
traits of the parent, because we all have weaknesses, 
we all have elements of doing and not doing, 
of positive and negative, of up's and down's. 
And then a child who is developing, who has so 
much to develop, can see his issues, his conflicts, 
his yeses and no's. His conflicts are part of 
all of life, I think, and he won't feel isolated 
from the whole life process that way. 

Parents reason that awareness, even of painful aspects of 

oneself and of experience, is the basis for coping. 

Knowing the elements allows one to be in touch with the 

process. 
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Levell: Egoi sti c 

A. Learning parenting 

1. Avoiding repeating neaative childhood experiences 

2. Taking thinas as they come 

B. A good parent 

1. Has good children 

2. Acts better than other parents 

3. Makes an effort 

A. Learning parenting. 

1. Avoiding repeating negative childhood experiences--Many parents at 

Levell poi nt to the traumati c nat"re of thei r own chi 1 dhoods as provi ding 

parenti 9 models they hope to avoid as parents. 

HOW DO YOU HANDLE IT, THE PART THAT YOU FIND HART TO PUT UP WITH, 
LIKE GOING TO BED AT NIGHT, WHAT DO YOU DO? 

When I get really aggravated I go in the bathroom and scream, and it 
lets out all of my animosity, so I won't be uncool with her, I do 
when she disobeys, and stuff, I will slap her hand a little and that's 
it, but I don't spank her and I don't yell at her, I don't want her to 
grow up, mommy is yelling at me. I want her to be my friend, so she 
comes to me and not the yoyo down the corner. 

HOW DOES IT WORK OUT FOR YOU, WHEN SHE IS STAYING UP CRYING.AND YOU GO 
IN THE BATHROOM AND SCREAM, DOES IT HELP? 

Yah, it lets out my frustrations and then I am cool with her, I don't 
yell at her or hit her like other people can. Like there is a battered 
child syndrome and like my mother was a battered child and I was a 
battered chilrl and I am making sure that she isn't, because I know it 
;s not preventable, but it is in a way. It's been done to you and you 
do it to them. But I don't with her because I know it is bad and I 
don't want to do it. 

-row HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT, WHAT INFLUENCED THE WAY YOU ARE? 

From my childhood, I had a little rough time with my parents. My father 
wasn't too good. After I started having children, I figured I wanted them 
to have certain things I didn't have in life, so I would try to help them 
achieve that, so after I got them, I just tried to help them the best way 
that I could. I know that a good education is good for them, so always 
I try to give them that and they never have too much clothes and things 
like that, good school, and the right thing to eat and things like that. 
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Parents frequently have "little sense of how they are goina to avoid a 

repetition of past experiences in the raising of their own children. In the 

first example. the parent protects her child from her anger by "letting it 

out" elsewhere. but offers little indication that she is able to understand or 

to deal with the origins of her anger. The alternative (to grandparent's 

treatment of parents) tend to be concrete ("good school. the right things to 

eat"). 

2. Takinq things as they come --At Levell. parents often cannot 

identify any particular influences. but report that they simply respond to 

things as they happen. 

THE WAY YOU ACT AS A PARENT. HOW DID YOU LEARN THAT. DID YOU HAVE ANYBODY 
HELP YOU? BOOKS? WHAT DO YOU DO. WHAT DO YOU TURN TO WHEN YOU DON'T 
KNOW WHAT TO DO. THAT KIND OF THING? 

I don't know. it just comes to me. I don't read books. I have rothing 
to go by. I just do the best that I can. 

DO YOU HAVE RULES YOU FOLLOW AND THINGS YOU FEEL ARE IMPORTANT TO 
FOLLOW OR DO YOU TAKE THINGS AS THEY COME? 

Take things as they come. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT? 

I just fell into it naturally, I guess. Mark came along and we 
just took care of him. 

The parent reveals little conception of how the chil~ operates, and 

without a coherent conception of the child. is unable to anticipate the child's 

needs and actions or to develop patterns for parenting. 
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B. A good parent 

1. Has good children-- A parent at Levell may reason that parents know 

they have done a good job because the children do what they want them to do. 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE GOOD PARENTS? 

That I couldn't tell you. I guess you have less warfare. I would suspect 
that if they are really good, no back talk or anything like that. I . 
put myself in the lower category, because I get a little. 

~OW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

By the way the kids act when they grow up, like they have respect for 
older people, so other people would say the mother teached them good 
and put respect on them when they were small. A lot of kids I have seen 
they go and smack their mother and that ' s not right. Mine tries and I 
try to stop her, she just raises her hand, but she won't put it down, 
she knnws what she will get. 

The child's behavior, which consists of concrete and observable actions- is 

considered a direct expression of parental input. The child is good because 

the parent taught the child well. 

2. Acts better than other parents-- Parental competence may be evaluated 

by comparing how different parents treat their children. Parent A is a good 

parent because he or she treats his or her child better than parent B. 

~OW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

I J~st look at the other parents around you and see how they treat their 
children and you can see if you ~e a good parent, judging by the way 
they treat their children. I know one parent has a five year old 
daughter watching a three year old son and that little girl is petrified 
if the boy gets out of sight and I have seen the parent knock her so hard 
across the face they knocked her glasses off. They don1t watch them so 
good and the parents stay in bed till 12 in the afternoon and they don't 
get their breakfast until mommy and daddy are out of bed. 
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--- --------- -------

YOU TRY TO HAVE THINGS ORGANIZED FOR THE CHILDREN? 

Right, they get their breakfast at breaKfast time and they eat when they 
are supposed to and they have their chores to do, but they are not heavy 
responsibility. But a five year old child watching a three year old 
child is kind of a lot. Just by watching other people and seeirg how other 
people raise their children. 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY'RE DOING A GOOD JOB AS A PARENT? 

By seeing how other parents treat their children. 

WHAT DOES THAT TELL YOU? 

Well, if you're doing better than anybody else, then you must be all right. 
For example, your children are well dressed, you take good care of them. 

The parpnt does not have an abstract or ideal standard, but a concrete 

comparison of him or herself with other parents, usually whom he or she knows. 

3. Makes an effort-- Responses at Levell tend to focus on the parent's 

rather than the child's experience, and evaluate their performance on the basis 

of their effort, rather than its outcome in the child. 

THIS IS A PARENT NOW? 

Yah, and if you try to bring your child up right and your child refuses 
to listen, I don't feel that any parent should feel what did I do wrong. 
As far as the parent, as far as self discipline themselves, I think the 
parent. should be easy going, but they should put the laws down and put 
their foot down, so that their child doesn't walk allover them. I will 

~
'ot stand a child walking over me, because if I feel that I am doinn my 
est and if this child thinks that he is going to come in and start 
assling me and pushing me around, when I am the one trying to take full 

responsibility for him and trying to bring him up right, I won't tolerate 
it and I feel that the child should also have respect for its parent. I 
feel this way, if the parent can show respect for them, why can't a child 
show respect for the parent. 

HOW DOES A PARENT SHOW RESPECT FOR THE CHILD? 

In different ways, not materialwise, because a lot of parents feel that 
they can buy things, and buy their chilnren's love. But this isn't true 
because yOllcan be poor as a churchmouse and never have anything. As long 
as you show that you care for them, to do the best that you possibly can 
for them, you keep them as clean as you possibly can, it doesn't have to 
be the best, but as long as you are showing some effort in taking care of 
this child, it is just your duty. It is something that our mothers and 
fathers had to do and they didn't ha\le that kind of money and I don't 
think the child should expect it. Just accept it the way it is. As long 
as the parents are making an effort to take care of him. 
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THE P-OLItE-~(rr=f1CER SAID THAT MR. FOX' WAS TO BLAME FOR JIMMY1S 
GETTING INTO TROUBLE. HOW DO YOU FEELmOUT THAT? 

Like I said earlier, you try to teach your children right from wrona at 
the very beginning. My grandmother always said to me~ when you have a 
tree, when it is first new, you don1t break that tree as it is young, 
it will bend over as it gets older. Which is true, because if you don1t 
teach your kids right from wrong, when they ~e young, as they get older, 
they are going to be worse. So I don1t really feel in an incident like 
that, thaT this policeman should have embarrassed her. Number one, because 
this chilrl, if you say IInoll and he says lIyah~J1 he is going to do it. He 
is fifteen years old and he should know right from wrong. If he knnws 
this boy has been known to do things before, the kind of children he has 
been hanging with, he is just as responsible as they are, because you have 
tried to lecture him and you have tried to tell him that it is wrong, and 
he is not going to listen to you. I don1t feel that it is the parents I fault. 

If the parent does what he or she feels is parental duty, or all he or she can, 

the responsibility for the child1s behavior no longer rests with the parent but 

with the child. This is an either/or conception. Credit or responsibility for 

the child1s action lips either with the parent ~ with the child. The parent 

at Levell does not conceive of an interaction between parent and child. 
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Level 2: Conventional 

A. Learning Parenting 

1. Outside sources teach the right way 

2. By evaluating parenting models 

3. By observing children 

B. A good parent 

1. Raises children the right way 

2. Does the best (s)he can 

3. Has happy children 

4. Teaches right from wrong 

A. Learning Parenting 

1. Outside sources teach the right way-- Parenting is understood at 

Level 2 to be a set of skills which one has to learn. The skills inclurle 

knowledge about the child, and the appropriate practices for correct child 

rearing. These are thought to be aCquired skills, which must be learned from 

outside sources. 

WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST IMPORTANT THING FOR YOU AS A PARENT IN RAISING YOUR 
CHILDREN? WHEN YOU DON1T KNOW WHAT TO DO, DO YOU HAVE A BOOK YOU TURN 
TO, OR FAMILY? WHAT INFLUENCED YOU MOST AS A PARENT? 

I think books, Jean, my husband is a French writer, I read many books 
about children. Friends help, too. Sometimes a friend of mine will 
tell me what I should be doing. 

HAVE THEY HELPED YOU? 

They help me to understand more. Sometimes I can ask Lucy for two months 
to do something, and maybe I was doing it when I was her age, when I was 
four,and I look in the book and see maybe I am askinq her to do something 
she is not able to do at her age. I wasn1t supposed to expect her to do 
at her age. So~e books help me to be more patient with her. to control 
myself. 
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AT TIMES YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO, IF ONE OF YOUR CHILDREN DOES SOMETHING 
AND YOU DON'T KNOW HOW TO HANDLE IT, HOW DO YOU MANAGE? 

I call up one of my girlfriends and ask her opinion. Most times if some
thinq like that happens I might weigh the situation and say r.:a}'b~ I could 
be wrong handling it this way so I will get some opinions of some of my 
other girlfriends, who have boys around the same age. 

YOU FIND THAT HELPFUL? 

I find it very helpful to talk over situations and get someone else's 
opinion, because I could be wrong. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT, WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST IMPORTANT 
INFLUENCE IN THE WAY YOU ARE? 

I would have to say religion. I believe in God, that he expects certain 
things of a parent. That he entrusted me with another life and I have 
to do the best that I can to take care of that life that he gave me to 
take care of. And it is my child. I carried it for nine months, and 
each one of my chromosomes is in that baby. It is my responsibility to 
sacrifice and do what I must to make sure that the child is happy in 
life, because I say, he didnlt ask to come here in the first place, and 
I didn't either, so while we are here, let's make the best of it. So 
religion, my parents, sisters, just watching other people. Some turned 
me off, and I said, I never want to be a mother like they are, really, or 
I could say that this could make me make up my mind that I do want to be 
like that, reading books and what not. 

Knowledge may come from different sources for different parents, from friends, 

books, magazines, scriptures, movies, television, grandparents, and so on. The 

source of learning is not important for scoring, but the concept of parental 

knnwledge as being exclusively acquired from sources external to the parent 

and the chil d~ 

2. By evaluating parenting models --Other parents, especially a parentis 

own parents, provide models for child rearing. Parents at Level 2 can evaluate 

pa~enting models and adapt and select from them those aspects which they consider 

best (in contrast to Levell, where parenting models are totally accepted or 

rejected) • 
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HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT, WHAT ARE THE IMPORTANT INFLUENCES ON 
YOU AS A PARENT? 

I guess the way both my husband and I were brought up~ different things 
that he says his mother did and his father did, different things that 
my mother and father did, in different ways. Well, this is what we did, 
and we kind of adopt that and then add our own little whatever we think 
is needed. I guess it is really family that has had an influence on our 
bringing up the child. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT? 

I think really, when I came here, I lived on a farm and my parents were 
strict with me. There were four of us, and I had two brothers and a 
sister. My parents were very strict, really. I felt like it was too 
hard, but after I became of age, say 18, and I went into the service, I 
was so thankful and I look back and I tell them now, I was so glad you 
were strict on me, rather than me getting into trouble. I want to go 
through the same thing, follow that pattern for my son to grow up with. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL IT IS IMPORTANT TO BE STRICT LIKE THAT? 

I guess it is the environment. Itls not that if he wants to get into 
something, that I would turn my back on him. I bring the strictness because 
I want my boy to grow up to be a beautiful man. 

Two aspects of evaluating positive parenting models are how those practices 

IIfit" a parentis own set of preferences or circumstances, rod how those practices 

are seen to have effected the parentIs own life adaptation. In both cases the 

value or helpfulness of the models are evaluated as the parent considers how 

he or she parents his or her own children. 
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learning and evaluatlng parentlng 

Level 2 

3. By observing children·- Parents at Level 2 may learn by observing 

their own or other's children. What they learn from their observations is how 

to beha\le as parents. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT, WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFLUFNCE 
ON THE WAY YOU TURNED OUT AS A PARENT? 

By observing my children and observing other chilrlren. Looking at the 
outside, looking at what is going on around you. Knowing! don't want 
to do that, but I would like to do this. With the children now today 
has helped me to be even stronger, in helping me to be more patient with 
my own two chilrlren. 

HOW DO YOU LEARN TO BE PARENT BY OBSERVING CHILDREN? 

It is just something in you, it is a feeling, love, instinct. Just 
something automatic. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT, WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST IMPORTANT 
INFLUENCE ON YOU? 

Watching them grow up. 

THE CHILDREN HAVE. IN WHAT WAY? 

Just watching them grow up I learned a lot on my own with them. 

LIKE WHAT, CAN YOU LET ME KNOW A LITTLE BIT MORE? 

How to take care of them and little things like that~ that I didn't know 
before and I learned on my own and just seeing the way that they grow up. 

The child's contribution to the parent's education is not really conceptualized 

as an active one. Rather, the parent views the child as an object of study, without 

. rea lly conceptual i zing an interaction between the observer and the observed, 
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B. A good parent 

1. Raises children the riqht way-- Underlying a parent's formulation 

of good parenting is an external standard against which parenting is 

measured. A good parent approaches or meets that standard when raising 

his or her children, a bad parent does not. Unlike level 1 responses 

responding to what the child wants is considered, as well as what the 

parent does. 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

That is a toughie. I know I am not the best mother, but I am a good 
mother because I love my kid, I put her before me, I make sure she 
always has what she needs and what she wants. If she needs affection, 
I give it to her, if she needs a warm bed, food, clothing, teaching, 
stimulation. You just do the best you can. 

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

Raise them properly. Give them good morals, background and upbringing. 
See that they are educated properly, I think that means a lot. It is a 
struggle to get some of these kids to do their work, for example. They 
want to be their own boss, they don 1 t want to do what mother and father 
would like them to do, even though mother and father try to say you1ve 
got to do this, if you want to get anywhere. 

Althollgh most parents at Level 2 have what could be described as an 

authoritarian standard ("not being strict enough"), the nature of the standard 

is not what makes a response Level 2. A "permissive" parent might also use 

Level 2 reasoning, if it is clear that the permissive standard, as with the 

authoritarian standards in the examples represents a unitary conception of a 

"right" way, and is external to the parent-child relationship. 
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2. Does the best (slhe can--Many parents speak of doing the best 

they can. This is more than a focus on specific parental behaviors, as 

in level 1. Rather, it is an acknowledgement of the value of effort, 

to the child as well as to the parent. This does not mean that different 

parent will have different ways, but that a good parent does as much as 

(s)he can. 

HOW DO YOU THINK SOMEONE KNOWS IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

I think you should know, because you should know all that you 
are doing for your child. Like I think if a child is getting 
the opportunity to get the things she wants in life and h~r parents 
are trying to give it to her and you know that you are d01ng the 
the best that you could, you can tell if you are a good parent 
or not, because a child doesn't need just food and that's it. 
And if you know you are trying to help them the best way you 
could, you should know. You should know if you are a good parent. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHIlD? 

I wouln say that make sure when they grow up that they know a little 
~bout the world outside. I feel strongly that I can only protect my 
kids from so much. And the only thing that is important to me right 
now is to make sure that they are healthy, nothing wrong with them 
physically, and they have love and understanding in the home, where they 
can come to me with a problem,soWhen they do get out on their own, I 
helped them the best I could with them. So if anything ever comes up the 
only thing they can say is that my mother tried, she tried her best. 

IIDoing the best you can ll is not understood only from the perspective of thp 

parent, but also considers the child. The parent does his or her best to meet 

emotional ("attention," lI understanding") as well as physical needs of the child. 
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3. Has happy children-- The children let the parent know if he or she has 

been successful, not only by what they do,as in Level 1, but also by how they 

feel CII will be satisfied •.. to see my child be happi' ) . 
./ 

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

I guess to do my job as a parent. I want my child to be happy", but a 
lot of parents say where did I go wrong. I hope that I don't have to 
say that. I hope that I feel satisfied that I did the best that I could 
in raising my child. I will be satisfied as a parent to see my child 
be happy. 

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT YOURSELF AS A PARENT? 

Good Because I look at my kids and then I compare myself with some of 
the ~ther parents and I am ~ot hav~ng :ome of the ~roblems that some 
parents are really having wlth thelr klds, end my k,ds are happy, so I 
feel good about it. 

At Level 2, how the child feels is observed, and is important to the parent. 

Positive feelings may be defined as happiness, as in the two e'xamples, or in 

other terms, such as satisfaction or comfort. 

4. Teaches Rfght from Wrong-- The parent hopes to. 

develop in the child a set of standards or values which will motivate good 

behavior. These standards or values can corne from many sources, e.g., religion, 

traditional beliefs, or community standards. They may be communicated by 

example, i.e., parent or other models; or by teaching. 
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HOW DO YOU KNOW YOUARE BEING A GOOD PARENT? 

You don't know in a way, but you mignt know - your children will let you know 

HOW WILL THEY LET YOU KNOW? 

By what they do, how they come on. How they are towards you. Is how 
they are, I would just say it is how they are towards you. Your child 
will let you know. Children, period, let you know. 

HOW DO THEY LET YOU KNOW? 

They appreciate different things you do. Showing things you do. 
Mommy this and mommy that. My mommy says that I can't do this. Different 
little things that you have done and you have told your child not to do, 
or yOIl told your child different things, and you see them doing them, 
exactly as you asked them to do, you know they listened. And yOIl know 
they understand. You know, not that I am a good parent, but I am trying. 

/' YOU MENTIONED IN YOUR GOALS FOR RAISING CHILDREN MORAL VALUES. CAN YOU 
EXPLAIN THAT? 

Not going into a store and saying I like that and just walking out. 
This is one of the things I would be against. But teaching your child 

, ri ght from v/rong in moral values. Re 1 i gi on. ~~e are Catho 1 i cs •. t~ake 
sure they go to church and make sure they know a little about their 
religion. That's what I mean by moral values. If you see something 
there and it's not yours you leave it there and that's it. You don't 

,,?,a lk. away with it if it is somebody else IS. 

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE A GOOD PARENT? 

I think a good parent sets a good example. You can't teach your 
kid right from wrong if you don't try to follow it yourself. 

Parents at level 2 reason that the parental role involves more than telling 

the child what to do. It involves imparting a set of moral or behaviorial 

standards which go beyond individual acts, and it involves a responsibility 

as a role model. The parent demonstrates that right~and wrong are not Dust 

discreet acts but a set of values which the parent represents in his or her 

own behavior. the parent is conce~ned' that, thech1ld has internalized 

parental practices or teachings so that they become part of the child's 

own set of values and standards. 



VII 1. Learni ng and Evaluati ng Parenti ng Level 3 
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Level 3: Subjective 

A. Learning Parenting 

1. Through the child 

2. By experiencing love 

B. A good parent 

1. . Has a good relationship with the child 

2. Facilitates the child's capacity to cope with problems 

3. Is defined differently for different people 

4. Understands the child 

A. Learning Parenting. 

1. Through the child--At Level 3, the parent looks not only to 

sources around him or her for information about child rearing, but looks also 

to the child. Parenting is understood to be more than an acquisition and 

application of skills. It is understood to require sensitivity to the child. 

From the child and the relationship with the child, the parent learns how to 

parent this child in this relationship. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT, WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST IMPORTANT 
INFLUENCE ON YOU AS A PARENT? 

My son. The first time, never having had a son or a daughter before, and 
I wasn't sure quite what to expect, and it was just since he was born, 
since I first saw him in the hospital, that has been quite a big influence, 
your son. You grow to love him so much, itis quite an experience. If I 
had to do it all over again, I definitely would. 

DO YOU HAVE DIFFERENT IDEAS NOW ABOIIT CHILDREN NOW THAT YOU ARE A FATHER? 
DIFFERENT FEELINGS ABOUT CHILDREN BECAUSE YOU ARE A FATHER? 

I think I do. Before with other kids, I never paid that much attention 
to them but now I find myself just from having Jason, being more playful 
with other kids, coming into where I work, playing with them and stuff 
like that. Now I think that I respect children more because I have my own 
and see how it is for them. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN? 

I know a lot more now than I did before. I understand better how kids 
feel, what they need from their parents. And Jason kind of showed me how 
to be his father. Not just what to do for him, but he made me aware that 
he had feelings, and what they were. And because I love him so much, I 
just try to respect those feelings. 



VIII. learning and evaluating parenting Level 3 
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HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT, WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST IMPORTANT 
INFLUENCE ON YOU. 

Having the baby taught me, just seeing him be born taught me, said okay, 
you are a parent now and that's it, that is how I learned to be a parent. 
I read a lot and did a lot and read Dr. Spock and listened to my mother 
and talked to everyone. And just being a parent for me and my husband is 
an everyday thing, we learn something new from the baby every day. 

WHAT DOES HE TEACH YOU? 

That baby? There are certain things that he can do that I don't think 
he should be doinq, like he tries to hold his bottle and he does hold it 
very well, so I let him, and it was hard for me to say he wants to hold 
his bottle now, so you have to let him. 

SO HE LET YOU KNOW? 

Yes, he pushes my hand away when he wants to hold the bottle, or if he 
wants to help with the spoon and I think he is showing us, look, I am 
able to do these things now, let me do them. 

Not only does the child teach the parent about children and about him or herself 

by his or her responses, the child also evokes feelings (love, responsibility) 

in the parent which make the parent sensitive to the child. The child is . 

clearly seen as a person in his or her own right who participates in his or her 

own development through his or her influence on the parent. 

2. By experiencing love --At Level 3, parents can separate parental 

practices from parental feelings, and reason that it is the feelings that matter 

to the child and that are retained and passed on to the child's own children. 

What the parent learns' most importantly from his or her own upbringing are the 

emotional messages, not particular parental behaviors. 
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HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT, WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
INFLUENCE ON YOU AS A PARENT? 

Basically the way that I was raised. It was really a rouah childhood, 
extremely so in the sense that my values, my way of thinkinq was probably 
more mature at a younger age than some of the other kids. You know how 
some children grow up a lot quicker because of what they have seen and 
what they have experienced. Well my dad and mom were very loving, but as 
it stood, we were farmers and money was hard to come by and when my dad 
was short on money, he used to blow up, and on occasion even went into 
a rage. And beating my mom and I had seen certain things that my child~en 
do not see, but on the other hand, they were so loving, that is why I' 
didn't resent them, or particularly him, to this day, the love was ther~. 
It sounds crazy, I know. From all this I think that I learned and I 
have taken away the bad parts and I have tried very hard to retain the 
better parts of my childhood and try to raise our children the same. 

HOW DO PEOPLE LEARN TO BE PARENTS? 

I think the quality of our childhood homes is most important. My husband 
had a beautiful childhood. His mom and dad are lovely, the both of them. 
He teases them to this day, he says I wish you would have punished me a 
lot more when I was a kid. He never got a spanking, he was always so 
sensitive, they talked to him and he woulrl do these things, because he 
loved th€m. 

In both examples, the love, both of the parents and of the child was lllearned," 

and in the first response, in spite of other aspects which were quite brutal, 

the implication is that this love (expressed indirectly in the second example) 

influenced the parentis awareness of and capacity to love in the pa~ental role. 

B. A good parent 

1. Has a good relationship with the child:-- Parenting is reasoned to be 

a relationship, and its success can be evaluated in terms of the relationship. 

In order to be successful as a parent, a good relationship must exist between 

parent and child. 
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BUT HOW DO YOU KNOW YOU ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

How do I know myself? I know I am because from the time I have seen my 
son grow up, the way he responds to me, I am a good parent. 

HOW DO YOU KNOW, WHAT IS THERE ABOUT HIS RESPONSE, WHAT IS THERE ABOUT 
HIM THAT GIVES YOU THAT INFORMATION, THAT YOU ARE A GOOD PADENT? 

He loves me$ Would I like to fire a question back at you. I would answer 
it like I would answer it. I am a good parent because he responds, he 
is growing up well. The relationship that we have between us is enough 
to indicate to me that I am a good parent. 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

I don't think you can know. There should be signs and there are probably' 
signs to other people that would be less obvious to parents. 

THE PARENT WOULDN'T KNOW HIMSELF? 

I think if your children are open and communicative with the parents that 
would be a good indication, but if a kid doesn1t feel he can come to you 
with his problems, if he doesn't need to tell you what is going on in his 
life, that would be a sign to me that something. is quite wrong. 

At level 3, the child's "letting you know ll differs from level 2 in its 

emphasis on the relationsnip and on qualities of the relationship, such as 

trust and openness, rather than on actions. 
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2. Facilitates the child's capacity to. cope with problems. The parent 

at level 3 may reason that the purpose of parenting is not so much to teach the 

child how to behave: or what standards to have so that he or she will know how 
provide the child with tools and experiences which will 

to behave, but enable the child to solve problems arid to deal with whatever 
f\ 

experiences life may bring in a way that is best for that child. 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

I think probably it is to equip the child who will be an adult to deal 
with the craziness of the v-lOrld as best as-possible. And the way you do 
that I think is by·instilling in the child a sense of values, f;qu;pping 
the child to be able to find solutions to dilemmas. The child is 
faced with moral dilemmas and other kinds of problem solving. 
Clearly giving the child the educational tools that the child needs, 
and that doesn't just involve formal schooling, I don't think. 
Exposing a child to all kinds of things he will see, so that when 
the child is old enough to be on his own 1n the world, he will 
encounter experiences which are not so sur,prising that he can't deal 
with them in some manner. That~: way the child will have internal 
mechanisms, internal ways of dealing with them, and won't be thrown 
for a loop. 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOVJ THAT THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

You know. By the actions of your children. If, for instance, some
one outside of your family can tell you what two well-behav!d child
ren you have, you can't help but think that you must be doing 
something right. Especially if your children are well-rounded and 
happy. And if they can make choices for themselves, figure our 
what's best for them, like join in or not join in and be themselves, 
then I think you must be doing something right. 

At level 3 values are instruments for solving problems, they are not 

anwwers to problems. Parents emphasize enabling the child to find personal 

standards and solutions which mayor may not conform to external standards and 

beliefs. If the child can cope effectively with the world in a manner which 

is personally comfortable, then the parent reasons that he or she has been 

successful in this respect. 
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Level 3 

3. Is defined differently for different people--At Level 3, parental 

standards and practices are internally as well as externally defined, and so 

may differ for different people who experience differing realities. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT? 

Just being one. I donlt know if I had any thollghts, it just happened. 
But I donlt think on it that I have to be a good mother. I think of it 
that I just want to be a good personmd I think if you try to put yourself 
in a mold, that this is what a mother should be, it is too strict a set 
of rules, you are too confined and especially for somebody like me, in 
a single parent situation. It has to be more flexible. There are certain 
things that I see as important to us to surviveJand certainly if I 
thought living in one home or one apartment as an important thing, I would 
have failed, because we move around a lot. Because we move around a lot 
I think it is more important for Eric and I to have a strong tie, and for 
wherever we are at that moment, for that to be our home. Because We are 
there, and it is our home and we are living it and we are doing it. 
That is where it is at. And if we can live within that kind of a 
structure, then everything will be good for us. 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

I like to talk about this and it is important to me. I would like to 
know as much about it as I can; after all, these are things that we are 
not all born with. There are a lot of things that we have to learn as 
we go alonQ. I have learned a lot and there is still a lot to learn. 
But I know there are things I know are right now. 

LIKE WHAT? 

Like I have to be firm. I have certain things I have to do to support my 
son. There might be certain rules that are set out by a child psychologist, 
but they might be set out for the ideal parentship, and the mother is 
staying home and taking care of the child. I have to go every day 
because I have to go make a living for my son. So if I ha\le to be at a 
certain place at a certain time, at a certain hour, and people are not 
cooperating, we have a serious problem. I have to make the machinery 
run. That is why I feel, the way you adapt to it, that is alright for 
you. It might not be right for somebody else. 

Because these responses reason that people adapt to and cope with their own 

particular parenting circumstances,the value of flexibility to deal with chang

ing circumstances may also be raised. Being a good parent cannot be 

arbitrarily defined. 
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VIII. learning and evaluating parenting Level 3 

4. Understands the child-- Understanding and respecting how the child 

thinks and feels is reasoned to be an important aspect of good parenting. 

WHAT MAKES A GOOD PARENT? 

Understanding. I was shocked at some of the things that my duuphter 
said to me at six years old. Some of the things, just like I get 
disgusted and have to talk, so kids get the same way, they get disgusted. 
Especially her, she is the oldest, and she gets disgusted. and I just 
sit there and think about what she thinks for a while. If I want her to 
wear a red ribbon and she doesn't want a ribbon, why doesn't she want a 
ribbon, why can't she decide. and just not say'I am your mother, so you put 
it on because I say so,'that is not fair for the child. So I have to let 
her think about what she feels about wearing ribbons today. 

AS YOUR CHILDREN HAVE GROWN AND MADE DIFFERENT DEMANDS ON YOU, HAVE YOUR 
IDEAS CHANGED? FOR EXAMPLE, WITH THE SEVENTEEN YEAR OLD, AS SHE HAS 
GROWN UP, YOU SOUNDED MORE LIBERAL IN A WAY, MORESO THAN YOUR MOTHER 
MIGHT HAVE BEEN. 

I don't know. I was brought up very very strict. For some reason I 
just knew how to bring up my children, and as time has changed, as 
situations have changed, I just try to mold myself to the situation, 
and work with it. 

SO THE PART WITH SEX IS THAT THE WORLD IS CHANGING? 

Yes. Even our church has changed. And you just mold yourself to the 
times and if the times change, you have to change. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO CHANGE? 

I would never imagine my daughter having sex before marriage, but 
I see it is discussed and as the times change, I have tried to go along, 
and I can't say change myself, but to have understanding of what is going 
on, so that I can still cOffimunicate with her. 

DO YOU FIND YOU ACTUALLY CHANGE? 

Through understanding things, I do. But not that it is a great change. 
It is an understanding and going along to a point and that's it. I am 
set in my ways and a boring person. 

Understanding may involve an openness to the different values of the child1s 

generation, or to other influences which have values or practices which are not 

those of the parent. Even though the parent may not agree with the child, Level 3 

parents reason that the parent can try to understand the child1s perspective and 

can maintain communication with the child. 



VIII. 
_. 

Learning and evaluating parenting 

Level 4: 

A. Learning parenting 

1. By experiencing the relationship 

2. Through self-awareness and growth 

B. A good parent 

1. Shares a reciprocal relationship 

Level 4 

2. Maintains autonomy of identities~.with lnterdependence 

A. Learning parenting 

1. By experiencing the relationship --At Level 4 the parent-child rela

tionship is reasoned to be a reciprocal process which has its own growth and 

development. Through the relationship process, the parent comes to understand 

him or herself, the child, and how they interact together. Parenting develops 

through this process. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT? WHAT HAs BEEN THE MOST IMPORTANT 
INFLUENCE ON YOU AS A PARENT? 

I guess I started out with no background at all. You have an idea in 
your mind from seeing other people's children, when you have a child of 
your own, my child is going to do this and this, and I want this kind of 
child. You realize in the first year that all those things sort of fly 
out the window. Your child is what he is and it is not so important 
what your child does as what you do about what he does. And if you see 
a child who destroys everything, you say how did that child learn that? 
And you find out that all children go through tantrums and destroy 
things, so what is important is how you handle it. So it turns out how 
the single person focuses on the child and when you have children you 
focus back on yourself. Sometimes you find you are not the kind of 
parent you thought you were going to be. So you look at yourself and 
you look at your child and the way you are with each other, ~d you learn 
from there, and you keep on going. It doesn't stop, you keep on looking 
and you keep on learning. 
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HOW DO PEOPLE LEARN TO BE PARENTS? 

T ri a 1 an d e rro r . 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN? 

No matter what anyone gives as advice, you don1t know what a parent is 
until you become one, and then each stage that a child goes through is 
another learning process, and the adjustments that come with it and 
everything that goes with it, and we only learn by being a good parent 
with each child. But with each child, it is a totally different 
learning process. And you develop and you become a good parent as you 
ra; se the ki ds. 

Parenting is not reasoned to have a fixed end point at which a parent has 

learned how to parent. It is thought to be a continuing process (llyou keep 

on looking and you keep on learningll). 
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VIII . leatning and evaluating parenting Level 4 

2. Through self-awareness and growth-- The parent sees the process of 

personal psychological growth and awareness as the foundation for parenting, 

and for the development of self-awareness and insight 'n the child. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT, WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST IMPORTANT 
INFLUENCE ON YOU AS A PARENT? 

That's very difficult. It has to do with my own parents. I have learned 
from them what kind of parent to be and what kind of parent not to be. 
But I think I have learned more of what kind of a parent to be from just 
living my own life. Just from learning, from my own growing, I have 
learned how to nurture her growth, from my own perceiving, how to . 
nurture her perception, from my own doing, the nature of her doing, It 
comes from within me, probably more than from anything else, or that has 
come to me. It is a very inner thing for me~ I couldn't do it, and I 
haven It been able to do it well, when I am not really into me. In other 
words, when I am not in touch with my center. 

HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT? 

I have learned some from reading, a great deal from my husband, a great 
deal from internalizing and from writing out the kind of painful experiences 
that I have had growing up, trying to understand what is going on inside 
me in terms of my own growth and from watching the children. It is as 
though I have become finished being a child. I have finished my own 
childhood by watching the children and reliving in my own way the 
children's experiences. As a result, I have become a child, a parent, 
and then I can become an adult, when I am finished the process and the 
cycle again, of the children. I have a feeling that the adult doesn1t 
come until the children themselves reach adulthood. 

The parent at Level 4 does not isolate parenting from other aspects of life. 

Responses indicate an awareness of the interconnectedness of self and others 

and of various parts and periods of one's life. 

B. A good parent 

1. Shares a reciprocal relationship -- Responses at Level 4 may focus on 

how a child's capacity to relate to others reflects the parent's capacity to 

relate to the child. This deals with reciprocity; the process by which people 

influence each other, even when the influence of the relationship is revealed 

in the quality of the child's relationships with other people in his or her life. 
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VIII. ledrnlng anu t::VaIUa!.'II~ }J~IC:II"III~ Level 4 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

The child will let you know by the way he relates to you. They may take 
a month to prepare a Christmas present or somethfng~ but there are also 
spontaneous things. The way that they look at you~ the way they come 
to you and stay by you. When they come to you and how they touch you. 
This is probably the most important thing: they will parent you if you 
are a good parent I think. 

EXPLAIN THAT? 

My daughter-5o.if I am feeling down or feeling like I can 1 t do something, 
or under some. stress or pressure, she will encourage me. IIWell, mommy~ 
that was good,you are doing fine, you are doing that very well. 1I And 
she wi 11 put her arm around me and she will hug me and kiss me and she 
will comfort me physically and she will smooth my life out for me. I 
have had nasty trouble with the car from time to time at the most 
inappropriate times and she is right there with solutions. Perhaps we 
should do this, or try that. 

WHAT DOES THAT SHOW ABOUT YOU AS A PARENT? 

It shows that she makes me a companion, that she has a regard for me and 
wants to assist me in life. That I have done that to her, that I show her. 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

I think you know by your relationship; that you 1 re both aware· of each 
other and give to each other and take from each other. I know kids 
don't give the same way parents do~ but they give in their own ways, 
even babies, by how they respond to you. And they insist in their own "\ 
ways that you respond to them. And with older kids, I really feel you 
know youJre a good parent by how they communicate with other people, not 
just you. You canJt really separate these things from each other. My 
child as a person with others says sompthing about our relationship, too. 

The concept that underlies these responses is the unity of people and of the 

relationships. Whatever aspect of relationships or of the person a level 4 

response focuses on, the response implies .that this aspect is part of a larger 

system. 

2. Maintains autonomy of identities with interdependence--Although 

parents at Level 4 reason that parent and child are united in an interdependent 

relationship system~ parents also recognize the autonomous identities of the members 

of the system. The child also bears responsibility for his or her personality, and 

is neither defined by the parent, nor is the parent defined by the child. 
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VI I I . Learni ng and Eval uati'rrg Parenti ng Level 4 . 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

I don't think that you ever know if you are a good parent. I think the 
needle test is am I enjoying what I am doing; if I am enjoying it, then I 
assume that the results will be satisfactory to me. If I am not 
enjoying it, parenting, then I don1t enjoy the job. But I don't know 
what a good parent is. You cannot really live through the children. 
You can do just the best that you can in transmittfng what your values 
are, but then some of it is up to the child. It is his ballgame, too, 
and if he carries what you haue given, fine, and if he doesn't, it 
doe~n't make you less of a parent. You have done your parenting but 
maybe the chilrl's capacity is not to be a good human being and there is 
very little that you can.do·about it. But I do think that you must enjoy' 
what you are doing and that must communicate itself to the child, not at 
every minute, but that fundamentally this makes you happy. 

HOW DO YOU KNOW IF YOU ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

That's a hard question, because there are two people involved. You 
don1t parent all by yourself and then look at the product and say how 
good I was. You parent with a child. You1re in it together. So we are 
both responsible, and yet neither are entirely responsible. And I have 
learned over the years, that Rose is not me. That the symptoms of the 
behavior may be the same, ·but they come from di fferent backgrounds, 
because I am different from what she is, and my parents and my mother from 
her environment, so while the pattern of behavior may be the same, the 
moodiness stems from a different post and it is neither as severe as mine 
was, or exactly like mine was, or as light as mine was, it is different. 
So being a good parent is a difficult question because I am not the only 
one who has to answer it. The best I can do is tell you that I try to 
be continually aware that we are different people. I allow her that, 
and I expect her to allow me that, too. 

The autonomy of identities may be expressed as limitations of individual 

responsibility (lilt is his ballgame, toO") , and as the difficulty deciding for 

thp child that the parent has been successful in a role that is experienced by 

the child, who is a separate personality with sensitivities and expe~iences which 

can only be guessed at by the parent. 
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E. Sample Interviews and Scoring Sheets 
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I 

I 

P. 21 J 

They cry a lot and mostly Pearl I have a lot of problems with them, 
she always wants to be outside and I have to do my housework and I 
cant be chasing them outside, I have my mother in the store, so that 
makes it a little easier for me and I still send them over my mother's 
house t so I can do my housework while I have the other two at my hO:.lse 
and my other son goes to ••.• so that is a little easier, so when 
they all get together sometimes, whew. Sometimes I hit her, real 
hard, when she does something I hit her and I feel sorry for her, she 
was born with crippled feet and I have a hard time with her and I 
suffer a lot to bring her to the hospital for a brace. 

i~mAT DO YOU ~mAN YOU SUFFERED A LOT? 

\ Seeing how s'he walks in the hospital and seeing that' she gets her feet 
1 better. I havent been here for 2 months because I just had a baby, 
land I had my tubes tied, too, and I had a section, so I couldnt come 
~down. ' 

" 
YOU HAD YOUR SHARE OF PROBLENIS THESE LAST COUltE OF YEARS. YOU MUST 
FEEL BETTER NOW ~ITTH YOUR TUBES TIED. 

Yah, my husband said I had enough, I could hardly manage with them 3.' 
So I am glad I had the little girl, I have 2 boys and 2 girls. 

[( r~AT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN? 

I j ~ cant s~y too much because they are small, they dont do too much at 
,home. 

~mAT DO YOU FIND HARDEST TO PUT UP WITH? 

r Feeding them, and giving them a bath is hard. -
\ ~'lHY IS THAT? 

They act mad and every time I put them in the bathtub, they always 
ant to come out and they wet the whole floor and I get mad, you know, 
and then if I take one to give them a bath, the other one starts 
crying and I have to wash my other little baby and they took the baby 
out of the crib and they took her downstairs and p~t her on the couch, 

f my little one, the baby, and my house is in the project and the rooms 
I are upstairs and the downstairs is the kitchen and parlor 1 so I have to 
I carryall If. of them upstairs to watch them. ' 

1 H~~V DO YOU HANDLE IT? I 

~
' I dont knm'i, I send the 2 big ones over my mother's house and sometimes 

my sister comes to help me, so I am doing pretty good, but whenever my 
mother moves, it will be hard on me. 

IS SHE PLANNING TO fJIOVE? Yes. 

(How DO YOU GET YOUR CHILDREN TO MIND YOU? 

~ I try my best, but it doesnt work. 

1 WHAT DO YOU TRY, HOW DO YOU TRY TO GET TE1JI TO r.lIND YOU? 
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,. I speak to them, mostly for eating, I say eat and she says no, and I 
have to shove it down her mouth and she throws it back out and then I 
have to hit her, but it doesnt work. I say I am g:>ing to get the belt, 

',but it doesnt work. 

VffiY DOESNT IT "lORK? 

I dont know, it just dont 1IfOrk. In the nighttime I feel like sitting 
down and relax while the baby is sleeping and the only one up is her, 
I have my big one at my mother's house mostly all the time, she likes 
it there, so that is not a problem, but the other kids, they other 
kids sit down and see TV with you, some like to playa lot, not her. 

_she likes to be in the kitchen in the refrigerator and that gets' me mad 
1, I have to be up all the ti. .. ·ne hitting her, and it drives me nuts sometime~ 
~.;sometimes I get nervous. My husband and I are trying to get back. I 
have no help in the house now, and the baby is a problem. 

YOU FEEL IF HE T~RE BACK IT MIGHT HELP. 

It might, he would have moee power with the kids. 

/fHEY DO HAVE MORE AUTHORITY SOMETIMES. WHAT DO .YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED 
c.. MOST FROM THEIR PARENTS? 

Attention. (EXPLAIN?) Because sometimes it helps them if YO'.l. are listen: 
tqthem. (HOW?) I dont know. My kids are so small t I dont know how to 
explain it. I think like sometimes when I sit with her, she sits still 
and I try to play with her, she stays still. Sometimes when I cant 
sit down and play with her or talk to her she is allover the house 
screaming .and 'crying and all she wants ,to be is outside. 

so' WHEN YOU DONT GIVE HER ATTENTION, SHE ACTS \vORSE. ~\mY IS THAT? 

Sometimes I put on the Tv and she likes to dance and she sees people 
da1'lcing and I say look, people dancing and she starts danci..1'lg and she 
stays still around the TV for a while. But when the show is done, she 
acts up again. 

;VHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RA$SING A CHILD? 

- ~lhen I was Single I said when I would have some kids, it would make me 
happy one way, seeing kids running around the house. But now they are 
allover my house, no, it is hard. I had my first one when I was 19 
and I had them all right away. . 

vlHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OR OUTCOME OF BEING A PARENT, 'imAT DO 
YOU WANT FOR YOUR CHILDREN? 

'I wan~ them to learn and come up with something big and be that people 
know tfflm when they grow up. 

WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT? 
I 

\
~'lhen the kids grow up, I would like other people to respect them, for 
~hat they are. I try to raise my first one so he learns, but this one 
~s pretty smart, she says everything the TV says, I put on shm'ls and sh 
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l
learns right away and I wanted her to be a dancer, but I dont think 
that it will wo:r;-k t.'lith her feet. 

WHAT SHOULD PARENTS BE ABLE TO EXPECT FROM THEIR CHIDDREN DO YOU THINK. 

- What the parents should give them I cant tell now, but what you want 
your children to be when they grow up, they dont want to be, they dont 
want to be what you want them to be. (W'HY NOT?) Sometimes they want 
to do their own thing, and the world is changing. 

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT? ABOUT THE CHILDREN WANTING TO DO THEIR O~~ 
THING AND NOT WANTING TO DO WHAT THEIR PARENTS "IANT. 

~ I dont like it. Because when they grow up other people say the mother 
.didnt put no respect in teaching them, didnt teach them nothin~, they 
dont respect other people and I dont like it. I like when they grow I, 

p.p they do what I want them to do, so other peopnrwould say she was 
a pretty good mother. 

f
HO'flT DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? ' 

I1x the wa; the kids act when they grow UP. like they have :""SEect for 
. ,?lde:r:_ peopJ e, SQ_.p.ther Reo:ple......wOiiId_s.~~~._~oj:.jlfli.:.:_te<;.~It~a: th_~m good 

~ .and put respect on them when they were small. A lot of kids I"na-e'e-
! seerr--ther-go ·aifd'"smacK···thei1:' IDoth·er--anct-that. I s not right. • •• 
~ tries and I try to stop her, she just raises her hand, but she wont 
~ut it down, she knows what she will get. ' 

rWHAT SHOULD THE PARENT BE ABLE TO EXPECT FROM A CHILD IF THE PARENT 
FEELS UNHAPPY OR BLUE? ' 

, . 

~I have no·idea • 
... 
~ Ho\i' HAVE YOU LEARNED TO' BE A PARENT, "mAT HAS BEEN THE MOST TIJIPORTANT, 
~ INFLUENCE FOR YOU? 

Going through all I do, with the kidS, it is tough on me, especially 
even my first one, my husband, he was from another father, you .know, 
so I didnt raise my. son, my moth~r did, he was born crippled too, and 
it is pretty hard with my other ones, because I didnt do my first one, 
I am trying to do the other ones. ' . 

HE SLEEPS WITH HER NEXT DOOR. WHEN SHE MOVES AWAY IS SHE GOING TO 
TAKE HIM? 

}~ I think, because she is attached to him and she has been with him since 
"j he was so small, and I have been the rest of my life with my mother. 

Till I got married and have the other kids, and so she has been havin~ 
hi5" He is 4 years old and I dont think she will give him up. vfuen 
sh,dies I will be responsible for him. 

'fIffiLL HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT? 

Well not too good, we all love my mother and she has hard task and 
sometimes I take my son for rides and things and' he wont respect me. 
The only one that he will respect is my mother because she has been' \"li th 
him so much. I.L~~,~~.b.e .JJ:?-.r9con. m~._.:\ ... ih,en"_sha .. giv:es ... him_bac.k,-!-.<? m~ .. 
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?,ll ABOUT ON HIM? HOW' WILL IT BE FOR HIM? 

I 
He come and see me and calls him daddy and thinks he is his father 
and he comes over my house, looks in the refrigerator, goes back out 
but I think it will be hard on him when my mother go away. (~mY?) 
She is the only une who raised him you know. And I havent given 

" my love the way' I should. . 

VlliAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORT ANT INFLUENCE ON THE T:IAY CHILDREN 
TURN OUT AS ADULTS? 

I cant say nothing, about what they grow up to be. 

iNHAT IS THE MOST D.J!PORTANT INFLUENCE FOR YOU? 

\ 

I hope they turn out to be nice kids, to respect everybody so they will 
respect them. 

WHAT WAS THE MOST n~PORTANT INFLU&1CE ON YOUR GROWING UP? 

l NOW that I cant have anymore kids, I will be attached to them mostly. 
It will be the same for me, ga:rowing up, taking care of them, •. . . . . . . . 

r 
W'HAT ARE YOUR CHILDREN'S FEELINGS ABOUT YOU AS A PARENT?, 

They are lit~le, I cant say. 

DO YOU THINK THEY HAVE FEELINGS ABOUT YOU AS A PARENT? 

\f think so, because when I leave them somewhere, you see, they ,just cry 
I ja lot, espetially my 6ther little one. 
iL-

l
'WHAT DOES'THAT TELL YOU? 

I think they love me. 
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DI L~1IMA VI: 

WhAT DO YOU THINK MRS. F. SHOULD DO? 

She should check in the diary, open it. 

WHY SHOULD SHE DO THAT? 

To find out if it is true that he has been stealin~. 

fCOULD SHE HAVE MIXED FEELINGS ABOUT READING THE DIARY? iT ...... 
I think so, because a diary is what kids keep to themselves, and 

I lrnobody should go in their diary, but I think she should, so she can 
~see for herself that he did it or not did it. . 

HOW WOULD YOU EXPLAIN HER ~crXED FEELINGS? I cant tell you. 

IF SHE READS THE DIARY, SHOULD SHE TELL J. SHE READ IT? 

Yes. (WHY?) That way he will know his ~other - maybe he will feel his 
mother didnt trust him. But she should tell him so he should know. 

~vHY SHOULD SHE TELL. 

He will tell her she did not tr~st him. 

riIE ~vOULD' FEEL BAD. DO YOU FEEL IT IS MORE D-J[PORT ANT TO KNOW WHETHER 
OR NOT HE DID IT, THAN TO SHOW TRUST IN HIM BY NOT READIN~ IT? 

If she doesnt look in the diary, then ,he r,'1ill_:bJ~.lt~~ye. th_at_l1:i:.lS_.J1!9-ther 
trusts him and he wiJJJs:.ee.p doing ~hi!!g§---he shouldn)L~o. If his mother 
:fOO'l<s-rn-the--a:ta:ry--and finds out he steaTs-anytning, then she will talk 
to' him, maybe talk to him a little more and he thinks a little more 
not to do what he did with the other kids, he will get ideas that what 
he did was wrong.· 

IF SHE IDES NT LOOK IN THE DI ARY AND HE DID IT, HE WILL THINK SHE TRUST 
HnJ[, SO THAT MEANS HE \'lILL GO AHEAD AND DO THINGS BECAUSE IT MEA..'TS 
HE WILL THINK HE 'CAN GET AVfAY WITH THEM. 

Yes. 

_ ~ND THAT IS ONE OF THE REASONS WHY SHE SHOULD LOOK. DD YOU FEEL SGrJ1ETIME 
L I IF CHILDREN KNOTfl THEIR P A..ttENTS TRUST THEM, THAT THAT v'IILL HELP THEr.Jl TO . 

i DO THE RIGHT THING? OR IS IT USALLY THEY THEN FEEL THEY CAN GET AWAY 
WITH IT. 

They will think they can get away with it and they will think my 
mother trusts me, she wont say anything about me, that I am bad or 
nothing, she trusts me and then he will keep doing it, doing things 
he is not &~pposed to do. But if she. talks to him a little stronger, 
maybe he wont do it. ~1hat he Shouldnt do, I feel that way anyway. 

DO YOU THINK IT t'IOULD CHANGE J'S RELATIONSHIP 'WITH HIS MOTHER IF HE 
FINDS OUT SHE READ HIS DIARY? 
Yes. 
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HOVI WOULD IT DO THAT? VmAT ~'lOULD HAPPEN? 

Maybe he will say, you didnt trust me, yO:.l had to look in my diary. 

THEN tif.HAT WOULD SHE SAY? 

That she was doing it for his benefit. 

HO,I[ ljIIOULD HE FEEL ABOUT THAT? 

Bad. (~'mY? ) I cant say. 

DO YOU THINK.IT IS n~PORTANT TO TRUST CHILDREN? 

Not too often. 

DO YOU FEEL IF CHILDREN WERE LEFT ON THEIR m·m THEY ~'lOULD W'ANT TO GET 
(. INTO TROUBLE, OR DO YOU FEEL IF THEY ARE LEFT ON THEIR mVN, THEY DONT 
.- \!fANT TO GET INTO TRalBLE. 

It works both ways, because if you let them getaway with it, they 
will do it, and if you dont, if you get in between their way, they 
will still do it. Becausethey think they can get away with anything 
and that their mother trusts them and if they go away and come back in 

i?ours, the mother is going to say where have you been, and they will 
~say nothing rna, I have been around. 
/ . r SUPPOSE THAT rJIRS. F. READ THE DIARY AND FOUND OUT THAT J. LIED TO HER, 

i WOULD SHE STILL FEEL SHE SHOULD HAVE DEFENDED HTII[ AT THE POLlEE STATION 

=) Yes. (WilY? ) Because she is hi s mother, sh ~ wi 11 cover him. 

I 'ifHY SHOULD A MOTHER COVER HER W!I SON? 
I 

I Because she loves him and she should do it mostly to cover. Every 
\ mother does that. 

SHE READ IT AND FOUND OUT J. LIED TO HER, '1HAT SHOULD SHE DO TO JIMMY? 

When they get home, talk about what he did. 

WHAT SHOULD SHE SAY, HOW SHOULD SHE APPROACH IT? 

I cant say. 

HOW WOULD SHE FEEL IF HE LIED TO HER AND DID SHOP LIFE? 

Bad and she covered for him and she loved him arid he did something he 
wasnt supposed to d,;:>. 

IF SHE FOUND OUT J. DID IT, vffiAT SHOULD SHE DO? 

Try her best to help him, get him out of trouble, 

~O YOU FEEL CHILDREN HAVE A RIGHT TO KEEP SOMETHING PRIVATE FROM 
\ THEIR PARENTS, OR DO PARENTS HAVE A RIGHT TO KNm'j ~mAT THEIR CHILDREN 
1 ARE THINKING AND DONG? 
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fr think it is better for them to come out with it and tell their 
\ parent.s and maybe the parents will help them. T,'lhat they do. 
I . . , 
) SUPPOSE THEY DO NOT COr,1E OUT !lIITH IT, DO YOU THINK CHILDREN HAVE A 

.! RIGHT TO KEEP SOMETHING PRIVATE? . 

. 1 OR SHOULD PARENTS KNm'T IN GENERAL? 

~ I think parents should knww. 

1 WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT VIAY? 

1 Maybe it is something they cant handle and they talk to their parents 
I and the parents have some ideas and they will tell the kids and then 
\maybe the kids will learn from that. 

SUPPOSE MRS. F. DID NOT READ THE DIARY, BUT ASKED J. AND HE SAID HE 
DID IT. HOW WOULD SHE FEEL THEN? 

Guilty. (WHY?) Bad. 

WHY SHOULD SHE FEEL GUILTY? 

Because she thought he wouldnt do it, she trusted him. And now she 
knows what he did. 

lilHY IS IT. SO TIJ!PORTANT TO BE ABLE TO TRUST A CHILD? 

Sometil'nes you can trust them and like they are outside and you think 
your mind will go away because you trust them but you still have some 
ideas they will do something wrong. I could ask my mother some of 
these questions, she still has 2 big kids at home and she is always 
worrying about them, what time'they come home and what they could be 
doigg outside. So much things can happen. She worries a lot, so I 
try to help her that way. 

WHY WOULD J. TELL HIS MOTHER HE DID IT, WOULDNT IT BE EASIER TO CONINUE 
. TO LIE? 

\ I dont think so . (lIlHY NOT?) Because it 1;rlll make it harder on him, him 
t) wanting to and he will feel guilty for that, 

'VIlHAT OOYOU MEAN GUILTY? 

He will say, my mother trusted me· and now I did something that I 
shouldnt do. He will keep feeling guilty and have it in the back of 
his mind, so he should come out and say it. 

~ ~OU THINK THAT IS vlHY HE TOLD HER. 1flHICH IS MORE Ir·1PORTANT, THAT HE DID 
THE STEALING OR TOLD THE TRUTH ABOUT IT LATER? -

) That he told 'the truth. 

\ ~mY DO YOU FEEL THAT ~vAY? I cant say. 

I 
DOES IT TELL YOU ANYTHING ABOUT WHAT KIND OF PERSON HE IS? 

Yes, he told his mother that he did it and he knew that his mother trust 
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Lim and he did what he shoulcL.'1.t do. 
~?:""_s_~e __ ~?_nt ,"Torry- abo~im. 

He is strtQL_tellJng her the trtl.th 
.-,.,.---'.'~'- .- -- "-----_., ... 

YOU FEEL THAT TELLS SOr.mTHING ABOUT liTHAT KIND OF PERSON HE 
HOW ~qOVLD YOU" DESCRIBE THAT PERSON, T/mAT LITTLE YOU KNOW. 

IS? 

I am not too familiar with him. 

THE BOLICE OFFICER SAID rJffiS. F. \'lAS TO BLAME FOR J' S GETTING INTO 
TROUBLE, HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT? 

They thought it was her problem because she didnt put too much respecf 
on him and didnt teach him too much, but it is not his mother's fault. 

~'lHY Nar? 

Because his mother tried her best and it is his fault for doing what 
he did. 

~HE KIDS J. RUNS AROUND "'lITH ARE TOUGH AND GET INTO TROUBLE, BUT J. 
;[ UKES THEM. SHOULD f4RS. F. INTERFERE OR DOES J. HllE A RIGHT TO CHOOSE 
- HIS OWN FRIENDS? 
) He has a right to ahoose his own friends, he could have friends who say 

go do this, but you dont have to, you dont have to go do it. So you 
could have all kinds of friends. If they want you to do something, the 

; best thing yo~ could do is just walk away from it, because you would 
; knOll" you would get in trouble if you do it. 

SUPPOSE YOU HAVE A CHILD 15, WHO GOES AROUND WITH KIDS ~ffiO DO GET Hn~ 
INTO TROUBLE, THEY CALL HIM A SISSY AND SAY YOU ARE NOT A MAN IF YOU 
DONT SHOP LIFT. IN THAT KI~ID OF SITUATION, SHOULD A MOTHER INTERFERE? 

Yes. That way he can be home and she can keep him home and she can 
\ tell him not to hang around with kids like that. They are just going 

to get him in trouble and he dont want to be in trouble. 

DO YOU FEEL THAT WOULD WORK? 

Not all the kids it will work on, because you tell them today and 
tomorrow they will be back with the other kids. 

DO YOU THINK THERE IS ANOTHER WAY TO HANDLE IT THAT WOULD BE :f.iIORE 
EFFECTIVE FROM KEEPING HlPl FROM GOING AROUND WITH THOSE KIDS? 

I dont think so. 
/ 

f
HOV{ ABOUT IF YOU TALK WITH A CHILD, IF YOU SIT Dmm Ar-m SAY, GIVE THENI 

.-.- YOUR REASONS \VHY YOU DONT THINK IT IS A GOOD IDEA, DO YOU THINK A CHILD 
':L '~1ILL LISTEN TO THAT? . 

If he is a childthat respects you ,maybe he will, it would \'1ork. 

vlHAT DO YOU NIEAN RESPECT? 

Because some kids dont want their mothers to be hurt and they will do 
~hat their mother tells them to do. 
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e dont and say I dont care. 

COULD J. SEE HIS FRINDS DIFFERENTLY FROM THE T:/AY rJIRs. F. SEES THEN!? 

Yes. (EXPLAIN?) It is his friends and the way he chooses them to be. 
I think he feels better with them. 

HOW WOULD HE SEE HIS FRIENDS AND Hmll WOULS SHE SEE THEN!? 

She will see them that they are troublemakers and they are not good to 
hang around with and maybe he will see them that they are good friends 
and he likes to be aroun~ them. 

DILEMMA II: WORKING MOTHER 

I. ~1HAT DO YOU THINK A GOOD MOTHER vlOULD DO? 

f~~Stay home with the kid. (\VHY?) That way the kid would feel much 
l{ J better with the mother and she could love her mother more. And know 

her mother more. Instead of com~ng home and not f~nd~ your mother 
~e~. . 

YOU THINK THA~NOULD MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN HOW SHE LOVES HER MOTHER? 

Yes. 

WHAT ABOUT THE MOTHER'S NEED TO BE AT.iAY FROM HOr.-lE AND EN JOY HERSELF 
AND MEET PEOPLE. 

That is ,a problem for her, it happens to me, too. Sometimes it is good 
for the mother to go out and talk to other peo~le, but if she doesnt, 
,she will go nuts in the house. It happens to me. 

WHAT IF THE CHILD DOES NOT 'VIrANT IT. HERE IS A rJlOTHER WHO WANTS TO WORK 
AND THE CHILD SAyS SHE DOESN'T WANT HER TO, AND YOU SAID A GOOD MOTHER 
vTOULD STAY HOME \VITH HER CHILD, BUT YOU SAID SHE t'lOULD GO GRAZY 
SITTING HOME ALL THE TIME. tVHAT DO YOU THINK A GOOD MOTHER \'lOULD DO? 

I think it is better for her to stay with the child more. \1hile she 
is in school the mother could go visit her friends and by the time the 
kid is out of school the mother could be home. 

,. 

WHAT IF SHE DOESNTWANT TO VISIT HER FRIENDS, SHE WANTS TO WORK? 

That's hard. I cant say. , ro YOU THINK S. IS BEING A GOOD DAUGHTER BY ~'TANTING HER PJlOTHER HOME EVER] 
. AFTERNOON? 

0\ Yah,' but maybe she is spoiled. Spoiled with her mother •. Some kids they 
want the mother to be right there add right there, in front of them, 

• and some want the mother to have her fun, they just want to see the 
( mother there ~ that is a spoiled kid. ." . 

DO YOU THINK THAT S. IS ACTING LIKE A SPOILED KID? I think so. 

IF SHE IS ACTING LIKE A SPOILED KID, THEN SHOULD HER r,mTHER BE THERE 
EVERY AFTERNOON? 

No. 
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_~o, it is better too for the mother to get away a little bit fro:n the 
child. That way she wont feel so much attached to her, because if she 
is spoiled, she wont want to stay with anybody else, just her ~other. 
It would be hard on the mother, the mother is going to go in the house 
and think about the child and how they are treating her. 

DO YOU THINK S. COULD SEE HER MOTHER"S WORKING DIFFERENTLY THAN HOW 
MRS. S. SEES HER WORKING? 

I cant say. 

DO YOU THINK MRS. S. MIGHT HAVE :MIXED FEELINGS? I dont know. 

HAVE DIFFERENT FEELINGS, SHE WANTS TO VIORK AND SHE MIGHT NOW. SHE 
COULD FEEL MIXED., W'ANT SOMETHING AND NOT WANT SOMETHING AT THE SAME 
TIME. H01N' ~IOULD YOU EXPLAIN THAT. 

She wants towork and she wants to stay home and she doesnt know what 
to do •• 

DO YOU THINK S. MIGH T HAVE MIXED FEELINGS· ABOUT HER MOTHER WORKING? 

I think so, sometimes she wants her home, she wants her to stay home, . 
and she dont want her to go to work. They both must be·.all mixed up. 

T,vHAT' IS MOSTTIJIPORTAl.'JT, THAT S. HAVE HER MOTHER HOME 'NHEN SHE GETS HOME 
" FROM SHOOL IF THAT r~KES HER HAPPY, OR THAT HER MOTHER HAVE A JOB IF 

THAT MAKES HER rJIOTHER HAPPIER? 

She like her mother t·o be home when she gets home from school. 

T CAN YOU GIVE MORE REASONS 'WHY YOU THINK THAT IS M:ORE IMPORTANT? 

o That waywhen the kid comes home, they always expect the mother to be hom 
Sometimes they come home an they knock and they go in arld where is rna, 
and if nobody is there, they will go next door and ask. I dont know 
where you mother is. I came home, I am hungry. 

BUT THERE IS A BABY SITTER. 

"It is not the same as a mother - if the mother loves you she will come 
up right away and say what do you want and it brings more feeling V'Then 

I 
you come in and find your mother there instead of coming in to find a 
stranger. 

~qHAT KIND OF FEELING? I don t know .• 

DILEMMA III: NEt'1 BABY 

JI~'rHAT SHOULD SflJVI' S MOTHER DO? 
fIr ~ 
~)J Love both of them. 

j Vmy SHOULD SHE DO THAT AND HOW' SHOULD SHE DO IT? 

I 'iflhen she laughs with the ne\,1 born baby, she sho'.lld laugh \-lith the other 
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, The older one will say she loves him more than she loves me, because 
\ sometimes I sit with my newborn and the little co~es in and bum~s him 

l in the head and says..... so therefore love both't show feelings 
for both of them. 

(HOVI ~'lOULD YOU EXPLAIN SAM KISSING BABY ONE MINUTE AND HITTING HIM THE 
\ NEXT? 
\ 
tI think if he is so cute, they look like little dolls, toys for them, I so he hugs and kisses him and sometimes they get feelings that the 
,mother is more attached to the baby than them. 

~THAT IS ~1HY THEY HIT TH~i. Yes. 

~ (IS WHAT SAM IS DOING SOMETHING A GOOD CHILD \'lOULD DO? 

, Yes. They all feel the same way. ~\lhen I had my youngest one, she act 
I the same, she was 2 weeks crying because I as more attached to the littlE 
,",one. 

t.lJ'ERE YOU, OR DID SHE FEEL YOU WERE? 

Feel feel I was. 

HOW DID YOU HANDLE THAT? 

It was hard sometimes because she was jealous. So while the baby was 
sleeping' I had to put more attention to her than the baby than was 
required. 

O
lfdEN THE MOTHER TRIED TO TALK TO SAN ABOUT WHY HE vlANTED TO HURT THE 
BABY HE SAID I DONT WANT TO HURT THE BABY, I LOVE NIY BROTHER, COULD 
SAM BE TELLING THE TRUTH, THAT HE LOVED HIS BROTHER VlHEN HE SEEMED TO 

) WANT TO HURT HTIv1:? 

lYah, I think he is telling the truth, that he loves his brother. 
, {Sometimes they hit and they dont know why - they think they are playing 

.J 1 withthe baby. 

iCOULD THE CHILD HAVE MIXED FEELINGS AND NOT KNO W HOW HE FEELS? 

jYes, sometL~es they do. 

iHm'l WOULD YOU EXPLAIN THAT? 
l 
fLike I said, they are probably jealous, because there is someb,::)dy new 
1in the house. 
~ 
~ COULD A CHILD LOVE AND NOT LOVE A BABY BROTHER ALL AT THE SAME TIME? 
i 

,1 It happens. (EXPLAIN?) My sister in law has twins and she just have 
r them and one kid says I like the baby andthe other one says I dont 
~ like them, I dont want nobody but me in the house and sometimes kids f change his mind right away, that he says I dont ~"'ant them in my house. \ . ..t just ,,,ant me and my other brother in the house. 

COULD YOU THINK THEY COU LD HAEE r·1IXED FEELINGS? 
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Yes. (EXPLAIN?) I really dont know. 

- (COULD THEY LOn THErJI AND HATE THEM AT THE S.A1'1fE TIriIE? 

\ I ~ think so, they look like a toy to them, how they hold a bear, they 
~throw them asiae the same way. 

WHAT SHOULD SArlI'S MOTHER BE ABLE TO EXPECT FROM SMM?" 

,If he is a nice kid, maybe he will chang and be spoiled, and jealO1.ls 1 

and acting and doing things she ,thought he would never do. 

SO SHE SHOULD EXPECT HE IS GOING TO HAVE THESE FEELINGS. SHOULD 
SHE EXPECT HIM TO BEHAVE BETTER \'lHEN SHE GIVES HDJI MORE ATTENTION? 

Yes, I tlink so, because my kids, sometimes when I am not taking care 
of the baby, they change a lot. Just because if the baby is there, 
they think they are there and seeing them they run •••• 

Hmv DO YOU HANDLE THAT? 

r!lostly I take care of them when the' baby is sleeping, Iput her in the
crib and I put more attention to them than the baby, because the 
baby is ,sleeping and I have to watch them more. 

~'lHY IS THAT IrJIPORT ANT? 

Because then they think you dont love them, you dont want them, and 
you dont care for them that they are just another person. 

VlHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN TO KNmv YOU LOVE THEr·1 AND CARE FOR 
THEM: AND THEY ARE NOT JUST ANOTHER PERSON? 

I cant find the right words. 

IF YOU ~~1ERE TO THINK ABOUT WHY IT IS DJIPORTANT FOR CHILDREN TO FEEL LOVE 
A.1\lD WANTED, t:lHAT WOULD YOU SAY? 

It is good that kids know you love them, it is important to them, 
because when they grow up they would say gee, I had a wonderful mother, 
she really loved me a lot and I can talk about my mother, she was the ' 
most wonderful mother to me. 
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CAN YOU CESaUe:: YOUR (}i ILDREN FOR ME? All of them? 

WHY DONT YOU FOCUS ON THE 1HREE YOUNGER CMES, THE ONES JlI HOME, WiATEER YOU W.cNT? 

I Y.o u1 d s~ they are. all outgoi n:J , happy, each ore. in tte ir own w(ff and none. of trem 
haw O"eated any big problems. Trey reach cartain ages, certain probems. Most 
ttl i n gs p ass • 

WHAT 00 YOU ENJOY MOST PBour YOUR O:iILmEN? 

ve are. a large family and I enjQl each ore. as individtals more or less. 

Ww\ T DO YOU MEAN? 

You enjoy doing different things with, and that. 

m YOU FIND THEM VERY DIFFERENT AS PEOPLE? 

Yes,. completely different, each one is completely different. 

Wi AT DO YOU FIND HAPDEST TO PUT UP WITH? 

Fi ghting. 

~HOW DO YOU HANDLE IT,. WHAT DO YOU DO ABOUT IT? 

I 
I 
! 

I 

- I 

~ll, the oldest kids I found after a while,I said, if youare going to kill yourself: 
go over tothe park and do it. The other kids, you try to talk to 'them and more or le~ 
after a fashion, they will stop, the younger ones are going to sit around and do it Ot 
gO up to their room if they dont stop, so they stop, but "it never. starts out as much ( 
anything, mostly it is somethingthey have to get out of their system, I dont know. 

I I WHAT DO YOU MEAN? 

I have found with my 4 oldest, they get along marvelously, they go everyplace togethe) 
with their wives and girlfriends, but when they were young, close in age, they were 
a\vays killing each other, punching each other, whacking each other, and one says some· 
thing and I think :10 it is an age, one will put his leg out, he kicked me, he did this: 
it is not over anything as far as personality, one just annoys the other and they got 
a bigger pi ece of cake than I did, you know, all the 1 itt1e things that dont amount t( 
a row of pi ns rea lly . " 

WHY DO THEY FIGHT DO YOU THINK? 

\ I thinkJ!i.s just part of growing up, eeerybodythatI talk to, they all say the sarra 
: 1ilings, the k,ds fight. I worry iDOut the 4 olrl!st f,igtting than I do about theyoU1~ 
I est 4, because I see how close they are. and how good they' ~ t a long and how tl'2y' go 
I everywhere and doeve.ry1hing together, so I krow that the. fi9tting didnt hurt than 
I any, th ey wou 1d 1 a ugh and k i 11 tremsea ves, ore night m a and dad went au t and they 
} killed each other and I thou£ht ttey were. old enough not to fight and I say wow, the 
j ~ings that \\enton. I dont krow, but as far as Ican see, most kids that are. in a 
~ami1y gro up do f~i 91 t. " 

YO U Dr 0 TRY TO INTERVENE WHEN THEY DID. 

Right, \Iilen they l.e. re young, but when the'y got up to 17, 18, tren I would say go over 
to the park and ki 11 e am other. 
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Wi Y or m T YOU INTER'£NE lii EN THEY WERE THAT PGE.? 

I£ca use after an a~, after they get past 16, I talk to them, and I figure that they 
are old eno 19h to know, they have a mind of their own at t hat poi nt and I onl y just 
tell them at that point. lilen they are yJ l11ger, if they do something, I mean - if it 
is severe enough to get punished, I takedto them,but when they get older I think 
tha t they shoul d k row for Uemsel ves, trey are on the ir 0\'1\ more dr le ss, other than 
to guide th en. 

WHA T DO YOU fELY ON MOST TO GET YOUR (}{ ILDREN TO MIND YOU? 

With different ones itis different things. SOne, prai!:e wcrks l"ke a charm. I have a 
co lple, all ,y..Q.JLha.\tLt~o.is sgy a few nic~._~~ir:t_g .. s to them and t_~.Y_.w51Lt~lL.~.ll 

-r ~_emse...T\a.S...tO-dQ.-s.ane..thillJ-for..-YQY· Other ones, you ha~o cb it, this is i~ 
I- and this is it, if you cbit do it - it de~nds. You ~ t to kmw each person as an 

individual and you cet to krow \'hat w:>rks with thiLQ1~ and that one, andyoukrow 
').../ your own kids, everyore krows their OWl K-iasaiid you know \'fiat" will g(5 and mat WJnt 

go. Sore kids ere so easy to b ri rg up en d som: kids a re so h a rei • S orne fi 91 t yo u the 
wh a le w cy , I say t \'0 of mi ne are h arce r th en th e re st . 

WiAT HA'£ 'to U fEUED CN FOR THEM. II 

leal y, wi th the oldest one and the YOIIl~r ore, too, I fin:l praise, trey seem to say,: 
! thirgs and do things, I dont krow, SJmetirre.s becaus:!. they fee 1 ins:!.cure or What, I < 

. cbnt krow, bLt it seems like you have to be a little more Javi91 with pri:ltse wlth them 
and as I say with both of them I find that being nice to them WlrkS. Now, with the 
o liest, the one that is 22, I find to g;!t him to do what I want him to do, that I have 
to - I can· never ~t angry, be cal1$ angry yo u lee him canpl ete ly, he i S gJne, but yot. 

I cen talk to him ina nice 'l-aY end rome around it ina nice 'l-aY, mat 'you want, and yo.u 
JW 11 get it, but ,}OuhaJe to coma arotndit and work up to it in a nice way. You Calt 
just say cb it. . 

Wi Y Nor? 

:f Be ca use for sare rea s 01 he rebe ls at the cb it, or he positive ly wi 11 rebel Wlen he is 
l.L told to do things, I cbntkrow Wly, he has always been that way ... ~._Us his nature? he 

b-as_b.e~n __ ona....Qf __ "the __ h.ar.der: Qoe..s. Fortunately, he hasnt got in any trouble or anything 
:L Ibut he has always wanted to do what he wanted to do. Earn ere, their personality is 

SJ easy, the one I bring over here to Childrenls tre one YAlo is JP,he has been so eas 

I'he has never been a problem since the day I"e was born, he is just an easy going person 
IdCES what he is told to do. That is one thirg I have a ]ways said, that you can never 

~
. ucte an)'body else's kids because you never krow mat your oWl will do. You bring tre 
up, you do the best you can, you try end th ey are on their OWl. Hopefully, youdont 
rtn into pr.dl lems, b ut yo u n fNer k row • . 

(Wi AT m YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GQ(\L OF RAISING A (}{ ILD? 
-I ll- I I th i~~y.9 u __ wa.!1_~_.:t . .Q.._!l1ck ~ th sl!La __ g:J_O_(:Lm()}~.l_ it di v id uaJ~it.h....t te j r O\'.otL~n.a1ities., 
i~' but I mean, that I am ~ry religious myself, as I say, a lot of the kids, it is very 

\)j\ d fficult wren they get to a ertain age, to tget them to go to murdt ald things 
I like that, but I \\ant them to ha\e a 2l ad mral -ear of god and I hope they get to hea 
i sorre day, I b ri 1"9 the m LP to someday ge t to he aven. 

WiAT lID YOUtvEAN A GOOD MORAL HVIVIDIJ.lL? 

I I mean soneb ody th at WJ ul cht take cnything th at di cht re long to the m, that W) uldnt s-e 
lwoulcht cb anything - \'Duldhelp J:eople. In other words, Wlatyou could W, goout of 
L 
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.jour !raY to help p:.ople, be nim ,to peope., a nice person. SOnEbaiy WlO dcesnt 
,,~teal , lie, cheat, you k row what I mean • 
./ 

(WHAT m YOU !tEL CHILfREN NEE D MOsr FROM THEIR PARENTS? Love rod U1carsaandi ng. 

\ mN YO U E .>PLAI N WHAT YO U MEJlN? 

LLLi like sorretirres theki~ will say, ~u oont love ne. I SJ.y youdrhe re \\hacky sorreti 
( ,,\ i b t.t I love yo u regsr_dLe.$~_o,:LWl..a.L;t.o.!Ldo. I a l\'8Ys m~-aPtrfrftto say-itrat-;-'oo cc 
\. .,i. ) t so m:tiltes-;-e spe ci all y at !Z 0 r 13~~ j 2 ye a: o.Jt.w.i_ll saYLgO,y(tU,~ ~ll y l~. B 

I thtsseems.-to-be-sanethjng theY,J'e~JJY_,WJ,nc1e)' and of course, in school now, there is 
\ a gir 1 ttl! re and I think !he 1; in a fos ter hone end it is no t work. i ng out too \'e 11 , 

./ 
\ r 

( . 

l;) 

-

\ and I have rret the girl, but I dontkrow too notier or anything like that, but Sle co 

Ihone and tells 112 \'hat the social worker says and !he said the other day, youkrow, i 
,}Q u rea TIy cIont want 112, somethi ng cDo It ttl: soda 1 VI aker, but soo hears different 

, \ thi ngs. From 'IkIat 'I gather, this girl, the mo iher i s not goi ng to keep her, but she 
I is going to keep the si~er and !:he comes hOIre, ttl! girl is inher cla'ss at smool, 

W
and she cones hone with differert. things like that and ~e ~t~_~mf.~ed on the thing 
_but basi ca lly f' k now she k rows w; love her. I -ee 1 bad for the girl. '--- . 
----___ ._, - I 

, " 

(Y cm DAUGITER IS CONF USB) ABOUT HER OWN FAMILY, OR IS SHE CONFUSED MOUT WiElHER YO U 
f LOVE HER? ' 

I I think it is more or less, I thirk basi cally !:he k ro~s that 1re lo\e. her, b It. I thirk 

\
' kids blow lp, she hears thing; and she likes itexplained. S"le throws out things, 11 
. you CDuld send me there, and I fim a lot of tines they just \lantto see Yhat your 
\ rea etion to it is. tJil]d.._th.~t a 10t,Qf.~ime.Lt1:!i?Y,say __ tbjngs. that_i:l'Ley.,dont really! 
i ~afl.JC_j.Y$t to see what your react'lon--is. As a matter of fact a few tines 91 ehai---; 
1 sai d, \Ie wanted to see·'woiirW-oUfa'happen. 
I 

DO YOU THINK 1HAT SOMETIMES CHILDREN CAN SAY SOMElHING AND NOT REALLY KNOW lHAT THEY 
CONT f1EAN IT. 

TIl e 0 ld.est ones, \'e ha\e ta 1<.e d about cliffe rent th ings - I know especially the boys 
say let's shcke rna up a little bit, they tell Ire these wild things. They KQ.9\.'Lthey 
are dOingjt ,_the_ boys....especjaJ ly. Th~ girl,S.s.-LdoJli,tl1tlJ.k th~~rx::l\tt.e'speci allY~ 
T. I dont th ink she krows, I think sre is a 1 ittle mixed up with Wlat is goi ng on' 

! with her friend. I think she is mixed up.-
. -.---~-- - .... ~ -"._-- ... ~--- -- _._---"'-' 
", 

i ABOUT HERSELF TOO? 
I 

I I dont know, I think she krows, but she talked like a mother and she likes to know ! everything about everything and she will talk about most anything, so I think in 
i her case it is a lot that she likes to talk about it, and she likes to know every thin 
\.about everything. 

" 
WHEN YOU DISCIPLINE HER, WHEN SHE DOES THINGS THAT ARE WRONG, HOW DO YOU HANDLE HER? 

Usually send her up to her room, she is a little more bossy and doesnt want to do wha 
she is supposed to do. Or I will stand over her and'make her do what she is supposed 
do. Or ban her from be telephone, that is the worst. If you say to her one night sh 
cant talk on the telephone, that to her is the worst punishment you can give. 

WHAT ARE 1HE KINDS OF THINGS THAT ARE VERY IMPORTANT, ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT FOR CHILDRI 
TO LEARN AS FAR AS DISCIPLINE GOES, WHAT IS RIGHT AND WHAT IS WRONG. DO YOU HAVE ANY 
SPECIAL THING YOU FEEL IS ESPE <lALLY IMPORTANT? 
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_ like the kids to re all part of the family, to help as part of the family. I can de 
what is right, but I dont know.' 

~WHAT SHOULD PARENTS BE ABLE TO EXPECT FROM THEIR CHILDREN DO YOU THINK? 

i You !tean in line of house work or in 1 i ne of character, what do you mean? _0 

i " 
> 

I THINK MORE IN THE LINE OF CHARACTER IS WHAT I HAD IN MIND? 

Be good reasoncblehuman beings, and try to help each other, and see what they can do 
to contri bute to the family and as a far as housework, I think they can it1e an their 
rooms, telp with the dishes, they help a little, you dont expect a tremendsus amount, 
but should you be sick, you \\Quld expect th~ to try to dO'something around for you. 

-', 

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFLlENCE ON THE WAY THAT CHILDREN- TtRN OUT A~ 
AD ll.TS? 

!... think if they are in a h~a_nd there is love and peoQ.e talk to eadt other, 
I thirik~colT!!1~~Jc~tio.n.-i.S_v.ery immrtilit, and llHersE-anding each otFer. lharfStffe 
S! rm tlfl rg. I cb n t exJ::e c t t rem - I irftI:are--ff-Uey are r ,eh or p CDr or W1 a t pro .. 
fession trey go into, or \'hat, I just \>ant them to be goodh unan beings. 

(CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHAT YOU t-EAN A LITT I.E MORE BY LNDERSTANDI Ml? 
I . 

1 ,}e.h, W181 they have a prcblem, ~,.: .. -, . ..:- you willlis-ento it, and \\hen they 
i are 0 leer, lat them think. about i t, and tre cecision is theirs, but \'hen trey are. 
I yo lB1ger, you te 11 them, you advi se them, an d if .,}OU h ave to say )0 u can or cannot, 
I iha t too, b Lt ce IE rdi ng on tre age, you gui ce or say. B t.t I lke. the ki ds to de dde 
I for themrelves as mu<h as possible. I givethe.m a lot of -eve.n my youngestkids, 

_ \ if it is cold out end they should \'e(J' a s\t.eater andajacket, I say if you want to 
Ii ,freeze to ceath, go ri91t che.ad, but of CDlrsa, my kids dont catch colds and g!t sick 
.- ; i f they di d m ayb e I WJ u 1 d be. a li tt le st r i ete r wi ill the. m. I f th e y don t \'e ar s are. ihi n 

-( as heaw as I tJ ink they s ho uld, Q'" they dont wear thei r b cots - I cbnt really. ' 
'\ 

/WHY In YOU THINK IT IS IMPORTANT FOR OHLDREN TO MJlKE AS MANY DECISIONS Fffi THEMSELVE. 
i AS POSSIB LE? r ! • 

-. \ I cb be lieve in an i ncepa neen t person. I 1 ike. to see p ecp e in cepa ncent and 1. like tc 
I SJ: pe cp le. ce dee for thene hes. I ~ lf get crlnoja d be ca!Se lIlY IllS ban d wi 11 sOJJe
i ti nes te 11 IE do tti s or that, and I cant breathe fa mj6elf, I cant think for myse If 
i I say cbnt tell Ill! \'hat to do and how todo it, I just dent like it, I suppose. that i1 
I happens t 0 be my nature, I 1 ike. to see pe op e do f CT t I-emsa 1 ve s, eve tyone orf my ki ds, 
I the yomgest, there is no t one of them \ho caul d no t make a rea l. 

I WH Y lID YOU FEEL YOU ${OULO BE I NDEfENIENT J«O HELP YO UR an WREN HAVE IT? 
1 li ke. to 
I I guess becau$ I have always valLedi t nyself, and I/sae ki cis that are cap~ 1a of 
! tal< i rg care of themsel \e s and dol ng f CT themsa hes a1 d m a)b e he 1 ping J:eop le vh 0 nee d 
\a liitle b'it of help, I like to see that,ki nd of person. . 

HOW ID YO U FEEL ,dB OII YO lRiE.lF IS A P AlENT? 

Le t rre say I cb the be s t that I can <nd then I don t fee 1 gui 1 ty. 
I 

/' . 

-f HOW IDES S CMEOOE K mw I F THEY Ait A GOO 0 PARENT, 00 YO U THINK? 
ill. j - . 
""'I i I think if you do ttebestthatyou are cbe, youdo mckemistoces,we all do,butyo 
,:.- :h ave to b d!:. b adt and say I d d the ootbes t yeti CD uld ,I dont sa: my you woul d feel 
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gui 1ty or my you wou1dnt feel like a good parert, even ifthi ngs dicht turn out rig, 
If you thOU91t that youdidthe best you could, Wly Slou1dyou feel gui1ty._ 

'\ HOW HAVE Y CU 'LEARNED TO ~ E A PARENT, w-IAT WAS 11-IE MOST IMPORTANT INFL tEN CE ON YO U AS 
, PARENT? . 
i , 

I I ron t rea 11y k row, be ca US! my on '!her an d fatter die d wren I was yo tng. I cant th in k 
of anything- the religious way that I feel cbout things like tmt. My re1igiolS 

I 4=bringirg, which I trie d to pass onto my childre n. Har d as it i s at times, with the 
'10 Ulger dt i1 dre n, the yo Ulge r ga nerati on. 

WHAT ARE YOUR O1ILDREr-E FEELI HiS ABOUT YOU AS A PARENT, DO YOU THINK. 

I dont hear them complain, from what I hear it is. usually good. I think they are 
satisfied put it 1 ike that. 

HAS HAVING CHILDREN CHANGED YOUR IDEAS ABOUT BEING A PARENT AT ALL? 

Yah, I think all of us, before you had kids you said my kids wou1dnt do this and my 
kid wou1dnt do that, and that is when you laugh because when you havent had kids, 
especi ally when I first had my kids, people who didnt have kids were tell ing me how 
to bring up my kids. 
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DILEMMA VI 

WHAT DO YOU THINK THAT MRS. FOX S80ULD DO? 

I know I shouldnt read it, but I know that I would be tempted. T~ be truthful. 
As I say, I dont read my kids letters and things, but in that situation, I am afraid 
that I would be tempted, but I :":L~ think I would read it • 

WHY . _ . : ,;j WOULD YOU READ IT? 

First of all, I really would like to know whether mY child did or did not do it, I 
would be hoping that he didnt do it, but if he did do it, I would be glad he got caugt 
at that soon a time, to keep him from going into other things than that, and r would 
have a talk with him, but I think I definitely would read it. 

DO YOU THINK THAT MRS. F. WOULD HAVE MIXED FEELINGS ABOUT READING THE DIARY? 

Yah, I myself, my kids have letters and things, which they leave allover the place, 
and my kids I know wouldnt object to it, but I wouldnt read it unless they gave it to 
me to read and things like that. And I dont believe in opening their things and look' 
a t them. Thpy are entitled to their own things, but under the circumstances, I thinl 
I would read it, because I really would want to know. 

c IF SHE READS THE DIARY, SHOULD SHE TELL J. SHE READ IT? 
I 

Yes. I would. (WHY?) Because I think that everyone has a right to privacy but I thinl 
I would first explain why I read it, that I really wanted to know, I was hoping you WE 
right and -you didnt, and then I would say that I had read it. 

[ .. 
HOW WOULD J. FEEL IF HE FOUND OUT THAT HIS MOTHER READ THE DIARY, WOULD IT CHANGE THE 
RELATIONSHIP? 

No. I think when she expl ai ns why and that, I think she would understand why - he WOI 
understand why she had read it •. As I say, I would hope that I could talk to my son 
enough to tell me whether he really did it or not. 

~-BEFORE YOU READ THE DIARY' OR AFTER? 
.\ 
\ 

[Ill 

~I 
I 

Any time, you hope you could sit down, but if a policeman, I dont take my child's won 
over that, and at the same time, I dont take my child's word under it, so I really 
wouldnt know in that, and I really - as a matter of fact, I had that happen to me onCE 
when a policeman came to the house and he watned to know if my son was in a car with 
someone else, they had picked up another fellow that they thought had. drugs, he didnt 
he was drunk, and I said he had been here, but -I had company and I sai d I dont know· 
whether he was ther~t that time, exactly, or whether he was in the car, I could have 
lied and said no, but I said I really dont know if he was in the car or he was not. 
If the occasion comes, I always tell the exact truth, I wouldnt lie for my kids, I dOl 
be 1 i eve in that. I worked in the school and you call up houses and people lie, they 
lie and say the kid is sick in be d and that is bad. 

i WHY IS THAT BAD? 
,- ! 
~, 1. 

\" S= cause I cbnt believe in lying to chil dren, I Dont I:e 11 eve in lying. 
i' 

\ WHAT IDES IT DO FOR (}fILIREN, WlY IS IT BAD TO LIE FOR CHILDREN? 
( 
i I think it is a terrib le til i rg th at yo ur mother It,QU ld cove r up. In oth: r words, sre 
lis cbing some 1h irg wrong, right in fran t of you as far as I am con cerne d. 
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I always said ·exactly, the brttal truth. 

(S lJ'PPOSE THAT Si E RE 10 TH E IIARY Al,{D Forno our lHAT J. LIED PND DID SHOP lIFT, WHAT 
\ SiO lL D SHE DO THEN? 

'( ,; \ Sh e sho u d te 11 him she read it an d fo Uld au t and she sho ul d sit cbwn and ask him Wly 
,t..' i di d yo u shop 1 i ft, Wl at was the reason, di d he fee 1 he d dnt h ave money, a cbJa 11 y 

(. 

" i yo U wo uldnt k row so yo u have t a find 0 ut his reason and just talk to him and impress 
'1) on him how wrong it is. . 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO FIND our HIS REASONS? 

\ 

Because you \'Snt to krowthe reason why he did cb it, so he wont do it again, there.hi 
to be a reason, he doesnt do it without reasons, so there must I::e. a reason andJoU\tBn 

...to ~o correct th~~ason. If it is the wrorg reasoning, you are going to try to 
( correct fcand see Wty, ma.)be the kid wants to be in with the crowd or thi rgs 1 ike the 

IF SHE FINDS OUT J. IS UNOCENT, WiAT SHOULD SHE 001 

KNo\'litg.' that he was imocert, she was goirg to hCNe to go to court and prove it, if 
you CD ul d prove it. Tne point i s how can YJ u prove it. You can cb \'hat you can, but 
there is a certai n amount of thi rgs that p!ople s ay Sle is hi smother,. she is goirg 
to lie for him an,YWlY. Yo u c:b \'ita t .}O u can en d th at I S all, and .)0 u le t hi m k row .)OU 
beli ete i nhim. I think it is more imjX)rtant that he krews you beliete in him, than 
anything. 

IF SHE REA D TH E DIARY AND FO LN D WT HE IS I JltWCENT , SHO l1.D SH E TELL HIM SHE READ IT? 

Yah I \','Ould still iell him. 

(cOULDNT SHE JUST SA{ I BELIEVEYOU AND NOT Tal HIM, ISNTTHAT AN EXCUSE? 

1\ TIt muldbe, but it all depends on your poirt of view. I would like to be honest abOI 
"r1-' it that I s all, it was there and I read it. 
V _ \ • 
~( " 1 WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO BE SO HONEST ABOUT IT, EVEN THOUGH IT IS EASIER NOT TO BE? 
1 \ I ) I Yo u bring up k ids and thare are a lot of easier ways of dol rg things. Sorret irre. s it i: 

1 

a lot easier to leta lot of things pass and I have noticed as ny olcerkids got ol:iel 
they say rna, when we were kids \e dicht get aNay with that. I say it IS trLe~ mother 

I gett i ng old en d I c:b at a lot of things pass that I d cht le t pass be fore, b ut they 

I are not too irrportant, I let a bt of thirgs pcss, tte older ones would have got callI 
for and fuey call Ire for it now. I have my 4 judJ:!s now. 

BUT BEING HONEST WIlli JIMMY, IT WOULDNT BE DISHONEST NOT TO SAY ANYrHING • 

. No, really it wo-uldnt be, no, but I just would feel better cbout it, for my own I personal reasons. 

f Wi Y WOULD YOU FEE L BETTER? 
j 

Because I dont know, it seems like even Wlen I was a kid, maybe lecause Wlen I lied I 
ahays got caug.t l::ecause I was a very poor liar and for sane reasm it would come au 
so for sorre reason I always like to brirg thirgs out before rather than have them com 

. out, I dont k row \lily, if I 1 ied I YO uld get caught, or if I did something na u9t 1¥, I 
\ wo uld just say it t:ecause it was so. 
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STORY CONTINUES • . • . JIMMY SAID HE DID IT • . . HOW WOULD SHE FEEL AND WHAT 
SHOULD SHE DO? 

I would be glad he told me the truth and say I am glad you are honest and you did 
tell me the truth and then I woul d say think about it and think why you di d do it. 
And whatever it is!J you'are going to have to earn the money'torepaY-'it, and"th'crf;
what a bad thing it is to do things like that. Mainly I would like to know the reason 

: why, was it because you were with bad company or have you done it before, and we 
woul d just have to tal k it over and ded de from there. 

DECIDE WHAT? 

, Decide what to do, is this going to continue, or why did he do it, the reason. 

,if] / YOU EMPHAS IZE FINDING OUT THE REASON AND YOU SAID FOR HIM TO TH INK ABOUT WHY HE DID t' IT. WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT IS SO IMPORTANT, THE REASON? 

•. I think the reason is the most important thing of it, because if he felt compelled to 
( \ steal all the time, he is probably a kleptomaniac or something like that, if he just 
l1-; did it because of the crowd he was with, then you try to eliminate that crowd, if that 

is what they are doing. Or if he felt like having candy and he just took it, you 
have to talk and say just because you want it, there are a lot of things in this ' 
world that I want, but I cant have them, this or that, and talk about it. According 
to the reason of why he did it, help him. 

(WHY DO YOU THINK J. WOULD HAVE TOLD HIS MOTHER HE DID IT? WOULDNT j IT BE EASIER IF HE 
\ DIDNT. . ' 
I . 11 \ Sure, anything is easier, but he feels secure with his family and has a need to tell i 

71\ them when he does things wrong and toge ther they can , tal k it over and work out 
3 ~ so lution. , ' 

YOU THINK IT HAS TO DO WITH HIS FEELING UNCOMFORTABLE? 

I th ink when you ask your kids \'ktat they do and hopefully he wou ld feel gu ilty about 
doing it, he 'MJul d tell me about it • 

.-' 
(' Wi ICH 'IS KlRE IMPORTANT, lHAT HE DID THE STEALING OR HE TOLD THE TRUTH ABOUT I T LATER: 
\ 
; I am glad that he told the truth about it, I feel bad that he stole, but I am glad the q:.. 1he was ca tght. 

J- jWHY ARE YOU GLAD THAT HE WAS·CAUG~T? 

• 

!Because I think if he wasnt caught he would go on stealing to bigger and better thing! 
!That is why I think the police should do something about these kids that are caught, 

j'sure it is bad for their parents and bad for the kids, but you go do something like tt 
,and you are not as,apt to do it again, and I think the same thing with auto theft, thl 
I get away with it andthey go on and on, and it is not helping them in the least bit. 
I The same thing with school, lying for them is not helping the kids any, it is only 
I making them do more things. If they suffer the punishment, then I think we will make 
~ a little progress around here and the kids wont get away with so much. You read theSI 
: tryings on auto theft and it goes on and on, and you dont believe what happens. My 
, slster in law told me about a kid who has stolen about 10 cars, he has never been in 
jail, they let him off because he is young or this or that or the other thing, and YOI 

~ read in thepaper all these cases, because they are young, there are so many things, 
and they get off scott free every time. They are in one day or something. 
~ , 
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rOO YOU ~INK SOMETIMES A CHILD CAN DO SOMETHING lIKE THAT REPEATEDLY AND IN SOME WAY 
/WANT TO GET CAUGHT EVEN THOUGH IN ANOTHER WAY HE DOESNT WANT TO GET CAUGHT? 

§ I Yes. (EXPLAIN'?) I think there is something in them that tells them it is wrong, and 
2 think theY~r:'UQ.9king f2.~_.h~} ... p~y~elf, I....!;hink they reallLlJe~_hJ~}_p~ .. Us~!!Jl..when 

-i:::;:? "SUmeone-does something a.nd leay~~._marks_~ th~y' are 100K"Tii9 for help, it lSKlna of a 
cry-fOr-tfeTp~"HThese'people had haaapsychologist sug~iestecf-to'1;hem and they turned 
it down, there is nothing the matter with our boy, Because a bt of people say my go< 
you are nuts and the way I see it they are helping. It is neither here nor there. 
But this is what happens so many times and it \\Orks both Wiys, it is terrible on the 
corrnnunity, all the cars being stolen and look. at the tragedy of the other one. The 
kid needs help. They should try to help him first, I think the parents should first, 
and really try and if they cant, try to get someone else to help him. But justgattin 
him off every time, that father goes doW'! and pays money, pays sOlTebody off, get the 
off and I justc.ant see paying for gattiry the kid off, because even if you get them 
off free, you are doing them a big injustice. This is mat I cant see, and so I see 
so manypaop1 e doi ry it, b l{Ying thi s and that for that, fa r the kids, to ga t then 0 ut 
of jail , get t Ii s ortha t, I cant see it. 

. / w-t Y I S IT a l.Oi AN INJ lST ICE? I-\ I dont think they are doi ry the kid any favor. I really think if you give a m'il d 
,too much you are not dairy them any favors. I have a fri 91d whos=. son was ki TIed wit 

~ l a motor cy cle, 1i ke she sa i d, I ga\e and gave to him, it w cs the ~iggest mi s1ake • 
..J' I Wlat I should have done was give the ki d enough mon~ to carry him, Id::mt krow. I I just relieve that they S'tould do a lot fa- tre.mselves, give them a lot of he lp and 

, lIlclarstandi ng and gi ve them a certai n ano lllt, but I th irk. the re st trey Cal 00 for I th 6T5e 1ves. Make ali fe for the chi ld, like that. I ha te to see PEop e so that 

\ 
their ki d wont ge t into tr a.b le., they just cover up for them an d they \'A 11 pqy any-
ki rd of lTD ney or anyth ing or pay of f so reb 0 qy or someth in g so they Wln t go to co urt. 

lItis good for therr:to go to court. SUn! itis eri>a-rassing for the pan!nts,because 
1 i t cooe s 0 t:t i n th e papars an da 11 th at, but i tis Y0Lr chi 1 d. . 

I WiY IS IT GlOD FOR THEM? 

I 

Be GH5e they are standi rg !.p for mat they eli d. They are tak irg the responsib i1 ity 
f~~1_!~L~~~:I treir own a ctions. When they ~ fo be a cerEaln agrfjrey-SioiiTcI 
be responsible for their cwn a-ctions. You could be there to help, but tre. whole. thin 
is theirs, andtreir lives. AndjOushouldgoontresiclalines. 

Wi Y IS IT SO IMPORT PNT FOR A GUlD TO TAKE RESPONSIBIliTIES FOR HIS 00 ACrrONS? 

! BecaLSe he is goi ng to be tre adult of the future. He is ti'e one mo \'i 11 guide this 
\nati on and he i s the ore who is goi rg to be responsib e. for the futtr'e of all of LS. 

/KIOS J. R lOIS A ro tHO WI l{ ARE TO l.G{ ,AND GET INTO TROlB lE!J BUT J. LIKES THEM A lOT. y.) SiOUlD MRS. F. I NrERFERE OR DOES J. HAVE A lRIGHT TO CHOOSE HI S OWN FRIENDS? 

.2.,,1 At a ",na in po in t they have a Ii gil t t a chao,", tit ei r own frj ends, b ut I 10 uJd refi ni t 
: try to gui cia him i n another path beca use \'here th oS! kids do ge tin 10 troub le ItI 
{ would try to talk abo ut tiesa k ids. He hangs around wi th thesa kids an d that. At 
i 15 you cant say no, you cant go with t rem anymore, you can try to guide him and fi nd 
\ other thi rys for Him to do, get him involved in h oc!Q:y or sports, find out - you 
: should krowby this point what he likes. Mayre evenif you had to pay for a murse 
\in someth ing some\>he.re, try to interesth im else\'here l Wlich UStally ,lOu could 00. 

COlLD J. SEE HIS FRIENDS DIFFERENTLY FROM THE WAY MRS. F. SEES THEM? 
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{ery cefiri tely at 15 years of age. (EXPLAIN?) I ta 'ked aboo t difierent things to 
kids and what they see ina person a lot of times is different from vhat I w:>uld see 
in a p;rson, but they do have a right to choosa their own friends. All.}Uu can do is 
th ink about each one and what i s goirg on with tie person and that. 

DILEMMA II 

(mAr DO YOU TIiJNK A OOOD fv011iER ~ ltD DO? 

rrl -I 
3 I 

I th ink Sle mo ul d ronti nue mrk. ing, but she sho ul d fi n d out what it was that was 
makirg SLSan Ulhappy with thew:>man. Explain~e\e.n at 10 years old, I think a child 
can Ulderstand that rrother has needs too, and she has a need to get out of the house, 
Sle cou ld e~l ain it to SUSal ol d then s l'E coul d ask Susan whe n yw COIre. hone from 
schoo lwhat hqJpens and what cb rut th is is mcki rg yoo unrappy, and on tre. days she 
is home she co ul d say le tis ba It thi s and en that, and mike theS::! fun days an d sh e wi 
look forward to "lhese days CIld tresa will te hcppier days Bnd if she make; those othe 
days happier, I think that Susan will acij l.S t and it does take a lit.t e. bit of time 
for them to acijust, but I ihink. if she wasnt in gCDdhands, or if there was a clash 0 

I personality, she rould gatsonebodye1;e,and find out why the little girldcesnt lXI 
I her, most 10 year olds ere happy wi th that Old mayl2 she CDU ld j LS t have sorre of her 
\friends corre in. . . 

YOU THINK SHE SiO LtD tNDERST IND THAT HER MOTHER HAS NEEDS? right. 

ID YOU THINK S. IS BEING A GOOD DAUGHTER B Y w\~TI NG HER Kmi.ER HOt€. E\E RY )lffEmOCN? 

I think at that age she just fee 1; that she wants her motter home, but if her mother 
talka:1 toher cnde:>plains itto her, I think trey can reach anappy, mutual under
st andi ng. In oth er wor cis she wi 11 do sane th i rg for her to make th i .ng; h cp py anothe r 

(co u..D S. SEE HER MOTH.ER WORKING DIFFEREJ..T LY THPN H EFt MOT~ ER SEES IT? 
\ 
\ Until her mother eJqJ lains it, she prcbab ly thinks her mother wants to get away from hi 

\ 
Ki di so~tillBs pilt up the stranges t notions GIld .you talk to tre.m and you are rea 1 
surprised, that is Wly I like to talk to tham and see'" at they think cbout it. 

\
Because a lot of tines they have very strange notions andyou wonder Wtere in heavens 
narre they got th:!.m. But if yo u ta lk <bout it, let ne k row, I just thi nk that it 
~ake s a litt le b it of ta ki rg. 

(00 YOJ THINK THAT MRS. S. MIGHT HAVE MIXED FEELIl'GS ABOUT WORKING? 
I 

l 

rtf \ No. I can lllcerstand her wO"k ing - I was lookgrg fO" a part ti ne jdl , and I have bee 
::JJ- l f~ nd ng a har d ti me find i ng a part ti me ij liD myse lf ~ so I .lI'lderstan d. You love yo t.r 

,If', I k lds buts orreh ow you nee d to get 0 ut wi th p eo.p e end I thi nk e\ery wonan has nee cis. 
l.J) ! It is ni ce to be ott with people and that is a thing }OU can e.>p lain to your ¢Ii 1 d, 

i they un d:!rst an d. Wten I hate comp aly an d trey CIlIlla and s it, I Sly., WI en you go 0 ut w 
!yourgirlfriencS,howlf.ouldyoulike me totag on,we are talking, I feel the salTE w;Y 
I Wien I ha \e conp cny, it i s the same thing , I like to have company. I th ink that you 
iha\etoe~lain th.ings on their letel. Todifferent ones jOu telldifferem things. 
! To Ire that i snt any prd:> em. 
\ IF Y OLR !H ILfREN WERE lNH)!fp Y, WO tJ..D YO U HA \E 11:]€' D FEE LI I'ES? 
\ -
i 

:My kids \'Dulcht be. I would sol\e tre. prcblem. I an sure I cou1:1 sol'2 the prd:>lem 
: way or anotre.r, she could have differert girlfriends in, Ithich I am sura would delig, 
,.her or I CDu1i thirk. of enol.{jl things ttat w cul d make rer happy to sol\e the prob lem. 
\ 
S LPPOS E YOU mUll NOT MAKE HER ENTIRELY HAPPY AN D SUPPOSE THAT S. JUST WANTED HER MOT 
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H Or! IN 0 N Of HI NG w\S CD ING TO SlB sr IT lIE FO R THAT, 91E wmTE 0 HER H (JtE Jli TH E TI J'1E • 

No, I ront thi-rk it is good for a ~ chi ld tobe that re li ant on their mother anywa 
I cal see \'hen they are babies md they hang, I hadkids that hung crtd r dicht cb 
anything cbout that, but \'klen they g;!t a litte olcer, they flould cevelop seW 
reliance. r dontthink itwouldbe good for her, to pttyourfee1irgs for her, I 
mnt think that WJuld m good, unless there was a goodreas01. 

ID YOU THINK THAT S. MIGiT HAVE MI>f:D FEELHGS MOUT HER MOTHffi'S \t.OR<ING? 

Tnis is it, lIltilher lOOiher explains it toher, Sle prcbcb 1y thinks that her lOOiher 
trying to get away from her, sonethi ng like that,or she thinks S1e mesnt want to be 
home w th re. Iifferent thi nIg:s that k ids will thirk of. Wlen the mother eJqJ 'hi ns it 
to her ttere sro uldnt be any prdl ems. 

11-IE MOTHER Cl\N EXPLAIN IT lNO THI N(ING HER M011-IER WANTS TO WORK AND WANTS TO GET AWAY 
FROM HER I roNT THINK OF AS MI)EDFEELINGS, BlI IF HER MOTHER EXPLAINS THAT I HAVE. 
NEEIb S15AN mo I HAVE TO HAVE TIME w: "fl arHER PBJFtE, alllD SHE THEN HAVE MI)ED 
FEEU fIGS? 

I WJuld tilink mostkids Wluld lIlderstandit. I dontthi nk they va,uld. I cbnt think 
they va uld be fully happy, ; t i snt just \\ita t they Wint, but life i snt a ways j ust Wt c 
you want and most k ids, growing up they cbn t \\ant to mcke their bed; an d,s ih i ngs, b lit 
you tmke yo ur bed. That i s p art of life, the thi ~ 9'5 ve have to do. Maki ng a be d is 
s areth ing you have to do. \ ' 

DILEMMA II I 

Thebest thi rg to do, it is theirbcby and wten I cane. home from the hospital I put 
the newbcby intheirlaps. If you send him to ~tthe dicper for lhe taby, he isyc 
bt4'y, youhave tohelpne. take care of it, you can let him powder thet...~:-::":7'-,baby, 
liit1e thi'rgs to do for the bcby. The baby is little, it cant do for itself, you 
00 for the b cby and that seems to wak !harms, it di d with all my ki ds . ' 

_// r Wi Y IDES THAT WORK? 

I Beca\lie the baby is tiei rs and the baby is helpless end t~ help \'A th the baby md 
_ I they ere d oi ng for the b cby. It di d 1,010 lk \'i th everyone of mi re., if I was fee ding 
I I the bcby ore of the kids would Q"awl lP and tile baby mi9'it I:e. unccmfortable, but 
1- I think the olcer one neeced it m<re than the bcby. I think the oldest kids really 

n sa d yo u more than the b cby. I wo tild say here ho ld the biJ y an d give the bott 1e, but 
~ \) I \\Ould be ho 1m ng th e b ott e iJl d they would be kiss ilg and crawl irg up and around an 

over,but I thirl< youhave to mcke more of the olcer child than you do of the taby. 

WiY IS THAT? 

BecatSe the o1ier chi ldhas the neds, you can pi <k t.p the bcby cnother time men the 
are doi rg SaTe thi rg elsa, I cbn t thi nk the baby - I W) u1 cht wan t an,)b ody to h urt i t, 

I
, bLt I cbntthink that thEW require as much. Itneeds attention end taking care of,b 

not a s much. 

/10 YOU THINK 01 IL!lREN NEED EXTRA ATTENTION !IT TIlAT TIME? 

lht i 1 they get LSed to the i cea that there is anew b» Y. Q1 d I had four under ~. 
J When I broLgtt home the fOl!"th ana, the olt:ast one \'as not 4, so I would send nwber 
l 2 or 3 in to watdt the baby and I th ink.. that \\as good now t hat I thi nk of it, a 2 or 
\ 3 )earcld wo uld rock the cri b iJl d do some 1h ing for the baby, be ca use they \e re 
i h.e 1 ping en d n t:e da d, th is i s Wly I di dnt find tre t:e a 10 usy. As I say, W1 en t te btb y 
I ' , 
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[ fi rst O:lffie i n, as soon as they \\ere cbi ll:J for the baby themsel ves, I eli cht ha\e 
"any p reb ems w:i ih jea 1 OLSy. 
, 

( HOW WOULD YOU EYJ'LAIN S. KISSI Ni THE BABY (ME MINUTE AND HITTING THE NEXT? 

. \ I gteSS that is all part of it -he loves the baby -he tas mi;ed 'feelings, he loves 
- the baby very much and then he thi rKS again, and he thinks tre babyhgs my noti1er, 
(.,\ and my mother vo uld do thins with .Ie and now ny nnther i snt cbill:J ttli ll:Js, that they 
~) have the baby, kids think. ore. way and the oiher waybcck. It is that loveJhate thing 

w-tEN S· McrHERTItEDTO T.LlK WJ:lH S. WiYHE WmTS TOHUFr Bmy, S. SAYS I OONT WA.'iT 
TO HURl" HIM, I LOVE MY BA)Y BROTHER, COULDS. BE TELllNGTHE TRUIH? 

Sure. (EXPLAI N?) Be caLSe b is.i cally ne 101es the baby and everythi 1'9 and jLS t tIE otn 
thou~ ts alTle i n his mi nd, ne 101es i t, but his motrer ish 01 di rg tte baby and do ing 
for the baby md he just ce d dis ne wi 11 he1 p. 
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CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME? 

I have 3 children, they ar'e all girls, the oldest is ll~, and the second is practicall~ 
10, and the third is 2~. The oldest, R., is a very steady, responsible child, she has 
had to pay the price for my growing with her, because much of my coming to terms with' 

. my becoming an adult has been through watching her develop and fighting my battles 
vicariously through what I see she ,is doing. And ,R. is very much i"'-.. to,,~h with,her __ 
fee Ung,s, very i nte 11 ectua 1, very Ilf1t§f«tr~- And J. is much more spontaneous in ways, 
imaginatively spontaneous, very CftQf,(e" very reserved and very private, she will not 1. 
you see what she does not want you to see. And I have a feel ing that there is -thre-e-
quarters af a child there that I dont know at all, that",Lcan only._:tq~~h .,!'Ihen she 
alibow? me"ta"touch her. The baby is very loved and she knows it, very aware-,--'she'has 
had very little separation anxiety and goes easily to strangers, she is very verbal 
~nd very content. ' 

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN? 

I enjoy their company. (EXPLAIN?) They are very interesting people to me, they are 
, responsibe, their ways of looking at the world are very imaginative and they each, 
: provide me with a different set of lenses for seeing how people see theworld. One 
Freason we read novels is to see other lives and I think' here I have 3 very different 

• '-children and each one opens the world for me in a different way. , 
,,/, 

~HAT DO YOU FIND HARDEST? 

I think the hardest thing is the fragmentation, that when I am with them, I will see 
them together,or if one or the other has a very strong need for my attention, I hav~ 
to juggle at the same time giving each one the feeling that they are separate from rr ,each other and I am not classifying them and lumping them together, but being able to· 

~' keep them separate when they all want me for different reasons on different levels at 
~ the same time, the fragmentation inside my head is~"l • 

~lHAT DO YOU RELY ON mST TO GET YOUR CHILDREN TO MIND YOU? 

WEll, we certainly have rules, but they are rules that we have come to together as a 
family. I have very reasonable expectations of the children, they know what they are. 
th~/know that the expectations are based not on arbitrariness on my part or my 
husband1s, but on sensible precautions, precautions for their health or for their 
safety or for their emotional safety. When they were very small, I told them that I 
would smack them for 3, reasons only' and I told them ahead of time it would be for 

standing up in lite high chair, st'andng up in the bathtub or standing up in the movinn 

car. And those were the only reasons I would smack them and let them know I would 
smack them, then we added a fourth when they were a little older about crosssing the 
street a lone, but as soon as they were ready I sa i d, I will no longer do it, smack 
them because this is not necessary anymore. 

\ WHY DID YOU TELL THEM IT WASHT NECESSARY ANYMORE, WHAT DID YOU MEAN IT WAS NOT NECESSAI 

I I think rules are a guideline for a certain time in your life and there are times when 
1 you no longer need those rules and there are times to let go of the rules. 

\ WHY, WHAT DOES THAT DO FOR THE CHILD, WHY DO YOU LET GO OF THE RULES? 
i-

J(Because rules are a means to an end and if the end has been achieved, then you let go 
I ' !! of the rule, they are not necessary anymore. 
1,--
" ' ..... 
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,MAT ABOUT NOW, \~HEN YOUR CHILDREN DO THINGS THAT YOU REALLY DONT APPROVE OF, HOW DO 
YOU HANDLE IT NOW~ NOT THINGS LIKE CROSSING STREETS" BUT OTHER THINGS? 

Well, they dont do very much that I dont approve of, because I have ;,come, through 
watching R. particularly, to realize that there are differences in what I expect of 
them. There are things that I dont approve of because they are bad for their health 
or emotional security, but then there are things that I dont approve of that are a 
matter of taste~ and a matter of the differentness of them and me and those things I 
would say look, I dont like the way you~e dressing, I dont like this particular choicE 
of a friend, but really that is not my business to interfere with, they know where I 
stand, but whether they will do anything about it, is up to them, it maybe an incon
~enience to me, it may be much easier to say look, cut it out, but I dont think that 
that is the way to help them make choices later on in life. Things that infringe on mj 
sense of athestics, such as the way that they eat at the table, or the tones of voice 
that they use, I will tell them for precisely that particular reason and no greater 
or lesser, I find it either '::'-.:,.' ,~-;;,. Offensive or ugly. I have also made 
it very clear to them that there are different levels of disapproval, there are some
things that are very important and some things that are. a question of convenience,and 
some things that are very important may be moral values that I have, and I feel that 
those are in one category and my feelings ~out taste and aesthetics are another, and tl 
are not equal, so that I will talk to them about what is going on. If they really don' 
like it, I will simply stop it for the following reasons, say stop it for the follow-· 
ing reasons, and they generally will. If I feel that they feel it is an infringement 
on their rights, they would argue back the ~"'i:point and then we would come to terms on 
it. There is very little that I would say this far and no further you may go. ' 

HAT DO YOU MEAN, THEY WOULD ARGUE BACK THE POINT? 
", 

, , ' 

IF they disagreed with me, they would say look, we would like to explain our pointa 
view and sometimes they have a point of view which I had never taken into cansideratio! 
and then I would also argue what I expect or say 1. have listened to you and it doesnt 
seem to affect me very much, I still want you to do.such and such. Ifind it very 
important, when a child is beginni ng to say somethi ng, not, to interrupt them, :2;..~.,: 
and I have learned that they will say to me, but listen mommy, even if I know what the; 
are saying, it is important for them to get the words out. 

WHY? 

Because I think then they feel thatthey have control over their environment, if they h, 
said to me, if they have set out their sentence; then I have heard ,what they wanted to 
say, from their point of view and they have been able to let me hear them. If I have 
cut them off in the beginning and said yes, I know youare going to say such and such, , 
but it doesnt matter, I have found that that offends them very much. 

WHY IS A CHILDIIS FEELINGS OF BEING ABLE TO HAVE SOME CONTROL OVER HIS ENVIRONMENT, 
IMPORTANT? ' 

Well, I think it is the essence of the whole sense of democracy that we have, and- tha 
an individual has a right to direct his life and he has a right to think the thoughts 
that he wants to think and it - in a larger sense peopl e wi'll feel very frustrated and 

L1. helpless in a democracy if they cannot control ,.their enviDonment and I think that ha 
-r to translate itself on the smaller, family level, that they are part of a family which 

means that they are not subordinate, they~e equals of different degrees and they have 
a right to ~ ~; affect the tone of the family's style, and they have to - and I thin 
it gives them a feeling of control, that they can manage, their lives for themselves, 
they may stumble and they may fall, but I think that it must do very important thiags 
to their ego too~ to make them feel strong inside, which they can amanage, that they a 
not the helpless victims of circumstances. 
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. lThat it is beyond their control, and if circumstances are beyond their control, that~ 
_ 1 east they can say, I can go thi ~ far, but I can go no further, and they can di fferen

tiate, it is not that the world 1S too much, for me. 

., 
J 

;] 

/WHAT 00 YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROMlHEIR PARENTS? 

I will say love and you will say to me, what do you mean by love,and I will say I 
think it is an acc~p_~E!1.f~, ungual ifie-'Lf.or_-what_th~,~_p~!:son-1~in ti~. I may not 

. - love my cflf1Crat-a parti cular stage, but the feel ing that tha..t--.-ChTTQTI loved regardles! 
. of-anytb;ng.-else-,-.j.us.t for what he is, 9~s, is what I am here for, to give,

and when I say I, I really mean we, we are talking one to one, M. and 1 give as best 
we can the feeling that that child is loved regardless, it has nothing to do with 
grades or cleanliness, I would like her to be clean and tidy, but it has nothing to do 

. with love. I wilT be very angry, but it has nothing to do with love and the feeling 
~ that someplace in bis world you are loved for what you are, by the people who know you 

,. -; best and the people who can see inside as much as anybody will ever see you inside, 
and nevertheless love you. I think that is something that will help the child begin 

,to love itsel f. . 

"~WHAT DO YOU MEAN, BEGIN TO LOVE ITSELF? 

Well, I think that people can be so harsh on themselves and so cruel to themselves, 
~' .. their expectations are oftKen so uneeasonably, and I hear it in terms of people's' 
t voacabulary, oh 11m dumb, oh, 11m stupid II I am just a pi g at t.hiS, very derogatory 
I. words, which tear down instead of build up and I think one way to achieve a kind of 

, serenity about the way you are and the way you see the world, even if life is diffi
~.{CUlt, is to give yourself every'possible chance. The world has very rough spots; but· 
, . if you an be gentle with your errors and with your failures and see them as part of a 
: process, then I think you have a kind of stability and mental health that is a legacy 
. from parents who will love you unqualified. . 

. - . 

: ~YOU TALK ABOUT PART OF A PROCESS,WHAT DO·YOU MEAN BY THAT? 

I think that people are always, in every stage, in the process of becoming something 
else, they are never finished and they are never there, tit would be very comfortable 
to feel that we are here and could just stay put for a little while, but we never are 
and we are always responding to new situations and new stresses and new happinesses 
and new successes and new worries and whatever we are up to Ii point, we bring to cope 
with the next and there is never a time in life when things are steady.. You are eithel 
up or down. It reminds me somewhat of standing on a balance beam, you are always 

shifting the weight very slightly, you never are at rest and that is. what I think I mear 
by becoming, you are always going someplace else, not frantically, but it's a kind of 
inner growth ll the way I think a snake keeps shedding its skin time after time as it 
grows, it gets smaller and you get richer inside and more experience and then you go 
on becauseof what youare, youare not static and you grow. 

'-. 

~WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

.. I I think for me the goal is raising a child to be successful in the terms that the chil( 
I s .. ~ts for himself. If it is very impotant for a child to play Little League baseball, 

Lf\and the child has reasonable capacities for it and that is what the child wants, then 
the child has to know that it takes discipline end it takes work and it takes some 

~ skill and he can achieve it if he wants to. If a child's goal is to have lots ~f 
( friends, the_n Jhe.cbtlq b~ t~ begfn .~o ury.derstand why ~e needs lots a! fr~en~s, ~s it .. 
I rea ll~ waat it wants, or __ lS_Jt~~JJgS:tl~~!!.~ fo.!: . .some~h1n~ else. I. th1n~ 1 t 1S_.!<l!1L " 

1 
of a 1nner eye that youare 100k1ng at yourself througb;' I am gett1ng m1xed up. But I 

. "do think 'that the childhas to develop a kind of happiness about himself and if I can gi, 
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.nat child as much as I can - it isnt comigg out right - ask the question again. 

1WHAT lSI/THE MOST IM90RTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILD? 

! ~oal means end for me and I think tha~ is why I am struggling with it. 

YOU DONT HAVE TO MEAN IT AS END. 

fAgain:'/j~, the consciousness of process, giving the child the feeling that he can ful
Ifill himself if he has a way of looking at his goals and his wants that are consistent 
:with his abilities. I would like my child to later accept himself or herself at whatevf 
Lstage he is in and toKifo~hat-=t1fe]1_~~, phas_els' t~O~: so thtt he"'cbuld-rea~h-'a-1-;"ttl e 
, bit-;--"'rth-fnk-rwoul d-Tif<e my chi 1 d to be stretcnea a 1 ittl e, so they know the feel ing 
that comes from hard work at somethi ng. I dont thi nk of goals as getting through 
college or riding a bike, but the child may see that as small goals along the way, 
to self fulfilment, I would like my children to be reasonably happy, because I think 
it is very necessary to ave happiness in order to aecept yourself and to accept other 
people and to do it for the right reasons, to accept other people for the right reasons 

WHAT ARE THE RIGHT REASONS 
out 

Well, I have found that there are many people who are terribly kind, but kind/of a weak· 
ness, because they are afraid not to be kind. They are not kind or tolerant or liberal 
'in a self-regarding way, they are doing it because they are afraid and I think thatls 
what I would like my children not to be afraid of. I am not talking about the 
legitimate fears of driving too fast or ruining your body because of excessive smoking 
but I would 1 i ke them - ' 

) THE QUESTION AS DOING THINGS FOR THE RIGHT REASONS? 

Yes, if you are going to be accepting of someone else, then you do it not because you -
-are afraid not to be, if you believe in something it is because of a positive value 
rather than a negative one. Thatls what I mean by the right reasons. 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN WHAT YOU MEAN BY THE RIGHT REASONS? 
WHAT IS THE BASIS FOR PEOPLE IS KINDNESS TO OTHER PEOPLE? ' 

. 
The basis is a respect for the humanness, for the suffering, for the quality that makes 
another person human. And that capacity is very difficult. It is a very difficult 
capacity to have, becauseone has to protect onesself too. If I can give my child the 
capacity tounderstand another human being, and to understand the vulnerability of anothl 

'human being, I would do it for the other human being, rather than for - I hate to say 
the word neurotic - but it is a catch word for me - for the neurotic reasons of not -
being kind for neurotic reasons, but being kind for human reasons. That's what I want. 

WHAT SHOULD PARENTS BE ABLE TO EXPECT FROM THEIR CHILDREN DO YOU THINK? 

.... Expect frol!! 'bei r children? tL~e~~,nd~_:.QrLthe_stage. a~_\1l1.i.~!:LJh~:LchjJdr..en __ 51re_~,_ o_~~iguslj 
"'" I am assumlng that youare not asklng about the physlcal development, but I thlnk lt has' 

been important to have that whole body of knowledge of physical development, because thE 
t one can translate it into emotional development . • • I expect from my childrE 
i,the realization that parents have rights and that they have rights and that the family 

(

has rights vis a vis the society and other people have rights vis a vis the family, and ,! that translates into good manners, into thoughtfulness, into anti,ciPating people's want~ 
sometimes before they are asked, into understanding themselves. I expect at this stage 
~-kind of realization that they dont have to be told what the right way is for this , 

t
Particular family, becausethey already know, according to their age, th, at there are 
things that we expect from them, to make the family living smoother, and to make the 
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,lily and society smoother and to make them as individuals smoother wi~in the family. 

HOW HAVEYOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT? 

I have learned some from reading, a great deal from my husband, a great deal from 
-internalizing and from writing out the kind of painful experiences that I have had 
growing up, trying to understand what is going on inside of me in terms of my own 

. _growth and from watching the children. It is as though I have become finished being 
a child. I have finished my own childhood by watching the children and reliving in my 
own way, the children's expereinces, as a result, i have become a child, a parent,and 
then I can become an adult, when I am finished the process and the cycle again, of the 
children. I have a feeling that the adult doesnt come until the children themselves 
reach adulthood. . 

EXPLAIN THAT A LITTLE MORE? 

When the children become adults, then we are all adults in this family, with different 
ages, but the adultness is steady and I can only become an adult, I think as my childre 
become adults. Now you ant toknow why. Because I have lived my childhood up to the 

~ pOint of their adulthood. I have lived through their preschool years and I have sort 
of filled in the gaps of my own'i~childhood by watching myself asa parent beginning 

f 
to understand what my parents did for me·, seeing what I did as a child, in relation to 
them and I have filled in little gaps, then I have done the same thing between 6 and 12 
I hope to be able to do the same thi.ng in adoHsescence, which is much more difficult, 
because I remember that as being a very critical time for me. I have learned over the 
years~ that R. is not me. Thatthe symptoms of the behavior may be the same, but they 

. come from different backgrounds, because I am different fromWhat she is, and my 
parents and. my mother from her environment, so while the pattern of behavior may be 
he same, the moodiness stems from a different post and it is neither as severe as mine 
was, or exactly like mine was, or as light as mine was, it is different. When you 
get through the whole process of going through a phase, then I have sort of settled 
my own childhood in myself through parenting. 

YOU HAVE BEEN ABLE TO PERCEIVE YOUR CHILDHOOD IN A NEW WAY? 

Yes,from a parent's point of view, ~d I have understood my parents in a way, and my 
childhood and it has somehow all become fused together and it is only then that I can 
get on with being an adult, which is funny, it is interesting I have thought that 
as soon as a baby is born, you suddenly take on the role of parent, as though we are 
suddenly parents, we know everything, and we dont, we are sti 11 children and we have 
children and then we have to live through again, a childhood and that is what I find 
very fulfilling because it has enabled me to settle unfinsied business, it will be 
interesting to watch what happens when they·get to be adults. I think I will be much 

. lighter and much freer because I willl have taken care of so many years of great 
puzzlement to me and I think that one of the essences of childhood is that the world 
is so big and so crushing and I remember when I got to be in my early 20's that suddenl 
everl1thing came together, 'be houses were not so· big and my feet reached the floor, 
nothing was bigger than I was really. I had come up to size and I have a feeling that 
that will float as my kids grow older and things will shift into.gear and I will see 
more cl early. . . 

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFLUENCE ONTHE WAY THAT CHILDREN TURN OUT AS 
ADULTS? 

; dont know~ I would tend to say family, because that has peen the way that I have done 
lt, ~hey brlng i!.-9.reat_deal to themselves .. gnd I dont think that we really know how 
much ~ney get from the outside worlcr,-tneir fe~rs or their problems or their reactions 

t to teachers or friends and how much living goes on because it is the learning that 
they first of all, cannot express and we cannot see because we are not there. 
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And I remember thatthere was a child once that R. played withand I really did not like 
/\ I wished that she wouldnt be friends with her and I didnt do very much about it 

.. except to keep it as separate as I felt wise without separating them and this was a 
. child who was very arrogant and very rude to her parents and R. was somewhat shy and 

withdrawn and very good and the goodness troubled me at that time) she was too good I 
thought. But this child was very rude and that bothered me too and one day R. said 

~_ to me) I have learned so much from her) I have learned that when you talk back to your 
~ parents the world does not collapse, it is not a that I would have expected and 
1 was so greatful for that other child and for my child to be able to take what she 
I needed, she didnt need to take what I thought she was taking, she took what she needed 

and I realize thatthe friendships that children have fill their needs, they may not 
be what I think their needs are, but what their needs are and if I leave them alone, 
enough they will work out alright. 

, -
,~ 

HOW DOES SOMEONE KNOW IF THEY ARE A GOOD PARENT? 

I dont think that you ever know if you ~e a good parent. I thin~ th~needle test is 
am I pnjoying what I am doing, if I am enjoying it) then I am assuing that the 
~~ . .:-" results will be satisfactory to me, if I am not enjoying it) parenting, then 
I dont enjoy the job. But I dont know what a good parent is I suppose, is what I am 
really saying, because one doesnt know at any point whether this will be forever, so 
say you value honesty and your child is honest, you say ahaha, I am a good parent beca 
my child is honest, I dont thinkthat youcan do that. First of all" it takes on 
enormous responsibility to yourself and what if you are a good parent and your child 
turns out to be not honest, y~annot reall~lDL~hroug!L ~~~ children, you caB_4p __ 
just the best that youcan in transmij:tjng .. what .. .Y9Mt_ values are;--but--then some of it is 
l.iiJto~he child, it -l5- his -bcrllgame too and if he carrleswna't"you'--fia:ve-gfven;--fine-;-'' 
and-lf lieaOesnt', it doesnt make you less of a parent, you have done your parenting 
but maybe the child's capacity is not to be a good human being and there is very 
little that you an do tbout it. But I do think that you must enjoy what you are 
doing and that must communicate itself to. the child, not at every minute, but that 
fundamentally this makes you happy. 

WHAT IS THAT IMPORTANT TO COMMUNICATE TO THE CHILD? WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR THE CHILD 
TO KNOW THATYOU FIND BEING HIS PARENT IS PLEASURABLE. 

r---

!I would think that it would make them feel very good about themselves) it is another 
way of feeling a self regard and a self worth that people like your company and like 
liJleinn with you, and like what they have undertaken to do and I think it is more 
\ fun to be with someone who likes you and whom you like in return,-i dont think it is 
ia one way street, I dont think that you can like your child very much unless it is 
~eciprocal, it is like going on a date~ it is not that one person has a good time, 
either both have a lou'sy time or both have a good time. I think it is another feeling 
that I have too, if I am sad I expect to tell them or to have them communicate it) 
and if I am enjoying them, I expect to communicate that, too, it is another process 

, of honesty that goes on. 

IT FLOWS? 

Yes)and you cannot really control it because children perceive things that youare not 
aware that you are sending, they receive messages that you are not aware of sending 
about - of having sent and so it really isnt something that filters through the mind, 
it has to be and thechldren will get the message and iLY.Q!!._':?_(ly_yo~ .. a~joyinqJ:h€!'l1_. 
and you are not, they~illget, that ,message too and then.:they will begin t-o-distrust 
perhaps their instincts about what they 'are-c,apa,b-le'--of receiving and I-think itis
very important for children "to bel i eve in themsel ves and ff they aY'e peY'cei vi ng one U 

1 and their parents tell tern something else, then they begin to distrust themselves. 
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~t first. Later they may distrust their parents, but much - while their parents are 
much of the space in their life, they would tend to distrust themselves and I think 
that is harmful to tieir own ego development, but if the parent is saying yes, I am 
angry and the child perceives that the parent is angry= and the child perceives that 
the parent is angry, then there is a harmony between what the child sees and what the 
child k(C\,-{·i, ,but if the ,parent says I am having a wonderful time with you, the 
child knows. There are preverbal leveJs ofcammunication and beyond verbal ness and 
you must be very fion~s_t_\'Li...~urself befo.re---YQ..',L.can_s.tart...,bein9-_ho,ne~.:t wi~fi atllex:.. 
peopTe;-espec;afiY-children, because I think they are mare in tuned with the instinct. 
inan adUlts are, I think adults have tao manywords. If I take the children to the Zo.o 
I go. generally because r want to. go., not because I am doing them any bi g favars. 
There are times I will say I dont want to. go. but I am gaing because I am daing yau a 
favar and that's alright, tao., they are getting an accurate message. 

WHY IS THAT ACCURATE MESSAGE SO IMPORTANT? 

Well, I think that honesty is the most important thing that yau can have inside 
of yourself and what I am trying to. do. is train the children to look inside themselves 
to be hanest with themselves even when it hurts very badly, even when they hav~ to 
face things that they dant like, or they wished that they didnt know, but if you can 
face something and give it a name, in whatever terms you cheose to. name it, then you 
can cope with it, then you knaw what it is, it is not a bagey man, beyand, you may not 
knaw the limits ar the baundaries, but you can say yes, it's this and that is why 

'gaing back even to. the Bible, it is very significant that Gad named the animals, that 
he gave them a name, not a monster or a four legged this, the myth is that he named 
them, because of the importance of being able 'to face things, face it with a kind 
of security that it would more or less be the same the next time you come across it. 
That's why, IT IS important to be accurate and honest. 

~ILEMMA - JIMMY FOX 

WHAT SHOULD MR. FOX DO? 

Do. about what? 

JIMMY, THE DIARY? 

First af all, one thing at a time, he should not look in the diary, because he has no 
permission ~o loak in the diary. Secondly, I think that he should go off alone with 
Jimmy, witnor witheut his wife, I dont know, and talk with him abaut~at happened. 
And tal k wfth him abaut the facts. I think he shauld probably ask him directly, did 
you do this. It is perfectly passible that J. was so intimidated by the palice and 
so threatened by the way they handled the situation, that his first instinct was to 
lie and one lies when one is uncamfortable and scared. If he had a gaod relationship 
with his father, he might be able to talk about it. If Mr. Fox was' very threatened by 
the lecture and threatened by his parenting, then he might appraach J. in a different 
way than if he had a gaod relationship with J. Whether J. stole ar didnt steal is nat 
the central issue, it is how do. you deal with the threat and can yau cope with it or 
cant it and then you get an to. why you stale, if he did steal, but first af all, can 
a pa~ent and a child communicate, can the child go tothe parent, can the parent go. to 
the child and will anything real come out af it, ar is it just anather standoff. 

WHY DO YOU FEEL ~ATTHE PRIVACY OF THE DIARY IS IMPORTANT? 

Because there are parts of each human being that they choose not to share with another 
human being and it is as ' "~ .. ~ true of a baby as it is true of an old person and 
even though a parent in a family may think ghat it is unimportant, he has no. right 
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to tresspass on feelings,on emotions, on secret drawers, on experiences that the child 
/ does not choose to tell. IF the child says I dont want to talk about it, then the 

,I parent has to listen to that, then they can come at it another way if it is very 
important, but they.~arl!1pt. _tr_~?p'_~.~~ .. ~ey?~d ~ha~. the child 1 s will i.ng~ol e~. ~o o.!. 
Everybody is very much alone lnslde and nas to preserves hlS own terrltory flrst and 
then you can you can begin to Sh(-\(Cif you feel you have boundaries that are yours. 

~ It is also the difference between sharing because you have to and sharing because you 
- choose to, it makes a difference between resenting what you do and resenting what you 

t did and giving it generously and if you are allowed space around yourself, then I 
I think you are freer to give space to other people and you dont have to clutter all 

over their lives. And you can give to people if you have privacy~d privacy is a 
way of giving. to~ yourself ••.• 

. /SUPPOSE MR. F. READ THE DIARY, SHOULD HE TELL J. HE RMD THE DIARY? 

He might very well say look what I found in your diary, I dont think he read it, but 
assuming he did, he should. (WHY?) Because I would sassume that the assumption between 
them, the unwritten contractbetween the two is that the diary has not been read, that 
is why J. is leaving it in an unlocked drawer, he knows that it is no+ going to be read 
His father has broken the contract between them, I think it is his responsibility 
then to let the child know that he has· unilaterally done something wrong, it is not 

7 a position for a parent to be envied in. 

r 

BUT IF HE DID NOT TELL J. THEN J. WOULD NOT KNOW HE HAD UNILATERIALLY DONE SOMETHING 
WRONG. 

It would come out eventually, if not in the matter of the diary, then it would come 
out that J. in some way or other could no longer trust his father, because once the 
father does that, he will trespass in other areas. You dont just do it once and then 
never do it again, but it becomes an attitude of your relationship to the other person. 
J. may never know whether the diary has been read, but the father will again later on 
do something else. . 

WHY IS TRUST SO IMPORTANT? 

I remember when I had talked with the kids, sometimes we have talked about whether they 
. would choose to tell me whether they have done something wrong or not and they said 

well, you may find out, and it is very likely that I wouldnt find out, but eventually 
something happens between the two people, so that if I eventually find thatthey have 
been doing something wrong, I assume that it is not the first time, or thatthere has 
been some kind of history of, there has been something going on before that, things 
are not isolated in themselves, they are mosaics, events a·re mosaics. 

I THINK WHAT YOUARE GETTING AT IS YOU LOSE TRUST AND THAT UNTRUSTING THING BECOME A 
POSSIBILITY IN A RELATIONSHIP AND THAT IS HARMFUL TO~E RELATIONSHIP AND I AM EXTENDING 
WHAT YOU ARE SAYING AND ASKING WHY THAT TRUST IS SO IMPORTANT? 

I never thought about it, but it seems to me that you have to be able to depend on 
people in a society, whether it is the small society of the family, or the larger 

tsociety. And if people say that they will do something, then you have to go to on the 
/assumption that they will do it, and ,then you can get on with other business. You 

'. jcan be creative if the baseline is taken care of and if people are constantly un-
l lor nondependable in your life you cant count on them for things and you have togo 
;. \back and keep checking and then you cant get on with other forms of the relationship. 

\
1 never thought about it. It is so elemental, it is saying \'Ihy do you breathe, you ha'J 

.DO trust, you just ave to and you have to be able to count on certain people, sometimes 
Ithey let you down and you have to understand that in a larger context, perhaps it \'Ias 
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.cause they were fragile that particular day, but fundamentally the line has to be 
jteady. It is almost like a rope, somtimes a strang can break, but the rope has to be 
strong. It doesnt matter if a strand breaks, or if it is one time that a child does 

:~~ot trust you, if fundamentally they do trust you. , 

YOU MENTIONED THAT SOMETIMES YOU DO THINGS WRONG AND THE PART OF THE RELATIONSHIP 
YOU BREACH CAN WITHSTAND THAT. 

I would think if the ground is firm, then the ground can tolerate little 
~ and deviations from it, but there has to be some very good soil and this soil has to 

be laid from the very beginning, when this child is extremely young, born, and then 
it wont matter if there is a small deviation along the way that is not very great,and . 
of course one doesnt know which will be the great and which wont be the great. You ha' 
to assume that your child will be generous to you, too, if you stumble and fall, it is 
not just a case of parents being generous in forgiving the child and you can do that i1 

you have put together a trustworthy foundation.' , 

.. "/sUPPOSE HE DIDNT READ DIARY ••• CONTINUE. .•• YES DAD, I DID ••••• WHY DID J. TELL HIS 
FATHER HE DID IT, WOULDNT IT HAVE BEEN EASIER TO CONTINUE TO LIE? 

c 
t 

Sure it would have been ea~ier in the short run to lie, but J. then probably would havi 
then had to deal with an uncomfortable conscience, and he is uncomfortable anyway, I 
think lying is an easy way out but it is not a safe way, it just makes the bookkeeping 
so much marder in spite of you because you cant remember what it is you have done and 
what it is that you havent and whom you have told what to, so that it makes you freer 
,to te 11 t~th-'2eC~I.!?~_th.en,_yo!l._kJJow _~h.er.e~.u_.s.tand_wi ~b_ YOU,f.s.e.lf. and TfflfnKlt 
\is just something for JI S relationship with his father that on a one to one basis, 
;even though J. is uncomfortable, he could trust his fathereno,ugh to know thathe may 
'have to pay the price of having stolen, but he can still count on his father, to liste 
Unless he did it in great terror, I dont know, sometimes the chiidcan be so afraid of 
the father that he would say yes, but I would tend to think not, I would tend to think 
~hat in that case, he would have just lied. -

WHICH IS MORE IMPORTANT, THAT. J. DID THE STEALING OR THAT HE TOLD THE TRUTH LATER? 

That he told the truth about it •. I think that all through our lives we falland we 
stumble and we deviate from our pattern of expectations, how we deal with that is' what 
is important, not the fact that we do it. 

POLICE OFFICER SAID MR. F. WAS TO BLAME •••• HOW 00 YOU FEEL? 

He may have been, I dont know. The responsibility is ultimately JI S , but maybe ~e 
father in some way contributed to it and it depends on the family circumstance and 
the relationship~ 

/KIOS J. RUNS WITH ARE TOUGHT ••. MR. F. INTERFERE, DOES J. HAVE RIGHT TO CHOOSE OWN 
FRIENDS? . 

I think J.has a right to choose his own friends and the father has a right to protect 
hi~ son IS interests as he sees them, but the question is the balance between them. 
He might discourage them, he might let J. know that he disapproves but nevertheless 
let J. go around with them, and I think it is very important for children to know wher 
their parents stand, even as a kind of wall, even if th~ choose to ram aginast the 

• wall, it is something definite and th~ know a limit or they know where the firmness 
" is and their rebell ion takes a specific form, it is not just amorphous, so they are 

,rebelling againstthe father1s choice of a friend, okay, but at least the father cares 
\enough to say, this is how I feel. ' 
~ 
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JILEAMMA- WORKING MOTHER 

WHAT DO YOU THINK A GOOD MOTHER WOULD DO? 

There isnt an easy answer. First of all, I would discount the argument that Susan 
makes about all the other children come home to a mother, I wouldnt discount it, but 
I would minimize it, that doesnt hold much water here about what all the other parents 
are doing, I dont use it and I dont want it to be used. I wouldnt do that, Obviously 
S. is unhappy and I would assume that her school day ends at 2, so dont tell me that tt 
mother cant adjust her schedule. I think that S. needs to hear why the mother needs 
to work, just to see it, not in terms of a rejection, because what seems to be going 
on is S. is saying, I want only you there. Now why does she want only the mother, she 
has the mother the other two days and she1s got the mother the weekend, why is it that 
so important that at that particular time the mother has to be there between 2 and 5 
on those 3 days a week. IS it that S. is asking for a proof that the mothe.r will give 
up everything for S. Even the job, she only has the mother and S. goes off to play 
with her friends I imagine for at least 3 hours at a time, so that it isnt really 
that the mother wants the child there every day when she comes home from school, but 
she is asking for something else. How the something else gets resolved depends 
again on how much themother understands of her own feelings and her own needs for 
workinn,.how guilty she is feeling. IF it were me, I would not give up working. 
But I would try to understand what it was, I might have S. come to my office between 
2 and 5 if that were possible. I Might arrange to spend specifically on the other 
two days, full time with S. and do no housework and no errands, but it is very rare 
Ithat any mother of any 10 year old is spending 3 unqualified hours with her children 
at anyone time playing or doing what the child wants to do. It is really a question 
of touching base and the child goes off and the child knows where the mother ought to 
be, or the child thinks the mother ought to be. The child doesnt have the only right 
to determine where the mother ought to be. The mother has to decide her own life. . 
It needs to be very clear as to he message she is getting across and she must see very 

. clearly what SIS needs are. . . 

WHAT DOYOU THINK S. MIGHT BE ASKING? 

For proof of love, she might be saying tell me I am more important than you"" job, she 
might be saying let me feel that I can control you, she might be saying I love you morl 
than you love me and I want to be loved as much., she might be saying on a scale, she 
might be saying, from you working 3 days aoes it suddenly mean YOlJare going to be 
working 5 days next year, just a little and then more later. She might be saying I 
want to control my environment. IF they dont need the money, that I think is more 

\) threatening to a child than if they do., becausethen the child can see that the mon~ 
goes for tangible reasons, tangible purchases, then it is manageable., they like to be 
concrete about things. Mother is working to satisfyi some inner needs of hers, it is 
much more difficult for the child to understand. 

SO YOU FEEL THAT THE MOTHER SHOULD TALK TO HER? 

Yes,and it is obviously not anything that can be settled with one talk, it bas to be 
a continuum. I think she should go on with the job until the resolution has been 
reached, whatever the resolution is. I dont think that she should give it up in~e 

'1) meantime. . 

THE PROCESS AND THE TALKS, WHAT WOULD YOU HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH BY THE TALKS? 

Communication, I would want my child to understand more of why it was important for me 
to work. I think before you go to work you say to your family, I need to work, then 
when you actually get thejob and it makes specific demands on you and you change , . 
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~
ecause of itt then you have to again discuss with them what is going on, because they 

See one thing and you from your vantage see another and you must tell them what it is 
/ that you see. . 

DILEMMA- NEW BABY 

WHAT DO YOU THINK SAM1S MOTHER SHOULD DO? 

Well, she1s obviously got some talking to do and she 1 s got some hugging to do. 
Loving, physical loving, I think it is very important, but especially for thelitt1e 
ones, to have a lot of physical contact with the mother and the father, with the 
parents. And she has to discuss the ambivalent feelings thatthe child is having. 
And that they are perfectly reasonable feelings and the thing that I stress over and 
over again is that any feeling is legitimate, not any actions, tne the more horrible 
is necessary, the more legitimate, because it is more scarry and yet itis part of what 
makes you a human being, they arenot all that bad, unless they are translated into 
actions where they can hurt either you or someone else, but you have to make a differ
entiation between what you think and what you do. 

HOW WOULD YOU EXPLAIN SAM KISSING BABY ONE MINUTE AND HITTING THE NEXT? 

I think they are both valid and I dont think that one is a pretense,. I think at times 
he feels love and at times he feels anger and he cannot feel just one emotoin to any 

~. human being and because he is obviously only 3 years old, he cant talk about it, he wou 
have to express it directly, so he is expressing what a 7 year old might express-in 

,. words. 

CONTINUE STORy .•.• COULD SAM BE TELLING THE TRUTH? 

Yes. You can love and youcan want to hurt and you can not be aware that yOIl want to 
hurt becauseit is so frightening a thought, that you had that kind of anger. It means 
that S. has not accepted it yet, that his mother will help him understand that it is a 
legitimate feeling, it is not a legitimate action, where his kissing is a legitimate 
action, but that 1s the mother's the parent's role, 1111 care. 

". It ... 

("WHAT SHOULD SAMU:'S MOTHER BE ABLE TO EXPECT OF SAM DO YOU THINK? 

, Some self control, not geeat self control, but some self control and some aware ness 
of what is going on, out only after he helped him. If he can deal with his anger with 
words or with substitute actions, she can help him do that and depenning on hmw mature 
he is, then she has a right to expect certain kinds of behavior from him afterwards. 

WHAT CAN SAM EXPECT OF HIS MOTHER? 

Being there, supporting him even when he is angry and not saying you should love your 
baby brother, and tellinghim how he should feel, but helping him understand what it is 

J in fact, that he does feel, whenever you feel you should feel something,then you have 
1 to be suspicious and check it out. But if you ~n say this is how I do feel, then you 

can go from there. Legislate - you cannot legislate how you feel. 
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